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DR. EDWARD THEODORE DUMBLE

While this bulletin is in press announcement has been
made of the death of Dr. Edward Theodore Dumble on
January 25, 1927, at Nice, France. Dr. Dumble was the
first to undertake a comprehensive subdivision of the Ter-
tiary and Quaternary series of Texas;moreover, in recent
years he and his associates of the Geological Department
of the Southern Pacific Railroad have contributed a val-
uable paper on the geology ofEast Texas to the publications
of the University of Texas. It is therefore fitting that in
this publication which relates to a part of the area over
which Dr. Dumble worked, that special acknowledgment
should be made of his contributions to the geologyof Tkxas.

Dr. Dumble was born at Madison, Indiana, March 28,
1852. At an early age he came with his parents to Hous-
ton, Texas, where he resided the greater part of his life.
His college work was taken at Washington and Lee Univer-
sity, from which he received the degree of Bachelor of
Science and later was honored with Doctor of Science. In
his college work he majored in chemistry and geology.
Although engagedin his early youth in business he did not
lose his interest in science, but privately explored the
geology of Texas. When the Geological Survey of Texas
was established in 1888 he became State Geologist and
served as Director of the Survey until 1894. Althoughno
State funds were provided for this surveybeyond February,
1894, Dr. Dumble's connection with the State in an official
capacity continued until 1899. The publications issued by
this survey under Dr.Dumble's direction stand as a fitting
memorial to his ability as a scientist and director of scien-
tific activities.

In recognition of his contributions to geology both as an
official of the State of Texas and as a private citizen this
bulletin of the University of Texas is dedicated to the
memory of Dr. Edward Theodore Dumble.



The Gueydan, a New Middle Tertiary
Formation from the Southwestern

Coastal Plain of Texas

Thomas L. Bailey

Introduction

The announcement of the discovery of an important and
extensive deposit of pyroclasticmaterial in the southwestern
Texas coastal plain and a brief discussion of its character
and stratigraphic relations were given ina short article by
the present writer2 in March, 1924. This deposit was
designated therein as the "Gueydan formation."

The object of the present paper is to describe the general
lithology and petrography of the Gueydan formation, or
Gueydan tuff; to discuss its stratigraphic relations to the
adjacent formations and its partial or complete equivalence
in age with the Oligocene rocks of eastern Texas;to discuss
the probable mode of origin and source of the volcanic
debris; and to outline the structural and physiographic
features of that portion of the Texas coastal plain in which
the Gueydan tuff outcrops.

The recognition of the Gueydan is of importancein this
region, where many of the formations are lithologically
similar, because it is quite unlike the adjacent formations
in character. Certain members of the Gueydan tuff maybe
useful as keyhorizons in working out the detailed geologic
structure of this district.

Discovery of the Gueydan formation—In August, 1923,
Mr. Henderson Coquat of Three Rivers, Texas, sent to
Dr. J. A. Udden, Director of the Bureau of Economic
Geology and Technology of the University of Texas, some

Manuscript submitted September, 1926, published March, 1927.
2Bailey, Thomas L., "Extensive Volcanic Activity in the Middle

Tertiary of the South Texas Coastal Plains," Sci. (n. s.) LIX, No.
1526, pp. 299-300, 1924.
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small fragments broken from large boulders of a dark
vesicular lava. Thin sections and crushed portions of these
fragments were examined under a petrographic microscope
by the writer and were found to be trachyandesiteor ande-
site. Inanote accompanying the samples Mr.Coquat wrote
that he had been able to trace boulders of this type across
a large part of Live Oak and McMullen counties. With a
view to ascertainingthe mode of occurrence of this interest-
ingigneous material and to obtain an idea of the extent of
its outcrop, Dr. Udden asked the writer to make a short
field study of it. Accordingly, in September, 1923, the
writer spent four days in Live Oak and McMullen counties
making a reconnaissance examination of the deposits con-
taining the boulders and found them to consist largely of
volcanic tuff beds. A summary of the results obtained at
this time was published in Science as mentioned above.

The writer spent the summer of 1924 inmaking a detailed
study of the Gueydan tuff and traced its outcrop for a dis-
tance of 240 miles. The present paper is based on the field
work done at that time.

Acknowledgments— The writer wishes to express his
sincere appreciation to Mr. Henderson Coquat for conduct-
ing him to some of the best exposures of the igneous rock
in Live Oak and McMullen counties. In fact Mr. Coquat
had suspected the igneous origin of much of this material
before the writerhad seen it,

Location and delimitation of the area mapped—
The area

discussed embraces a belt 240 miles longand from two to
fourteen miles wide near the center of the southwestern half
of the Gulf Coastal Plain of Texas, approximately parallel-
ing the shore line at a distance of from 80 to 110 miles
northwest and westof theGulf of Mexico. Thisbelt includes
the surface outcropof the above-mentioned Gueydan forma-
tion which was traced from a point near the town of Moul-
ton, Lavaca County, midway between the Louisiana and
Mexican boundaries of Texas, to a point twenty-two miles
north of the lower Rio Grande at Rio Grande City, Starr
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County, and seventy miles south-southeast of Laredo. The
northwestern edge of the Gulf Coastal Plain is produced by
the Balcones fault scarpat the edgeof the Edwards Plateau.
In the northern part of its length the belt is situated mid-
way between the Balcones scarp and the Gulf coast. The
southern part, however, is nearer to the coast than to the
Balcones scarp because of the fact that the main Balcones
fault zone changes its southwest trendnorth of San Antonio
to a pronounced westward course south of San Antonio,
while the Gueydan outcropcontinues approximately parallel
to the shore line. The discussion of the physiography is
not restricted to the rather narrow belt outlined above, but
includes also a general description of the physiography of
much of the southwestern coastal plain of Texas. Several
of the geological formations outcropping adjacent to the
Gueydan are also discussed, although less intensively.

Previous work.— The published accounts of the geology
and the geologic maps of that portionof the Texas coastal
plain outlined above are strictly of a reconnaissance nature.
The stratigraphic units have not been clearly defined nor
fully described for the most part. This has led to consider-
able confusion, inasmuch as the same beds have been
included in a certain formation by one writer and in an
entirely different formation by another. Identical beds
are not uncommonly placed in various formations at differ-
ent localities along their strike, even by the same writer.
This confusion has been due partly to a lack of extensive
outcrops and partly to lateral variation in the lithology of
some of these formations. It has also been caused by the
fact that the writers did not give sufficient attention to the
petrology of the district. A more thorough field study of
the rocks would have prevented many wrongdesignations.
For example, many beds of coherent white tuff have been
identified as limestone, although they contain either no
lime carbonate at all or very small traces of it. A careful
examination of this particular rock with the hand
lens would have revealed the presence of many pumice
fragmentsand angularglass grains.
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The first comprehensive attempt to subdivide the Tertiary
and Quarternary rocks of the southwestern coastal plainof
Texas into formations was made by Dumble3 in a paper
published in1894. The type localities of the Frio, Oakville
(Lapara), and Lagarto formations which were named and
described in that paper by Dumble are found in
Live Oak and McMullen counties near the center of the
area here discussed, where the writer didhis most detailed
work. The Frio of Dumble includes both the Frio and
Gueydan formations of the present writer. No pyroclastics
are reported from the Frio, although he does mention beds
of volcanic dust and ash in the Fayette, which underlies
the Frio. His type localities of the Frio clay on the Frio
and Nueces rivers are within the outcrop of the Gueydan
tuff of the present writer.

In 1903, Dumble4 published another paper in which he
gave much additional information about the geology of
southwestern Texas, including some detailed sections.
Accompanying this report isa sketchmap showingDumble's
interpretation of the distribution of the various Tertiary
formations in the portion of southwestern Texas traversed.
According to this map the Frio in Live Oak County wouid
include most of the Gueydan as discussed in the present
paper and a little of the Oakville, while the Frio proper
of the present report is included for the most part in the
Fayette by Dumble. In McMullen County, between Tilden
and the southeast corner of the county, Dumble maps the
Frio so that it includes the Frio properand a small part of
the lower Gueydan as described in this paper. His Frio
thus includes a different set of beds in these two sections,
as is provenbyactually tracing the lower Gueydan tuff beds
from one section to the other. Theupperhalf of the Gueydan
is included by Dumble in his Oakville and Lapara forma-
tions. The better consolidated white tuff beds of the lower

3Dumble, E. T., "The Cenozoic Deposits of Texas," Jour. Geol.,
Vol. 2, No. 6, pp. 549-567, 1894.

4Dumble, E. T., "The Geology of Southwestern Texas," A. I.M. E.
Trans., Vol. 33, pp. 913-987, 1903.
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Gueydanhave evidently been mistaken by Dumble for Rey-
nosa limestone of Pleistocene age although they are inter-
bedded with the strata which he calls Frio. Thus in the
last paragraphon page 953 of his paper Dumble states :

At themouth of Comanche Creek, 15 feet of interbeddedbrown
sands and sandy clays "were found, but from that point to 0.5
mile south of the falls of the Atascosa everything seen belonged
to the Reynosa and overlying beds.

On page 978 Dumble describes the following sections
under the heading"Reynosabeds":

At a hillhalf a mile north of the (Weedy or San Cristoval)
creek we found the tuffaceous limestone, interbedded with yellow
clays and sand,passing into lavendar clays at base.... (Section
given).

Following Weedy Creek to its junction with the Atascosa and
that river to the"falls," three milesbelow, the Reynosa was seen
to havean extensivedevelopment, formingprecipitousbanks from
20 to 30 feet high along the creek...
The writer has studied these sections and found excellent

outcrops of the consolidated,non-calcareous white tuff, con-
glomeratic tuff and pumice-pebble conglomerates belonging
to the lower part of the Gueydan formation.

In 1906 Deussen and Dole5 published a paper which is
devoted mainly to a discussion of the water supply of part
of this region,accompaniedby abrief account of the geology
of McMullen andLa Salle counties.

During a period of sixteen years following the preceding
articles nothing of importance was published on the region.
During this interim two commercial gas fields and one com-
mercial oil field were discovered in the southern portion of
the area, thus attracting the attention of geologists to that
part of the district. Accordingly, in 1922, Sellards6 pub-

sDeussen, Alex., andDole, R. 8., "Ground Water in La Salle and
McMullen Counties, Texas," U. S. Geol. Surv. W. S. Paper, 375g,
pp. 141-177, 1916.

6Sellards, E.H., "Notes on the Oil and Gas Fields of Webb and
Zapata Counties," Univ. Texas Bull. No. 2230, pp. 5-29, 1922.
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lished a short bulletin on these oil and gas fields. The
stratigraphy is briefly described. Sellards noted outcrops
of light-colored volcanic ash containing plant impressions
near Aguilares, and stated that they probably represent the
Fayetteformation.

During the next two years, 1923 and 1924, three papers
accompanied by geologic maps appeared. Trowbridge7

made a reconnaissance report on the geology of the coastal
plain of Texas adjacent to the Rio Grande, in which he
mentioned prominent beds of volcanic ash both in his Frio
and Fayette (Eocene) formations. The wTriter does not
agree with Trowbridge's location of the contact between
the Frio and the Fayette, nor with his statement that the
Oakville (Upper Miocene) and Lagarto (Lower Pliocene)
formations do not outcrop in the vicinity of the Rio Grande.
In 1923, Dr. J. L. Wortman of Brownsville, Texas, dis-
covered8 in the calcareous tuff or "ashy marl" deposits near
Rio Grande City some determinable Upper Miocene fossils,
including Protohippus sejunctus Cope, which prove that
deposits of Upper Miocene age do outcrop. Moreover, mas-
sive beds of characteristic Oakville sandstone outcrop
prominently six miles north-northwest of Rio Grande City.
Trowbridge apparently included most of the Gueydan tuff
in his Frio formation, but it is probable that some of his
Fayette volcanic ash beds also belong in the Gueydan as
here defined.

The greaterpartof Jones's paper9 onthe Webb andZapata
county oil fields is devoted to the structure of the region.
He places considerable emphasis upon a widespread occur-
rence of "siliceous knobs, veins and bedded quartzites"as
related to faultingand as evidence of it.

In the discussion of Jones's paper Dilworth Hager men-

7Trowbridge, A. C, "A Geological Eeconnaissance in the Gulf
Coastal Plain of Texas near the Rio Grande," U. S. Geol. Surv.
Prof. Paper 131D, pp. 97-98, 1923.

BPersonal communication, November 14, 1923.
9Jones, R. A., "The Relation of the Reynosa Escarpment to the

Oil and Gas Fields of Webb and Zapata Counties, Texas," Bull. Am.
Assoc. Petr. Geol., Vol. VII,No. 5, pp. 532-545, 1923.
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tioned the presenceof volcanic ash beds in the area and sug-
gested that the widespread occurrence of opal and other
forms of silica was due to the leaching of silica from these
beds. Alexander Deussen discussed the paper as follows:

Inanswer to Mr. Hager's statement that the opal may be due
to leaching of silica from volcanic ash beds,Iwish to state that
the volcanic ash beds continue clear across the state to the Sabine
River. No opal occurs east of the Colorado River. It would
seem that if volcanic ash were responsible for opal such knobs
would occur wherever ash beds occur .. . [The writer would
suggest in this connection, that the more arid climate, causing a
higher alkalinity of the ground water west of Colorado River,
has made the ground water a more efficient solvent for the
silica in the tuffs.]

Deussen also mentioned "rhyolite" boulders in the "Oak-
ville sandstones" in Duval County and asked Jones what he
considered to be their origin. Jones replied as follows:

...Ithink the rhyolite bouldersand blocks of vesicular basalt
in the vicinity of the Government Well, northwestern Duval
County, may have been transported from the west, for instance,
Uvalde County.

By far the most complete geologic map and report on
this area isbyDeussen.10 On page91he states :

In the eastern part of the area under consideration, the Frio
clay lies conformably beneath the Catahoula sandstone, but
in the western part of the area it lies unconformably beneath
the Oakville sandstone.

The present writer found that the Catahoula (Oligocene)
does not lens out as stated by Deussen but passes by a
gradual lithologic change to the southwestward into the
Gueydan formation which continues to outcropnearly to the
Rio Grande. The Frio clay as mapped by Deussen includes
the Gueydan (Oligocene) and the Frio (Eocene) of the
present writer. Much of Deussen's "clay, sandy limestone

10Deussen, Alex., "Geology of the Coastal Plain of Texas West of
Brazos River," U. S. Geol. Surv. Prof. Paper 126 (1924).
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and sandy clay" in the Live Oak and McMullen county sec-
tions is found by microscopic examination to be mainly tuff
or argillaceous tuff. The light-colored platy bed shown
above the clay or bentonite in his Plate XXVI is recognized
by thepresent writer,who has studied this outcrop, as being
a bed of trachyte or trachyandesite tuff.

A section of so-called Frio clay is described by Deussen
on page 93 as follows:

In the bed of Atascosa Creek at the crossing of the Oakville-
Crowther_road about eight miles northwest of Oakville, there
is exposed 6 inches of green argillaceous sandy limestone, over-
lying 7 inchesof green, calcareous, sandy clay.

The outcrops at this locality have been determined as tuff
and argillaceous tuff by the present writer. Near this
locality are found good outcrops of pumice-pebble con-
glomerate composed largely of rounded glassy pumice
pebbles in amatrix of argillaceoustuff.

Deussenmakes two short references to volcanic ash inhis
Frio formation. On page 92 he states: "Fragments of
agatized wood, beds of volcanic ash and nodules andmasses
of white chalcedony may also be seen in places." Also on
page 93: "Extensivebeds of volcanic ash are found in the
western part of Karnes Oounty, about ten miles west-
southwest of Karnes City."

In1924 Dumble11 published another paper which is based
largely on field work by PaulL. Applin andLyman D. Reed
and on laboratory work byMrs. Esther R. Applin and Miss
Grace Newman. In this paper Dumble corrects several of
references made in his earlier publications. The beds of
white tuff which were formerly confused, at least in part,
with the Reynosa are placed in the Frio and designated as
"clays, sands, and sand-rock" in spite of the facts brought
out by the following statement made on pages 434 and 435 :

"Dumble, E. T., "A Revision of the Texas Tertiary Section with
Special Reference to the Oil Well Geology of the Coast Region,"
Bull. Am. Assoc. Petr. Geol., Vol. 8, No. 4, pp. 424-444, 1924.
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Under the microscope the differences of Frio materials from
those of underlying beds are strongly marked.. .. The sand
grains vary in fineness but are usually platiy and angular
fragments of volcanic ash. The quartz also appears in splin-
tery needle-like fragments and in groups of hair-like filaments
scattered through the sandy clays. [The so-called quartz is
evidently glassy feldspar in part and in part filamentous vol-
canic glass or pumiceous fragments.]

In the same paper the Whitsett beds of Dumble include
the Frio and the upper part of the Fayette formations of
the present writer. TheFrio as defined by Dumble is appar-
ently identical with the Gueydan formation of the present
writer. Dumble considers his Frio (the Gueydan) as Jack-
son (Eocene) in age,althoughhe states that only one fossil,
an undetermined leaf impression, was found in this forma-
tion. This seems inconclusive as will be indicated by later
discussion.

Name.— Dumble's 1924 paper,12 in which he redefined his
Frio formation, appearedsubsequent to the short paper in
which the Gueydan formation was named and defined by the
writer.13 The formational name "Gueydan" has been
introduced for the followingreasons:

(1) The term "Frio clay" has been used for so many
years that "Frio" immediately suggests to students of
Texas stratigraphy a formation composed mainly of clay.

(2) The Frio is included in the Eocene by previous
writers. Less confusion will result if the term "Frio" is
retained for the lower portion of the old "Frio formation"
as mapped by Deussen, which is composed principally of
clays and is presumably of Eocene age.

(3) If the pyroclastics and associated rocks which are
called in this paper the "Gueydan formation" are to be
placed in one of the previously recognized stratigraphic
divisions of the Texas coastal plain section, they should
be placed in the Catahoula formation, their' partial or

12Op. cit., pp. 424-444.
13Bailey, Thomas L., "Extensive Volcanic Activity in the Middle

Tertiary of the South TexasCoastal Plain," Sci. (n. a.),LIX,No. 1526,
pp. 229-300, 1924.
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complete equivalent. However, the most characteristic
lithologic type in the Catahoula is a quartzose sandstone,
whereas the sandstone beds in the Gueydan are volcanic
sandstones poor in quartz.

Physiography

General Statement

The region under consideration in this paper is included
in the Texasportion of the Gulf Coastal Plain physiographic
and geographic province of the United States. Over one-
third of the State of Texas belongs in this province. That
third or fourth of the coastal plain which borders the Gulf
of Mexico is an almost featureless, level plain sloping
seaward at the gentle rate of two feet per mile. Farther
inland the coastal plain slopes seaward at an average rate
of from three to six feet permile, and is so dissected by the
action of streams that in many localities the land surface
is quite uneven and hilly.

The general geologic structure of the coastal plain is
homoclinal and the dip is toward the Gulf at a rate ranging
from about 20 feet per mile for the youngest (Reynosa
Pleistocene) formation, to 50 and even 120 feet permile for
theolder formations (Miocene to Upper Eocene). Therocks
underlying the part of the coastal plain which is discussed
in this paper vary considerably in their resistance to
erosion, both as to entire formations and as to members of
the same formation. Rain and stream action has eroded
the less resistant strata more deeply than the more resistant
beds;the present land surface is consequently divided into a
series of low, roughly parallel cuestas with steeper slopes
or, in gome places, even pronounced erosional scarps on
their westernor northwesternsides, and gentle, oftennearly
imperceptible, dip slopes toward the east and southeast.
The scarpsare of course producedby the outcropping edges
of relatively resistant beds or a series of such beds. The
flat dip-slope surface of a cuesta will be called a "cuesta-
plain." Where there is rapid alternation of softer and
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harder beds the cuesta-plains are narrow; and not very
prominent. On the other hand, where the resistant beds
are relatively thick or, if thin, very resistant to erosion,
and where they are also separated from each other by a
thick series of easily eroded beds, the individual cuesta-
plains are much broader and the scarps are more prominent.
Themost pronouncederosional scarps are producedby thin
but very resistant beds, such as siliceous-cemented sand-
stones, especially where such beds are underlain by a thick
series of unconsolidated soft clays. The condition last
statedhas been responsible for the development of imposing
mesas, such as Loma Alto, LaChusa, and San Caja,insouth-
eastern McMullen and northwestern Duval counties. On
these mesas is a comparatively thin cap of very hard,
quartzite-like sandstones underlain by a thick series of
unconsolidated, dust-like, tuffaceous clay deposits. These
mesas are portions of the Oakville cuesta-plain which have
been isolated from the main body of the cuesta by erosion.
Erosion of the series of weak strata w(hich separate the
parallel cuesta ridges gives rise to flatter areas which may
assume the form of valley-like depressions. For these the
term "inter-cuesta-plain" is proposed.

The continuity of the cuestas is broken in many places
by rather broad stream valleys which cut across them trans-
verselyso that the cuesta topographyisnot generallyevident
except in the more or less semi-arid southern fourth of the
Texas coastal plain or where a series of very weak strata,
such as soft clays, lie next to a series of resistant strata,
such as well indurated sandstones or limestones. Thus the
general topographic appearance of much of the district is
that of a slightly uplifted and submaturely dissected plain
or low plateau.

Nearly the whole of that part of the region southwest of
San Antonio River inKarnes County is covered with a thick
growth of various kinds of thorny bushor chaparral. This
chaparral-covered district has a semi-arid, warm temper-
ate climate and an average yearly rainfall of 25 inches or
less. In the vicinity of the Rio Grande the annual rainfall
is about 13 inches. North of the San Antonio the climate
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is more humid and portions of the district are sparsely to
thickly wooded,but stretches of openprairie are very com-
mon insome belts. The rainfall in this more northerly part
ranges from 25 to 35 inches a year.

Relief

The relief of the portion of the coastal plain with which
we are concerned is nowhere great. The highest point is
located in southeastern Webb County, one mile south-
southeast of Mirando City, and according to the United
States Army topographic surveys has an elevation of 1,004
feet above sea level. The lowest point is on the Nueces
River three miles south of Three Rivers. The elevation of
this point is 180 feet. The maximum relief for the whole
area is thus 824 feet. The average relief of the entire
district taken by topographic quadrangles (V2degree lat.
and long.) is much less, only about 280 feet. The general
difference in elevation between the tops of divides and the
bottoms of adjacent larger stream valleys is from 200 to 400
feet for most of the district. Within a strip embracing
both the outcrop of the Gueydan formation, as show;n on
the geologic map (PI. I.) and two parallel belts, five miles
wide, bordering the Gueydan outcrop on either side, some
interesting differences in relief are noted. If the strip
just defined be subdivided into segments intercepted by
parallels of latitude 30 minutes apart, and the highest and
lowest points in each segment be determined, the following
data14 are obtained:

14These data are taken from the "ProgressiveMilitaryMaps"based
on topographic work by the "Corps of Engineers, U. S. Army,
Southern Division." Some of the elevations are only approximate,
but those near railroads and rivers are fairly accurate.
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The most significant facts brought out by the above list
are:

(1) There is a gradual decrease in elevation of 500 or
600 feet along the line of "highest points" both toward the
northeast and toward the south from the point of maximum
elevation. Inother words,along thestrikeof the strata there
is a distinct arching of the surface in northwestern Duval,
eastern Webb, northeastern Zapata, and northwestern Jim*
Hoggcounties, withthe highpoint on the arch nearMirando
City in Webb County.

(2) The greatest relief (604 ft.) to be found in any
of the segments of the belt is in that segment in which the
point of maximum elevation also occurs,in spite of the fact
thatno large streams are found in this locality at the present
time. The lowest point in this segment is also higher than
the lowest point in any other segment.

(3) The highest elevations in each segment are prac-
tically all situated to the southeast or east of the Gueydan
outcrop, on the summits of inland-facing escarpments pro-
duced by the outcropping lower beds of the Oakville (Upper
Miocene) sandstone and of theReynosa (Lower Pleistocene)
limestone. An exception is Tornillo Hill, located on the
Karnes-Atascosa county line, eleven miles southwest of
Falls City. This knoll of silicified sandstone is situated near
the coastward margin of the outcrop of the Fayette (Upper
Eocene) sandstone.

(4) The maximum elevations listed above are, in the
southern half of the area, higher than any points situated
twenty to fifty miles farther inland, up the general slope of

Latitudes
Highest
Point

Lowest
Point Relief

Between 30 00 and 29 30 575 feet 325 feet 250 feet
Between 29 30 and 29 00 525 feet 190 feet 335 feet
Between 29 00 and 28 30 510 feet 220 feet 290 feet
Between 28 30 and 28 00 640 feet 180 feet 460 feet
Between 28 00 and 27 30 850 feet 350 feet 500 feet
Between 27 30 and 27 00 1004 feet 400 feet 604 feet
Between 27 00 and 26 30 700 feet 300 feet 400 feet
Between 26 30 and 26 00 370 feet 150 feet 220> feet
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the coastal plain. This fact does not hold for much of the
northern half of the district, which is situated northeast
of Live Oak County.

These facts point to a geologically recent structural dom-
ing of the southern portion of the region with the center
of uplift located near Mirando City. This arching was
evidently so late that it is still reflected in the present
topography, although the relatively small streams in this
portion of the area have been rejuvenated sufficiently to
produce the maximum relief near the center of this uplift.
Deussen15 has called this the Torrecillas arch and has
discussedmost of the evidence for it.

Physiographic Divisions

Deussen16 has divided this part of the coastal plain into
belts which are, beginning with the one nearest the coast,
as follows: (1) ReynosaPlain, (2) Oakville Plain, (3) Frio
Plain, (4) Wellborn Plain. Each is given the name of the
geologic formation on the outcrop of which it is situated,
withthe exception of the Wellborn Plain, which occupies the
belt coincident with the Fayette outcrop. The writer agrees
With these divisions except for the "Frio Plain." Deussen
uses "Frio Plain" as the geographic division corresponding
to the outcrop of his "Frio formation" or the Frio and
Gueydan formations of the present writer. The writer
would divide Deussen's "Frio Plain" into three physio-
graphic belts south of the southwestern border of Karnes
County. Beginning at the western or northwestern margin
of this region the writer recognizes six physiographic
divisions. These are briefly described below.

Fayette Hills Belt (Wellborn Plain).— This belt is from
five to fifteen miles: wide and is coincident with the outcrop
of the Fayette formation. Its western margin is marked

"Deussen, Alex., "Geology of the Coastal Plain of Texas West of
Brazos River," U. S, Geol. Surv. Prof. Paper 126, pp. 6, 124 ajnd
126, 1924.

16Op. cit., pp. 8-10.
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by amore or less prominent escarpment which is well devel-
oped near Smiley, Gonzales County, at Tilden andat Kings
Hills,six miles southwest of Tilden,McMullen County, near
Roma on the Rio Grande and at many other localities. This
escarpment is not distinct in southern Webb and most of
Zapata counties. Here the belt is a rollingplain interrupted
along its length by a number of low cuesta ridges. The
surface of the Fayette belt is rather maturely dissected by
consequent streams transverse to the strike,but the major
divides are broad and very gently convex upward, or nearly
level in places. The steepest slopes in this, as in all the
other belts in the region, occur close to the main streams.
Because of the fact that the Fayette is composed of dif-
ferentially resistant sandstone and clay or shale beds, a
number of parallel large and small cuesta ridges are pro-
duced, which vary innumber and prominence from place to
place because of the lenticular character of the beds.

The soil of the Fayette Hills Belt is mainly a light buff
or drab sandy loam, sand or loam, becoming finer textured
in the southern part of the district where the rocks are
more highly argillaceous. Some strips of dark gray clay-
loam also occur. In many places, especially at the western
margin, rocky sandstone slopes and cliffs are present.

In the semi-arid district south of Atascosa County the
Fayette Hills are almost everywhere covered with a dense
growth of thorny chaparral from five to fifteen feet in
height, and of various genera. In many placesprickly pear
cactus abounds. Some of these shrubs have no leaves, but
have chlorophyll-bearing thorns up to three inches in length.
This thick covering of thorny brush makes geologic work
difficult. In Atascosa and western Karnes counties the
vegetation is mostly mesquite, but other kinds of thorny
brush are present. Trees, such as cottonwood,elm, andlive
oak, occur along many of the larger streams. In Karnes
County there is a fairly rapid transition from the brush
characteristic of the more arid portion of the central coastal
plain into comparatively open woods composed mainly of
post oak. Along the river bottoms in the northern half of
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the district forests of large dicotyledonous trees of several
kinds are found.

FrioPlain— This division,as considered here, is a some-
what irregular,narrow belt which extends from the south-
western boundary of Karnes County to the Rio Grande
and ranges in width from a mile or less in much of the
northern part, to five miles or more in the southern part of
McMullen County. It is coincident in extent with the out-
crop of the Frio formation as shown on the geologicmap
(PL I). Although it is a rather narrow belt, it is never-
theless one of the most distinctive physiographic divisions
of the area, because the Frio is more easily attacked by
erosion than any other of the formations. This belt is a
typical, nearly flat, rolling inter-cuesta-plain. In general
its surface lies from 100 to 300 feet lower than that of the
adjacent physiographic belts, giving the impression of a
broad-bottomed valley. TheNueces River has taken advan-
tageof the weakness of the Friobeds and has established its
present course along the outcrop of these soft clays across
McMullen County, a distance of more than thirty miles. In
this portion of its course the Nueces becomes a subsequent
stream. Even in portions of its extent not occupied by
stream valleys the FrioPlain may exhibit a valley-like form.
This feature can be noted on the Tilden-Three Rivers road
from two to four miles east of the McMullen-Live Oak
countyline. Here isa low stretch containing, in the vicinity
of the Frio River, pools of stagnant water, around which
are found numbers of both dead and living mesquite trees.
Since the trend of this low strip is almost transverse to the
course of the FrioRiver,it can hardly be a second bottom of
theFrioRiver. A much larger,although similar northward-
trending topographic depression having a width of two
miles or more, is located in northeastern Webb County ten
or twelve miles northwest and north-northwest of Moglia
and three miles west of the Gates ranch house. A few
small wet-weather streams empty into the depression, and
there is a small intermittent stream, Prieto Creek, flowing
northward along its bottom and finally draining into the
Nueces River. Notwithstanding the ease with which the
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Frio formation is eroded, this depression is much too large
a feature to have been produced by Prieto Creek. More-
over, the surface of the depression is covered by a thin
veneer of gravel containing manypebbles as much as four
inches in diameter which could not have been transported
by Prieto Creek with its present volume and gradient. This
depression is believed to have been a former channel of the
Nueces River at a time when it probably emptied into Baf-
fins Bay in Kleberg County. The other evidence in support
of this conclusion will be discussed under "Drainage." In
Zapata County this belt, like the Fayette Hills Belt, is not
very distinct topographically on account of the more argil-
laceous, and therefore similar, character of the adjoining
formations.

The soil of the Frio Plain is a dark gray or black, sticky
clay which cracks along numerous small intersecting joints.
Some of the low-lying portions are slightly saline and sup-
port a growth of salt-loving sedges. Patches of sandy loam
soil occur in places. The vegetation is predominantly
thorny chaparral including much mesquite. In Live Oak
County and in parts of McMullen County open grassy
prairies are found, though stretches of bad-lands are
developedon a small scale.

Gueydan Hills Belt.— This physiographic division is pro-
duced by the outcrop of the lower and middle beds of the
Gueydan formation, namely, the Fant and Soledad members
of that formation. The approximate outcrops of these
members are shown on the geologic map. This belt extends
from western Karnes County to northern Zapata County
and ranges from an average width of three miles in Live
Oak and eastern McMullen counties to five or six miles in
southern McMullen and northern Duval counties. South of
Duval County it gradually narrows and is only about two
miles wide at the south line of Webb County. The western
margin of the belt ismarkedbya faint topronouncedescarp-
ment which is produced by the outcropping edges of strata
of consolidated white tuff considerably more resistant to
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erosion than the underlying Frio clays. The escarpment
is very conspicuous for a distance of thirty-five miles in
the neighborhoodof the Nueces River in McMullen County,
for here the river has carved out a fairly deep strike valley
just northwest of the outcrop of the hard tuff beds. In
places the scarp is marked bya row of picturesque,glaring
white cliffs of tuff as much as fifty feet high. The best
example of such cliffs is found at "Chalk Bluffs" on the
Ray ranch, five and one-half miles south of Wentz in east-
central McMullen County (PI.111, Fig.1). Northof Duval
County the white tuff scarps at the western margin of the
Gueydan Hills Belt are the most prominentof all the cuesta
scarps in this belt. But there are a number of other cuesta
ridges showing westward-facing scarps developed east of
the white tuff scarp, especially southwest of Live Oak
County where the middle Gueydan consists of alternating
beds of differential hardness. Most of the latter cuesta
ridges are topographically less important than the nearly
flat-topped ridges and narrow valleys produced by conse-
quent or obsequent streams tributary to the Nueces and
flowing at right angles to the strike of the cuesta ridges.
The general impression one forms of this belt, especially
when he looks from the eastern margin up the gentle slopes
of the cuestas lying toward the west,is that of a low plateau.
In southern Webb and northern Zapata counties the Guey-
dan Hills become very narrow and are almost completely
wedgedout by the Oakville and Reynosa escarpments. In
most of Zapata County this physiographic division loses its
identity and practically merges into a rollingplain formed
by the outcrop of several formations, all of which are pre-
dominantly clays. This hilly belt is also only locally
recognizable northeast of western Karnes County, because
the lower Gueydan is composed of less indurated tuff and
because there is no strip of Friobetween it and the Fayette
Hills Belt. Also, the whole Gueydan and the Catahoula
into which itgrades northof Karnes County have so narrow
an outcrop in this part of the district that they do not have
a marked effect upon the topography.
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In northwestern Duval County are found a number of
very striking, flat-topped hills which, if viewed from the
west, resemble mesas. They occur near the eastern border
and in the center of the Gueydan Hills Belt. The most
impressive of these are the Soledad Hills on which the large
new Soledad ranchhouse is located and which will serve
as an illustration for a number of similar hills in this belt.
The Soledad Hills are about two miles longby one-half mile
broad and are elongated-elliptical in plan. Their long axis
extends north-northwest,making an angle of approximately
60 degrees with the strike of the strata. On all sides except
the east and southeast the hills rise steeply from 50 to 125
feet above the level of the surroundingrolling plains. The
steepest slopes as well as the highestportions of these hills
are located on the western side. This is due to the fact that
they are produced by the outcrop of very resistant, thick,
volcanic conglomerate beds which dip tovvard the southeast
at the rate of approximately 100 feet to the mile. Because
of the gentle dip of these conglomerates the surface of the
hills appears nearly flat, except where small intermittent
streams have made reentrants into them. Some of these
streams have in fact cut through part of the hard con-
glomerateand have partially dissected the mass of the hills,
dividing the more elevated part into three mesa-like pro-
jections. The dip of the beds of which the hills are com-
posed produces a cuesta slope on the eastern side so
gradually that the surface of the hills practically merges
into the lower plains area to the east and southeast. How-
ever, this cuesta slope has been somewhat trenched at its
northern end by Soledad Creek, a stream flowing into the
Nueces. Thus the hills have a mesa-like appearance on all
sides except the southeast, furnishing the most distinctive
land mark in Duval County. Similar but somewhat less
prominent hills are fairly numerous in the western corner
of Duval County, where this conglomerateor other beds of
conglomerate are well developed. Small rounded hills are
also produced by a more advanced stage in the erosion of
such hills.
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The soil produced by the weathering of the white tuff is
apale gray loam which is porous and light in weight. The
beds of clay, which are commonly interbedded with volcanic
tuff, give rise to a dark clay soil much like that of the Frio.
The sandstones and conglomerate of the middle Gueydan
produce gravelly or sandy loam soils. No stretches of deep
sandy soil were observed in this belt.

The Gueydan Hills are in general thickly covered with
thorny shrubs much like those which occur in the southern
part of the Fayette Hills. On the higher hills near the
Reynosaescarpment insouthern Webb County small patches
of greasewood, typical of the more arid regions of Texas,
are found. Much mesquite is present, especially along the
courses of intermittent streams where trees of it thirty feet
high are found.

GueydanPlain.— This strip of rolling to nearly flat plains
country coincides, for the most part, with the outcrop of the
upper Gueydan very friable, loess-like tuff and tuffaceous
clay. Like the Frio Plain, this is an inter-cuesta-plain, but
it is much broader than the Frio in most of the region.
The Gueydan Plain is a distinct physiographic feature all
the wayfrom southern Gonzales County to Mogliaineastern
Webb County. In the neighborhood of Moglia it narrows
abruptly and ends at the foot of the Oakville and Reynosa
escarpments, because the younger Oakville and Reynosa
formations completely overlap the upper Gueydan. It
ranges in width from less than amile in Lavaca and Gon-
zales counties to five or six miles in most of Live Oak, Mc-
Mullen, and Duval counties. Northeast of southeastern
Atascosa County practically the entire outcropof the Guey-
dan formation is included in the Gueydan Plain,on account
of the fact that only a few thin beds of resistant rock occur,
even in the lower Gueydan, in this portion of the district.
A number of the tributary streams which flow across the
Gueydan Plain have developed vertical-sided, flat-bottomed,
inner valleys or channels very much like those developed
by the streams flowing across loess plains. The tendency to
form such valleys is evidently due to the well-developed
vertical jointingin the tuffaceous clays of the upper Guey-
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dan similar to that found in loess. Plate VIII, Figure 1,
shows such a valley producedbyWhite Creek in west-central
Live Oak County.

The soil of the Gueydan Plain is a light gray to pale buff,
rather porous loam or clay-loam. It supports through most
of the area a chaparral growthsimilar to that found in the
Gueydan Hills. In that portion northeast of Live Oak
County the soil is generally black and rather fertile. Many
open, prairie-like stretches occur, but some parts are cov-
ered with a scattered growth of small oak, mesquite, and
other small to medium-sized trees. Along the,major streams
north of Duval County are fringes of timbered country.

Mesas.— Interrupting the monotony of the Gueydan Plain
insoutheasternMcMullen and northwestern Duval counties
areeightabruptmesas or groups of mesas rising100 to 160
feet above the adjacent plain. The largest of these, Loma
Alto Mesa, is the highest point in McMullen County. San
Caja is the most northerly of the mesas. The mesas owe
their existence to the presence of a cap of siliceous-cemented,
veryhard Oakville sandstone and conglomeratic sandstone.
This cap rock, although usually only from two to twenty
feet thick, is so much more resistant to erosion than the
underlyingpulverulent tuff andclay thatasurprisingly large
amount of the latter has been removed, compared with the
volume of the cap rock eroded during an equal period of
time. The cap rock is nearly flat-lying, with the exception
of San Caja wihere a definite tilt of 5 degreesor more toward
the southwest is evident even in a photograph. The flat
tops of most of these mesas have givenrise to such fanciful
names as "Devils Center Table," which is applied to the
central mesa of the La Chusa group. A photograph of
La Chusa is found in Plate IV of Deussen's paper. The
slopes of all these mesas are practically covered with loose
slabs of the cap rock left thus by removal of the soft under-
lying material. Overhanging cliffs are quite common at
the base of the sandstone cap.

With the exception of Loma Alto, all of these mesas are
situated on the eastern portion of the Gueydan Plain, as
is to be expected since they are salients of the Oakville
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escarpment which have been separated by stream erosion
from the main mass of the sandstone escarpment which
forms the eastern boundary of the Gueydan Plain. Insome
places long, peninsula-like salients are in the process of
beingsegmentedinto island-like mesas byheadward erosion
of streams into their sides. Loma Alto is situated fully
two milesback of themain Oakvilleescarpment and owes its
greater height to the fact that its cap rock is located higher
up the regional dip of the basal Oakville.

Chalcedony Knobs.— In addition to the flat-topped mesas
several much smaller conical or rounded knob-like hills are
found in McMullen, Duval, and eastern Webb counties on
the Gueydan Plain andin the western edge of the Oakville
Hills Belt. Some of these knobs when seen from a distance
are suggestive of small volcanic necks. They are only from
30 to 75 feet higher than the country immediately surround-
ing them,and100 to 300 yards in diameter,but they furnish
striking land-marks on account of their peculiar form and
steep sides. These knobs look as though perched upon low
circular eminences which have slopes that are slightly con-
cave in profile. Such knobs owe their existence to the fact
that they are composed of massive opal and chalcedony, or
very hard quartzite-like sandstone which in places shows
a good desert varnish. The principal knobs of this type
are Tendita, Paint Hill,and the'Seven Sisters, all of which
are situated near the south line of McMullen County, from
three to sixmiles east of Loma Alto Mesa,and Sernosa Hills,
located about three miles southeast of the Soledad Hills
(south end) in Duval county.

The Picachos Hills, in northern Duval County five miles
southwest of Loma Alto, consist of three elliptical ridge-
like elevations from forty to sixty feet high anda few much
smaller and lower ridges trending North 42° East. The
individual ridge-like hills do not form a continuous line but
are arranged en echelon,with the general trend of the group
likewise ina northeast direction. They owe their elevation
to the resistance to erosion of steeply-dipping veins of
chalcedony and opal.
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Oakville Hills Belt.— Situated immediately southeast and
east of the Gueydan Plain is a wide strip of rollinghilly
country, of which the western portion has a general eleva-
tion of from 50 to 150 feet above that of the Gueydan Plain.
The elevation of the Oakville Hills Belt gradually decreases
toward the southeast or east following the regional slope of
the coastal plain. Probably the boldest escarpment in the
region north of Duval County is that which separates
the Oakville Belt from the Gueydan Plain. This is known
as the Oakville escarpment, because it is capped by the
Oakville sandstone. The sandstone has a much greater
resistance to erosion thanthe underlyingGueydan tuff. The
prominent mesas, such as Loma Alto, are portions of this
scarp Which have been disconnected from the mainbody by
erosion. The Oakville Hills Belt is coextensive with the
outcrop of the Oakville formation, northeast of McMullen
County, and has an average width of seven miles. In this
county itnarrows rapidly and its breadth averages only two
or three miles in McMullen and Duval counties. In eastern
Webb County the overlying Reynosa limestone so nearly
completelyoverlaps the Oakville that the escarpment formed
by the western edge of the Reynosa merges into the Oak-
ville scarp. The Oakville Belt is thus practically absent as
a separate physiographic unit in Webb and in most of
Zapata and Jim Hogg counties, but emerges from beneath
the Reynosa again in northwestern Starr County. In
southern and central Starr County it attains a breadth
of from three to five miles. The most dissected part of the
Oakville Hills Belt is near its western margin, while the
surface near the eastern marginis gentlyundulating.

The soil of this belt is usually a deep mantle of light buff
to light gray, medium-grained sand. It supports a thick
growthof thornybrushlike that found on most of the other
physiographic divisions in this part of the district. InLive
Oak and Karnes counties manypatches of post oak, live oak,
and other hardwoods alternate w/ith the brush. In eastern
Karnes and the countries farther northeast the belt is gen-
erally a treeless, hilly prairie.
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Reynosa Cuesta Plain.— The Eeynosa Plain is one of the
largestphysiographicdivisions of the coastalplainof Texas,
attaininga width of forty miles in the vicinity of Hebbron-
ville, Jim Hogg County, and extending from Guadalupe
River to the Rio Grande. The numerous large outliers of
Reynosa limestone cappingmany of the higher hills between
its present western border and the Balcones escarpment
suggest that this plain was formerly much more extensive
than it is at present. The time of its greatest extent was
not later than the Pleistocene Epoch, for the Reynosa lime-
stone is of lower Pleistocene age. Since forming it has
been warped considerably as shown by a discordance in the
elevation of its surface of over 500 feet between apoint on
its western edge near Mirando City, Webb County, and a
similarly situated point near Green, in southern Karnes
County. Deussen,17 in discussing this warping of the Tor-
recillas Plain, the higher of the two principal terraces into
which he divides the ReynosaPlain,calls the upwarped part
of thisplain the "Torrecillas Uplift," as has been previously
mentioned.

The western border of the Reynosa Plain comes into the
area under discussion only in that part which is situated
south of Duval County,but the writer has crossed the entire
width of the plain at several places. Its western marginis
marked by a very abrupt erosional scarp. Streams have
cut reentrants into the scarp at numerous localities,but in
other places, notably in eastern Webb County, the scarp
forms a nearly continuous line of cliffs from 20 to more
than 100 feet high. Some of the salients from this scarp
have been disconnected from the main Renoysa Plain,form-
ingmesas similar to those capped by Oakville inMcMullen
County. These Reynosa-capped mesas are practically all
situated less than one-fourth mile from the main Reynosa
scarp and are generally much smaller and rarely so
prominent as those capped by the Oakville.

"Deussen, Alex., U. S. Geol. Surv. Prof. Paper 126, pp. 5, 6, 124
and 126, 1924.
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On account of its cuesta character the surface of the Rey-
nosa Plain is progressivelymore dissected toward the west,
beingquite ruggedclose to the escarpment parts of it. The
broad,flat-topped interfluves andnarrow,steep-sided valleys
indicate that the youthful stage in the cycle of erosion has
not been passed. There is thus a greater area of nearly flat
surface than of distinctly uneven surface in this belt, so
that the term "plain" is thought to be the most appropriate
designation for this physiographic division.

Inportions of the Reynosa Plain the soil is thinand the
country is rocky withmany irregular patches of white lime-
stone and limy conglomerate outcropping. Other parts are
wjell covered with a thick mantle of red clay or red sandy
loam soil and locallyby deep yellowish sand or coarse gravel.
South of the Nueces, the more dissected westerly part of
thisbelt is usually covered with a close growth of chaparral
and cactus, forming in many places impenetrable thickets.
The rest of the plain is an open grassy prairie country with
occasional clumps of mesquite dotting its surface here and
there.

Drainage

The principal river systems, beginning at the northeast,
are Guadalupe,San Antonio,Nueces, andRio Grande. Only
Nueces River receives important tributaries in this region.
With the exception of the well-known Rio Grande, all of
these streams head in the Edwards Plateau from 190 to 250
miles from the coast. Except for the Nueces and its con-
fluent, the Frio, these rivers flow across the district in a
definite southeasterly direction and are normal consequent
streams. These rivers and some of the larger creeks have
developed silt-covered flood plains from one-quarter mile
to more than two miles wide. In addition to the flood plain
and the high Uvalde terrace, which represents the inland
extension of the surface of the Reynosa Plain mentioned
above,one to three silt or gravel-coveredterraces are usually
present on one side or the other of the important streams.
These concordant terraces represent successive stages in
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the uplift of the coastal plain. Since Deussen18 has treated
these terraces very thoroughly, they are merelymentioned
by the present writer.

Probable capture or diversion of the Nueces River.—The
courses of the Nueces and its confluent, the Frio, have cer-
tain distinctive features which have never been fully ex-
plained. Northwest of southeastern La Salle County the
Nueces flows southeastward, practically paralleling the
courses of the other major streams of the coastal plain.
From southeastern La Salle County to Oakville, Live Oak
County, a distance of fifty-six miles,measured in a straight
line, the river flows northeast, almost at right angles to its
uppercourse. Near Oakville it joins the combined Atascosa
andFrio,makes a sharp, right-angled turn to the southeast
and continues in this direction to the Gulf of Mexico at
Corpus Christi Bay. A few miles farther north the Frio
practically repeats the course of the Nueces except that the
bends are not quite so pronounced, and it is evident that
the same agencies caused the change in the course of both
rivers. Deussen19 explains the abnormal courses of these
rivers as follows:

The map shows that no streams cross the Torrecillas uplift
in its highest part. The upper course of Nueces River heads
directly for it, but instead of crossing the uplift the stream has
apparently been deflected by it more than 50 miles to the north-
east. Frio River shows a similar though not so pronounced
deflection before it joins the Nueces near Oakville. The minor
drainage lines on the uplift also seem to have been affected by
the uplift, for they radiate from it in all directions. This ar-
rangement suggests that the uplift not only divertedNueces and
Friorivers but established a new system of consequent streams
upon its slopes.

Deussen uses the peculiar bends in the Nueces and Frio
rivers in support of the efficacy of his Torrecillas uplift
butgivesno definite evidence that these rivers were actually
diverted from former channels, nor does he by any mjeans

18Op. cit., pp. 13, 14, 15 and 114-119.
19Op. cit., p. 126.
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rule out the alternative that the changes in the courses of
these rivers were caused by stream piracy.

The writer would submit the following data in support of
the existence of a former channel for the Nueces :

(1) In northeastern Webb County, southeast of the upper
large bend in the Nueces is found the very wide, valley-
like depression described on page 23 which may be traced
for ten miles or more in anorth-south direction. The floor
of the depression is nearly covered with loose chert gravel
of the same type as that found on the gravel terraces of the
Nueces inMcMullen County, and is apparently incapable of
being distributed over such a wide belt by the small inter-
mittent stream, Prieto Creek, which now occupies the center
of this depression. The gravel does not furnish such satis-
factoryevidence as do the size and form of this depression,
for the gravel may be residual from a former capping of
Reynosa, which commonly carries abundant chert pebbles.

(2) The Reynosa escarpment makes a very pronounced
eastward bend two miles north of Moglia, near the
east line of Webb County, and there is a very large
southeastward-extending reentrant in this scarp in western
Duval County, six miles northeast of Moglia at Parilla
Creek. This reentrant is suggestive of a water-gap pro-
duced by a large stream. If the upper course of the Nueces
were projected it would pass through this gap and to the
Gulf viaBaffins Bay.

(3) The elevation of the Nueces River in the south-
eastern corner of La Salle County where it makes the bend
to the northeast is only 320 feet. That of the Rio Grande
at Laredo, which is the point on the latter river nearest
the bend in the Nueces,is about 420 feet. Also the elevation
of the highest points on the present surface is 500 feet
greater in eastern Webb County than in Karnes County
east of the Nueces, indicating a general lowering of the
land surface toward the northeast so that the river located
farther to the east has the advantage.

(4) Southwest of Karnes County the Reynosa and Oak-
ville escarpments are distinctly higher than at any points
in the territorysituated twenty to fifty miles farther inland,
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although this isnot true for Karnes County and the country
northeast along- this belt. These escarpments thus consti-
tute a barrier which is difficult for rivers to cut across.

(5) Most of the large streams in the Texas coastal plain
empty into irregular shallow bays which have apparently
been producedby arecent slight depression of the coast or
by scour of these rivers accompanying a recent uplift.
Such a bay is Baffins which does not now receive any large
stream.
If the Torrecillas uplift is responsible for the change in

the course of the Nueces, a reasonable assumption, the
change necessarily occurred after the deposition of the
Eeynosa, which is involved in the arching. Therefore this
change must have taken place in Pleistocene or Recent time,
as the lower Reynosa is Pleistocene in age. Since this is
recent enough for portions of the former channels of the
river to be preserved, the valley-like depression mentioned
above couldbe anold channel of the Nueces.

This change in course may have been produced (1) by
river piracy, (2) by diversion, or (3) by a combination of
the two. Deussen, in the preceding quotation, states that
the Nueces and Frio were "deflected." This is interpreted
to mean that these rivers left their channels of their own
accord, because they were unable to cut down as fast as
the uplift proceeded, although he gives no evidence for the
exclusion of piracy. Deussen states further that "the ver-
tical movement at these places (Torrecillas and Ojuelos)
wias probably not less than 200 feet." An uplift of this
magnitude is quite insufficient to divert the Nueces and Frio
rivers at their present degree of intrenchment, unless it
were exceedingly rapidor were associated wjith a depressive
movement in the region of the present subsequent portions
of these rivers. That the whole district has been recently
uplifted to some extent is shown by the accordant terraces
found along these rivers at present.

From the evidence at hand the writer is unable to rule
out the hypothesis that the rivers were actually diverted.
It seems just as logical, if not more so, for the major por-
tions of these streams to have been captured by the head-
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ward erosion of subsequent tributaries of the present
Atascosa alongabelt of weak strata occupied by the present
Frio Plain. The surface of the main divides in the district
has already been shown to have a definite northeastward
plunge. The Atascosa would thus have been in a favorable
position to effect such a capture.

The remaining alternative isi that such a subsequent
tributary to the Atascosa did exist before these rivers
changed their courses but did not actually tap the rivers.
Instead, the rivers at flood time may have suddenly found
amore favorable channel to the northeast than that across
the Torrecillas arch and, coming to the subsequent valleys
formed by tributaries to the Atascosa, followed these val-
leys to their junction withthe Atascosa. Even the hypothe-
sis just stated would not hold unless the rivers were very
low gradestreams and muchless intrenched than atpresent.

Unfortunately, no conclusive evidence as to which of the
three hypotheses is correct can be gained by a study of the
comparative width of the Nueces Valley both above and
below the point where it makes the northwestwardly swing.
This inability to reach a definite conclusion is due to the
fact that throughoutmost of the subsequentstretch the val-
ley is situated in the very softand easily removedFrio clay.
In westernMcMullen County where the river cuts obliquely
across the harder lower Gueydan tuff beds several steep
bluffs are present; the inner valley is somewhat narrower
than the portion just above the subsequent stretch. There
are rapids in the river here, but all these features may be
simply due to the greaterresistance to erosion of the tuffs,
which would prevent the river from wideningits new valley
so quickly here as itwould higher up the course.

Stratigraphy

The geologic formations exposed in the coastal plain of
Texas consist principally of marine and fresh water sand-
stones, clay, limestones, conglomerates, and mixtures of
these types ranging in age from lower Cretaceous (Co-
manchean) to Recent. Beds of pyroclastics— tuffs, volcanic
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conglomerates,bentonites,and tuffaceous sands and clays—
are present both in the Cretaceous and the Tertiary. Near
the Balcones fault zone, at the northwestern margin of the
coastal plain, ten or more volcanic necks and small dikes,
sills and laccoliths are found. Most of the intrusives in the
coastal plain are situated in Uvalde County from sixty to
seventy-fivemiles west of San Antonio.

Duessen20 has given a table of the formations of the
southwestern coastal plain showing their general lithology
and thickness; the writer will merely list the formations
in order, for the reader's convenience. This list is in agree-
ment with Deussen's division except that the "Frio clay" of
Deussen is separated into two formations, the Frio (corre-
sponding to the lower part of the Frio clay of Deussen)
and the Gueydan tuff. The Lapara sand is included in the
Lagarto. The sequenceand generallithology of the Tertiary
formations of the southwestern coastal plain of Texas are
as follows:

15. Alluvium and wind-blown sand Recent
14. Beaumont clay.

Disconformity? Upper to Lower
13. Lissie gravel. Pleistocene

Disconformity? (Fluviatile)
12. Reynosa limy conglomerate and limestone

Unconformity.

11. Lagarto clay, sandstone and sand. "j Lower Pliocene-
Unconformity? UpperMiocene

10. Oakville sandstone. T (Fluviatile)
Unconformity. j

9. Gueydan tuff, volcanic conglomerate, sand-") Oligocene or (and)
stone and bentonitic clay. (Equivalent, Lower Miocene ?
at least in part, to Catahoula sand- p (Continental pyro-
stone.) clastic and fluvia-

tile)

8. Frio clay. "I Jackson "I Upper Eocene
7. Fayette sandstone,I I(Marine,palustrine

clay and shale. J Group I and fluviatile)

20Op. cit., pp. 20-23.



6. Yegua clay. 1
5. Cook Mountain sand- claiborne Group

stone. _ .
4. Mt. Selman clay and f (Marine and some

sandstone. fluviatile)
Unconformity.

y (Marine and
3. Carrizo sand and sand-1

stone iir-i n continental)blulie> Wilcox Group
'

Disconformity. .
2. Indio sandstone, shale am y

and lignite. fluviatile)
Unconformity.

1. Midway clay. j Lower Eocene
j (Marine)

Unconformity.
Upper Cretaceous clay.

Of the above formations only the Fayette,Frio, Gueydan,
Oakville, and Reynosaoutcrop in the portion of the coastal
plain with which this paper deals. These formations have a
regionaldip to the southeast rangingfrom 80 to 120 feet per
male in the oldest or lowest and about 20 feet permile in the
youngest or highest. The truncation of their dipping strata
by erosion causes the formations to outcrop in belts which
roughly parallel the present shore line of the Gulf of Mexico.
The Gueydan is the formation with which this paper is
particularly concerned and the formations associated with
the Gueydan will be described mainly with the purpose of
bringing out their lithologic dissimilarity to the Gueydan
and their stratigraphic relations to it.

Other Formations Outcropping in the Vicinity
of the Gueydan

Underlying Formations (Jackson Group)

Fayette Formation

Distribution and stratigraphic relations.— The Fayette
outcrops in a belt which averages 4 miles in breadth in
Gonzales County, gradually increases in width to 7 miles

37Gueydan Formation
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in Karnes and Atascosa counties and to 8 or 10 miles
or more in parts of McMullen and northeastern Webb
counties. In southern Webb County it narrows rather
abruptly to 5 miles or less near Aguilares, widens to 10
miles or more in northern Zapata County and narrows
again to 7 or 8 miles near the Rio Grande in western Starr
County. Southwest of the Atascosa-Karnes county line
the Fayette outcrop is separated from that of the Gueydan
by a rather narrow strip of Frio clay but northeast of that
line no Frio clay can be recognized; here the Gueydan is
found to rest directly on the Fayette. The contact between
the two latter is apparently conformable or slightly dis-
conformable. The term "Fayette" is used by the writer
with the samesignificance as Deussenuses it in Professional
Paper 126.

Lithologic character.— There is considerable difference
between the prevailing lithologic character of the Fayette
innortheastern Karnes County and in Gonzales County and
its character in the portion of the area farther southwest
discussed in this paper. In the more northerly district
much of the Fayetteconsists of very light grayish-cream to
white,non-calcareous,platy-bedded,sandy to silty tuffaceous
shales or very fine-grained shaly sandstones, which very
commonly carry leaf impressions. This rock is generally
more or less cemented with opal although some of the more
friable samples of itbreak down readily into a doughy mass.
Under the microscope the argillaceous substance which
constitutes most of the shale is found to have a mean index
of refraction of about 1.51, an index far too low for kaolin.
Itis identified as montmorillonite, the principal mineral of
bentonite, which is commonly formed by the alteration of
volcanic glass. The light weight of this rock suggests a
tuff although only a few angular,much altered grains which
suggest volcanic glass are noted. No fresh glass grains,
which are abundant in the Gueydan, were seen in four
typical fresh samples taken from as many localities in
Atascosa, Karnes, and Gonzales counties. When a me-
chanical separation of the samples is made, grains coarser
than1/16 millimeter in diameter are found to comprise less
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than1per cent to 10 per cent of theentire sample. Most of
these grains are between 1/8 and 1/16 millimeter, and very
few grains coarser than14 millimeter are present. The sort-
ing is considerably better than rocks of somewhat similar
appearance found in the Gueydan formation. A largenum-
ber of sub-rounded grains of various minerals includingnu-
merous chert grains are noted, indicating that the material
of which the tuffaceous shale is composed has been reworked
or mixed with non-volcanic material, probably by water,
and therefore probably is not a true volcanic tuff or dust.
The mineral composition of fine sand grains found in this
rock with their estimated percentages, taken from a typical
sample collected on Dewee's ranch, seven miles southwest
of Falls City, is as follows:

Plagioclase (mostly oligoclase and andesine) — -32%; opaline crusts
(from cement)— 20%; orthoclase and sanidine— 10%; quartz— 25%;
chert— 10%; chalcedony-— -2%; augite— trace; hypersthene— trace;
brown hornblend— rare; green hornblend— rare; magnetite— trace;
tourmaline (brown and blue varieties)— rare;apatite— trace; altered
volcanic glass(?)■— trace; chlorite— trace; limonite— trace. Most of
thegrains of heavy mineralsare rounded. Casts of small Corbula-like
pelecypods % inch in length are occasionally found in the dark-colored
beds of this shale.

Similar light-colored tuffaceous shales and, also,extremely
friable, flaky and thinly laminated, light buff to grayish-
pink, tuffaceous shales carrying a great abundance of leaf
impressions are found in several horizons in the Fayette
farther southwest, in western Karnes and in Atascosa,
McMullen and other counties. These beds also contain a
number of worn grains and are evidently reworked volcanic
dust deposits. Beds of "volcanic ash" have been reported
from the Fayette by several writers as mentioned pre-
viously,but such beds are generally thin and donot comprise
much of the formation. In the wells west of Calliham a
bed of surprisingly hard, white, kaolin-like bentonite is
encountered near 600 feet and practically at the base of the
Fayette. This bed is very hard to drill through on account
of the swellingof this substance..
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In the upper part of the Fayette (or possibly lower Guey-
dan with a Catahoula facies) in Gonzales County are found
prominent beds of light gray or brownish-gray, medium-
grained, indurated,quartzose sandstone, the weathered sur-
faces of which show abundant small criss-cross, vein-like
ridges approximately an inch in width. On breaking this
rock the vein-like masses are found to extend through the
rock and to be composed of harder sandstone of a nearly
pure white color, while the areas between them are more
friable and more or less stained with iron oxide. The vein-
like masses are evidently due to the leachingand cementing
action of silica-bearing solutions migrating along the joint
cracks in the sandstone. Since the rest of the rock does not
possess so much cement it is less resistant to weathering
and erosion. The white color is due in part to the sinter-like
opaline cement.

Some horizons of fine-grained, light buff, argillaceous
sandstone and cavernous silty to sandy clay or shale carry a
fair abundance of marine pelecypods and gastropods of
Eocene age. The cavernous spaces in this sandstone are
due to the solution of numerous fossils. Such a bed out-
crops four miles southwest of Sample, Gonzales County.
These fossils together with the numerous plant remains
from the tuffaceous beds have fairly well established the
Jackson age of the Fayette.21

In La Salle, McMullen, Atascosa, and western Karnes
counties the Fayette is developedin its more typical facies
and consists largely of sandstones. The most common
lithologic type, as especially well illustrated in numerous
well sections in Live Oak and McMullen counties,is a light
gray, friable, massive to platy-bedded, or laminated, non-
calcareous to slightly calcareous, fine-grained, silty, arkosic,
sandstone. Cross-beddingis very common, though it is not
always present. On weatheringmost of the sandstone be-
comes light buff in color. In the majority of the sandstone
beds fossils are rarebut several horizons carry an abundance

aiDeussen, Alex., U. S. Geol. Surv. Prof. Paper 126, pp. 82-84,
1924.
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of generally poorly preserved, chalky-looking pelecypod
shells, including a large number of Tellina eburniopsis?
Conrad. Lignitic streaks or partings and. thin beds of olive-
green clay are also common in many of the sandstones.

The microscopic analysis of a core sample of light gray,
friable,imperfectly laminated,slightly calcareous, very fine-
grained silty sandstone from a depth of 648 feet in the
Black Panther Oil Company's Nicols No. 1 well (located in
northern Live Oak County just west of the Atascosa River,
five miles north of ThreeRivers) will illustrate the physical
and mineralogical character of much of the Fayette
sandstone. The description is as follows:

Sorting.— Above Vz mm. (only pyrite concretions)— 1%; xk-rk
mm.— 3%; %-% mm.— 3o%; %-l/16 mm.— 36%; silt and clay— 3o%;
Grains are mostly subangular.

Composition of washed material (coarser than1/16 mm.)—Plagio-
clase (mostly andesine and labradorite)— 3s%;orthoclase and sanidine— 4%; quartz— 10%; chert— 25%; gray or greenish-gray andesite(?)
grains (some show hyalopilitic texture)— 10%; calcite (from cement)— 1%; foraminifera (Globigerina sp. and Textularia globulosa)— 5%;
zircon-— trace; barite— trace; magnetite— trace;muscovite andleached
biotite— trace; silicified wood fragments— trace. The foraminifera
listed above are probably secondarily derived from the Cretaceous
clays.

The extraordinarily high percentage of plagioclase and
the presence of small worn grains of andesite or a similar
extrusive igneous rock are the noteworthy features made
evident by the above descriptions and are a clew to the
probable origin of the sandstone. This is not a local char-
acteristic of the Fayette but has been found to be true of
outcrop and well samples of this formation from Starr,
Webb, McMullen,Karnes, and Gonzales counties as wfell.

Massive beds of extremely hard, light gray to grayish-
buff, medium-grained arkosic sandstone occur at many
localities in the Fayette, especially in the upper portion.
This rock breaks with a conchoidal fracture like quartzite,
through some of the quartz, feldspar, and chert grains, be-
cause the chalcedonic and opaline cement is almostas resist-
ant to fracture as the sand grains. Thishard sandstone is
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responsible for the existence of more or less commanding
hills, such as Tornillo Hill on the Karnes-Atascosa county
line.

Massive to imperfectly laminated clay strata of an olive-
green to buff color, some very slightly calcareous and often
gypsiferous clays and some clays of a purplish-red color are
more extensively developed than the sandstone strata, in
the Fayette outcrops south of Webb County and are not
uncommon as far north as western Karnes County. In
many places southof Atascosa County such beds carrygreat
numbers of large oysters, Ostrea georgiana Conrad. These
are especially abundant near the Rio Grande, a number of
the outcrops of Fayette being literally covered with
fragments of these shells.

Many thin beds or streaks of lignite and lenses of un^
fossiliferous, apparently concretionary limestone, are en-
countered in this formation, while silicified wood fragments
andeven complete logsarepresent inmany places.

Veins in the Fayette.— Near Calliham in eastern Mc-
Mullen County the Fayette greenish clays contain lenticular,
horizontal veins of creamy-white, silky, fibrous aragonite,
partly recrystallized into calcite, which attain, in places, a
thickness of ten feet or more for a single vein. These veins
usually follow the bedding planes in the clay and the
aragonite fibers are perpendicular to the vein walls. A hill
one-half mile west of Calliham,is cappedby a ten or fifteen-
foot vein of this aragonite. This hill is crossed by the
Calliham-Tilden road where the upperpart of the horizontal
vein is well exposed in a road cut. The aragonite is so
abundant at this locality that many tons of it have been
hauled away to fill mud-holes in the roads of this vicinity.
This is probably the only case on record of nearly pure vein
aragonite being used for road metal. Several other veins
of the same kind outcrop lower down thishill and on nearby
hills.

The veins occur near the crest of the faulted anticline
on which the Calliham oil field is situated. Since the wall-
rock clay is very soft and plastic, and since thin, lenticular,
horizontal inclusions of the unaltered clay are isolated in
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the midst of the non-argillaceous vein material, it is evident
that no gaping fissures existed. Therefore, this seems to
be a case where the force of crystallization of the a-ragonite,
probably facilitated by the attendant relief of pressure in
the crest of the anticline, has been sufficient to push up
gradually the overlying clays so tjhat the veins have been
able to attain their present thickness.

Origin.— The presence of abundant leaves of land plants
and ligniticstreaks insome strataof the Fayette and numer-
ous marine fossils in other beds indicate low-lying coastal
plain or near-shore conditions of deposition with frequent
oscillations in the level of the land surface. The formation
is thus, in part, continental (probably fluviatile and palus-
trine) and part marine. That the Fayette sediments were
subjectedto current action is inferred from the cross-bedded
character of some of the sandstones. The source of at least
part of the detritus was probably in the interior of the
coastal plain as shown by the presence of small, redeposited
foraminifera derived from the Cretaceous formations far-
ther inland. The predominance of feldspar, the occurrence
of grains of altered volcanic rock and the beds of tuffaceous
shale and altered volcanic dust show that volcanic eruptions
were in progressimmediately preceding,and duringFayette
time. The source of this volcanic material was possibly the
same as that from which the succeeding Gueydan tuff was
derived but the tuffaceous material of the Fayette is very
fine-textured and mayhave come from a distant source such
as the Rocky Mountain Tertiary volcanoes. Some of the
plagioclase may have been derived from plutonic dioritic
or granodioritic rocks. If so, the source of this part of
the feldspar was probably several hundred miles distant,
because the nearest area of plutonic rocks now exposed (the
Central Mineral Region) is composed very largely of true
granites and gneisses containing abundant microcline but
only a little plagioclase. Practically no microcline is noted
in the Fayette. Itis apparent that a large amount of vol-
canic material has entered into the composition of the
Fayette sandstones on account of the great quantity of
glassy plagioclase feldspar and worn fragments of more
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or less altered andesite. It might be conceived that large
deposits of volcanic debris were extant in Fayette time a
short distance to the northwest of its present outcrop, but
the Yegua formation which underlies the Fayette in appar-
ent conformity contains little volcanic tuff or ash, while in
the formations outcropping still farther inland volcanic
debris is even less common. In order to explain the large
amount of plagioclase feldspar in the sandstones which
comprise most of the Fayette formation, an enormous vol-
ume of igneous, possibly volcanic, debris must have been
removed. It is impossible to tell, wathout a petrographic
study of the older sedimentary formations outcropping
farther inland just how much of this feldspar might have
been derived fromolder sediments outcropping in the coastal
plain of Texas. The chert, tourmaline, probably much of
the quartz, the secondary foraminifera, and some of the
other components of the Fayette show that the volcanic
debris was mixed with a large amount of non-volcanic
detritus, probably derived from the erosion of Cretaceous
and Lower Eocene sedimentary rocks which were outcrop-
ping in the Texas coastal plain to the west and north.

Frio Formation

Distribution.— As was.mentioned before, the name "Frio
formation" is used here with a different significance from
its usage by any previous writer, so far as known. The
Frio formation here designates those predominantly argil-
laceous strata which lie conformably or disconformably
beneath the light-colored or white tuffs of the Gueydan
formation and conformably on the Fayette formation,
which consists largely of sandstones in most of the area
under discussion. The Writer has followed the outcrop of
the Frio alongabelt paralleling the Fayette outcrop from a
point in extreme southeastern Atascosa County near the
Karnes county line, to the Rio Grande. In Atascosa and
Live Oak counties the belt is quite variable in width because
it ispartly or almost completely overlapped by the Gueydan
formation. Its width in these two counties andin eastern
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McMullen Countyranges from less than a mile to four miles,
as shown on the geologic map. The Frio-Fayette contact
south of central McMullen County is only approximately
located on the map. This lower contact is very difficult to
follow accurately on account of the dearth of outcrops.
However, the Gueydan-Frio contact, or upper contact, is
believed to be fairly accurate, because the relatively hard
beds of the basal Gueydan are apt to outcrop and are there-
fore more easily traced, except in Zapata County where few
outcrops of any kind are seen, save along the Oakville-
Reynosaescarpment. The Frio formation fails to outcrop
northeast of Atascosa County although it is quite typical
inappearance up to the point of its disappearance. North-
east of this point the Gueydan rests on the Fayette so that
it is quite unlikely that the Frio beds pass into lithologically
dissimilar beds along their strike. Their disappearance
is possibly due in part to the thinningof the Frio toward
the northeast but they are more probably overlapped by
the Gueydan, because some unfossiliferous,pink and green
clays, lithologically similar to the Frio, Were encountered
in the Lavaca County Oil Company's Laas No. 1well in
eastern Lavaca County between 2,070 and 2,392 feet and in
wells in Karnes County. The log of the Laas well is found
in a publicationby the present writer.22

Lithologic character.— The Frio consists almost entirely
of very soft and plastic, gypsiferous, creamy-green to light
grayish-green and purplish-pink clays or variegated pink
and green clays. The clay is generally unstratified and
breaks up into minute angular fragments along the closely
spaced joint cracks so that good outcrops are very
difficult to find. It is quite uniform in character throughout
the region of its outcrop. Many beds contain numerous
creamy-white, calcareous concretions and a few beds carry
cream-colored opaline and chalcedonic concretions up to six
inches in diameter. One of the best exposures of the upper
Frio beds is found in acut alongthe San Antonio, Uvalde &

22Bailey, T. L., "The Geology and Natural Resources of Colorado
County," Univ. Texas Bull. No. 2333, pp. 150-153, 1923.
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Gulf Railway, one mile northwest of Fant City, Live Oak
County. This section is of considerable interest because
it illustrates the generallithology of the Frio and the appar-
ently conformable character of the Gueydan-Frio contact,
and also shows amarked, reversed dip of the strata due to
either a small anticlinal fold or a fault with the northwest
side downthrown.

SECTION IN CUT ON S.A.U. AND G. RY. 1 MILE NORTHWEST OF
FANT CITY

Gueydan (Fant member) :
2. Grayish-white, very friable, rather massive-bedded tuff

or bentonitic volcanic sand (exposed only at north-
west end of cut on account of reversed dip) 12'

Frio
1. Creamy-gray to greenish, plastic, gypsiferous clay con-

taining thin lenticular streaks of sandy material.
The gypsum occurs in clusters or in irregular streaks
of acute-edged, platy crystals from 1/16 to 1/4 inch
long distributed rather abundantly through the clay.
The surface of the clay is nearly covered with these
selenite crystals. Approximate thickness exposed at
southeast end of cut-. 15r

Strike N 30° E;Dip 10° NW (Taken on1No. 2).

A complete section of the Frio in Live Oak County was
obtained inH.Coquat and Associates' Hicks No. 1well and
is givenon pages94-100.

The contact between the greenish-gray Frio clay and the
brownish-gray, medium-grained Fayette sandstone is ex-
posed at the bridge on the Three Rivers-Whitsett road one
mile south of Whitsett. Thebasal beds of Frio exposedhere
consist of creamy-green very soft and plastic, bentonitic
clay which contains a great abundance of flattish gypsum
crystals. These crystals are generally in irregular seams
but may be scattered through the rock. The clay is non-
calcareous and weathers to a tawny color.
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PETROGRAPHIC DESCRIPTION OF FRIO CLAY, 1 MILE SOUTH OF
WHITSETT, LIVE OAK COUNTY

Sorting.— About 15% of washedmaterial (coarser than1/16 mm.)
is present in the sample and fully 90% of this washed material is
secondary gypsum crystals or fragments of them. The sand grains
that occur are subangular to angular, and are between rA and 1/16
mm. in diameter.

Composition of Washed Material.— Gypsum— 90%; plagioclase
(mostly oligoclase, but occasional albite, andesine and labradorite
grains)— 3%; orthoclase and sanidine— 1%; quartz— 5%; chert 1%;
volcanic glass (often pitted as if by corrosion)— trace; microcline—
rare; barite'— trace;, magnetite— trace; green hornblend (well
rounded)— trace; calcite— trace; titanite (rounded)— rare; forami-
fera (fragments of Globigerina, probably derived from Cretaceous
xocks)— trace.

A sampleof Frio clay from four miles west of Rio Grande
City was found to have a composition almost identical to
that of the above sample except that the sample from near
Rio Grande City contains a number of composite concretions
of limonite, goethite, and gypsum. Ostrea georgiana, an
Eocene oyster, was also found here.

A similar analysis was made of a purplish-pink and light
grayish-green,mottled, gypsiferous,marly clay, containing
some bentonite and numerous microcrystalline calcareous
concretions,collected from a small gully near the northwest
corner of Live Oak County, six miles southeast of Crowther.

PETROGRAPHIC DESCRIPTION OF FRIO CLAY FROM NORTHWESTERN
CORNER OF LIVE OAK COUNTY,6 MILESSOUTHEAST OF CROWTHER

Sorting.— Washed material comprises only about %% of the sam-
ple. About 90% of this washed material consists of secondary calcite
and gypsum. Even when the gypsum and calcite are excluded the
sorting of the washedmaterialis poor, the sand grains ranging from
1mm. (rare) to 1/16 mm. with the maximumseparate between %
and V& mm.

Composition of Washed Material.— Calcareous concretions (up to
2 mm. in diameter)— 55%; transparent granular calcite— 6%; gyp-
sum crystals— 30%; plagioclase— 2%; sanidine— trace;quartz— trace;
chert— 1%; volcanic glass (partly altered)— trace; opal— 1%; green
hornblend— 1%; hypersthene— 2%; epidote— 1%; barite— trace;
zircon

—
trace; titanite— trace; magnetite— trace; pyrite— trace;
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limonite— trace. No fossils are noted in this sample, but Textularia
globulosa and Globigerina sp., which are probably derived from the
Cretaceousmarls, are quite numerous in an associated bed of creamy-
green calcareous clay.

Beds of flaggy, cross-bedded, mottled brownish-pink and
grayish-green, friable, argillaceous, fine-grained sandstone
are locally present near the top of the Frio. The most
prominentoutcrop of this rock is found inthe southwestern
corner of McMullen County, two miles northwest of Walker
ranch. These sandstones are associated with clays carrying
opaline concretions. Thin beds of concretionary limestone
are of very local occurrence in the Frio.

The only indigenous,aquatic fossils seen in the Frio clay
by the author were a few specimens of Ostrea georgiana
Conrad found in the vicinity of the Rio Grande. These
oysters are much more abundant in the Fayette formation.
Portions of silicified trees are found in the Frio also.

Correlation and stratigraphic relations.— The Frio clay
was named for the Frio River by Dumble23 in1894 and the
type locality then described occurs in the upper Gueydan
formation of the present writer. However, in a later
paper,24 he maps the Frio in Live Oak County in such a way
that it includes most of the Gueydanandpractically none of
the Frio (as recognized in the present paper), while in
McMullen County it includes the Frio and also most of the
lower Gueydan but excludes the beds of his type locality in
Live Oak County. The same beds found at this type locality
are placed in the Oakville and Lapara in southeastern Mc-
Mullen County, and a number of the exposures of Gueydan
capped by Oakville on mesas, such as Loma Alto and La
Chusa, are found in his report on page 969 under the head-
ing "Lapara Sections." The Frio, as defined in this latter
paper, is thus not a stratigraphicunit. In a recent paper,

23Dumble, E. T., "The Cenozoic Deposits of Texas," Jour. Geol.
Vol. 2, No. 6, pp. 549-567, 1894.

24Dumble, E. T., "The Geology of Southwestern Texas," Trans.
A.1.M.E., Vol. 33, pp. 913-987, 1903.
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Dumble25 defines his Frio so that it is practically coincident
with the writer's Gueydan, but believes it to be of Jackson,
Eocene (not Oligocene or younger) age. His reason for
nlacing these beds in the Eocene is given in the following
auotation taken from page 435.

No fossils except a leaf impression were found in the beds
here assigned to the Frio.

The Jackson age of the Frio is indicatedby the fact that we
have traced what we consider to be its continuation2sll southward
to the Conchos River in Mexico where it forms a good part of
the Pomeranes Mountains, and on the eastward— facing slopes
of these mountains we find this Frio overlain by beds of
fossiliferous sands and clays belonging to the lower Oligocene.

The Gueydan beds (Bumble's Frio) were not found to
outcropon the Texasbank of the Eio Grande. Since Dumble
does not describe the Mexican beds, it is impossible to know
to which strata he referred in the expression "continuation
southward' 5 of his Frio. Opposed to the Eocene age of the
Gueydan are the following facts :

(1) The same strata were traced by the writer from
Dumble's type locality of his Frio in Live Oak County to
southern Gonzales and northern Lavaca counties where they
overliebeds of typical Catahoula (Oligocene) sandstone and
underlie typical Oakville (Upper Miocene) sandstone. The
relations in these counties are quite clear. Since the dis-
tance is much shorter from Dumble's type locality to Gon-
zales County than the Conchos Eiver in Mexico, there is
less chance of error in mapping. With the exception of a
few offsets due to dip faults thereis no marked discontinuity
in the outcrop of these strata between the type locality and
Gonzales County such as exists for twenty miles north of
the Rio Grande and for an unknown distance south of that
river.

25Dumble, E. T., "A Revision of the Texas Tertiary Section with
Special Reference to the Oil-Well Geology of the Coast Region," Bull.
Am. Assoc. Petr. Geol. Vol. 8, No. 4, pp. 424-444, 1924.

25aItalicizedby the present writer.
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(2) The marked variation in width of the Frio clay-
belt, as denned by the writer, and its disappearance north-
east of Atascosa County, probably because it is overlapped
by the Gueydan, strongly suggests an unconformity or
disconformity between the Gueydan and the Frio although
their contact in most of the places where it is exposed
appears tobe conformable or nearly so.

As has been previously mentioned on pages 6-7, Trow-
bridge28 has included beds ranging in age from Upper
Eocene to Lower Pliocene in his "Frio Formation" and
placed this "formation" in the Eocene. The author has
found it quite possible to subdivide the Frio of Trowbridge
into the Frio, Oakville, and Lagarto formations along the
north side of the Rio Grande.

Deussen's Frio embraces both the Gueydan tuff and the
Frio clay. In regard to the age of this "formation"
Deussen27 makes the following statement on page91:

The sparse fauna of the Frio clay makes its correlation diffi-
cult. The lowerbeds in southwest Texas carryOstrea georgiana
Conrad, which may indicate a deposit of either late Eocene or
early Oligocene age. The upper beds may be in part of early
Oligocene age, but until further evidence is availablethe forma-
tion is classified as of late Eocene (Jackson) age.

In eastern Texas beds of clay that are in general of similar
lithologic composition overlie the Catahoula sandstone. These
clays were originally described by Kennedy under the name
Fleming beds and were by him subsequently erroneously corre-
latedwith the Frio clay. Later Matson found a Miocene fauna
in the upper part of the Fleming clay of eastern Texas and
western Louisiana, indicating that this part of the formation at
least is of Miocene age and correspondsin time with the Oakville
sandstone of southwestern Texas.

Work done by Matson in 1912 along Sabine River showed that
the beds heretofore called Fleming represent probably two
stratigraphic units instead of one. The upper unit belongs to
the Miocene, the lower unit is probably of the Oligocene.

26 Trowbridge,A. C, "A Geologic Reconnaissancein the Gulf Coastal
Plain of Texas near the Rio Grande," U. S. Geol. Surv. Prof.Paper
131D, pp. 97-98,. 1923.

27Deussen, Alex., "The Geology of the Coastal Plain of Texas West
of Brazos River,"U. S. Geol. Surv. Prof. Paper 126, pp. 91-95, 1924.
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The Catahoula sandstone of eastern Texas disappears west
of Colorado Eiver. Its time equivalent in southwestern Texas
may be the upper part of the Frio clay.

As shown by these statements, Deussen recognized the
possibility that part of this Frio might be Oligocene. The
winter's division of Deussen's Frio still leaves in the Frio
the lower beds, which occasionally carry Ostrea georgiana,
and which are more probably of Eocene age,but places the
major portion of the former Frio in the Gueydan (Oligo-
cene). The writer feels amply justified in separatingDeus-
sen's Frio formation into two stratigraphic units, because
(1) the Gueydanconsists mainly of tuff;and is lithologically
and genetically quite different from the Frio clay; (2) the
Gueydan appears to overlap the Frio, thus suggesting at
least a slightly unconformable or disconformable relation-
ship; (3) at least a portion of the Frio appears to be
lagoonalwhile there is no evidence that any portion of the
Gueydan is lagoonal; (4) the physiographic expression of
the Frio outcrop is quite different from that of the lower
half of the Gueydan; (5) the term "Frio clay" has been
used extensively in geologic literature to designate deposits
which were considered by the writers using the term to be
of Eocene age, therefore the term, should be usd only for
those predominantly argillaceous beds which are more
probably of Eocene age. The lithologic distinction alone is
of sufficient significance to warrant the usage of separate
formational names, even though the formations should later
be proven to be entirely Upper Eocene or entirely Oligocene
in age.

Thickness.— The thickness of the Frio formation in West-
ern Live Oak County is determined as 137 feet in the Hicks
No.1well locatednear Simmons. Theformation is probably
250 feet thick near the Rio Grande.

Origin.— The lower beds of the Frio are possibly of
lagoonal origin, as shown by the presence of occasional
oysters, and apparently represent a continuation of the
Fayette cycle of deposition. The argillaceous character of
the bulk of the Frio suggests quieter conditions than those
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under which the Fayette sandstone was formed, possibly
occasioned by the formation of an off-shore bar like the
present Padre Island. The general paucity or absence of
marine fossils, and the presence of silicified wood might
indicate continental conditions,such as exist on the seaward
border of low-lying coastal plains,or enclosed lagoonal con-
ditions. The lack of stratification and the poor sorting of
the coarser particles in these clays are also more commonly
noted in fresh-wiater clay than in marine clay deposits. The
presence of bentonite and volcanic glass fragments in the
Frio shows that volcanic activity was in progress during
or before the deposition of this formation, but that these
volcanic materials have been mixed with abundant foreign
material is evident from thepresence of well-rounded grains
of chert, quartz,epidote,and worn Cretaceous foraminifera.
The abundance of gypsum crystals and the almost complete
absence of carbonaceous material are suggestive of aridity
or at least seasonal aridity. Berry28 mentions a probable
local aridity at intervals during Jackson time inthe western
Gulf region;he believes from the plant evidence that the
climate was subtropical. He also states that most of these
plants are of the coast-inhabiting types.

Overlying Formations

Upper Miocene
—

Lower Pliocene Series

Oakville Formation

Distribution and stratigraphic relations.— The Oakville
formation of probableUpperMiocene age overlies the Guey-
dan unconformably. The stratigraphic break between the
two formations is probably a large one as indicated by the
following facts: (1) A quite irregular erosion surface at
the contact of the two formations is well exhibited on the
eastern side of San Caja Mesa in eastern McMullen County
and at other localities. (2) The surface of the Gueydan is

28Berry, E. W., "The Middle and Upper Eocene Floras of South-
easternNorthAmerica," U.S. Geol. Surv. Paper 92, pp. 129-133, 1924.
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stained dark gray to black by carbonaceous material for a
depth of from a few inches to several feet below the base
of the Oakville at practically every place where the contact
has been observed. This phenomenon is very evident at
San Caja, under some of the overhangingledges of Oakville
conglomeratic sandstone. The dark material at this contact
is very similar in appearance to the present soils of the
upper Gueydan and is believed to be a fossil soil. (3) Peb-
bles of the lightpink argillaceous tuff fromthe upper Guey-
dan arenoted in abundance in the basal beds of the Oakville
conglomerate on Loma Alto Mesa and at several similar
situations. (4) The average dip of the middle and lower
Gueydan is about 80 to 100 feet per mile southeast, while
that of the Oakville is only 40 to 50 feet per mile southeast.
The upper Gueydan may have a lesser dip than the middle
and lower beds of the formation, but dips can rarely be
obtained in these upper beds on account of their massive
character.

Northeast of McMullen County the Oakville formation
outcrops in a belt from four to twelve miles wide. Here
the upper contact is largely taken from Deussen's map in
Professional Paper 126 of the U. S. Geological Survey.
South of McMullen County it becomes conspicuously nar-
rower and insoutheastern Webb, most of eastern Zapataand
western Jim Hogg counties it forms abelt from a few feet
to one-quarter mile wide along the front of the Reynosa
escarpment. In certain places in this escarpment itappears
to be entirely missing but at least a few feet are generally
present between the middle Gueydan interbedded con-
glomeratesand tuffaceous clays and the overlying Reynosa
limestone and limy conglomerate.

It is the writer's opinion that the Reynosa erosion scarp
partly owes its prominence in Webb and Zapatacounties to
the presence of a layer of very resistant, silicified Oakville
sandstone and conglomerate which outcrops beneath the less
resistant limy beds of the Reynosa. The stratigraphic re-
lations in this portion of the escarpment are rather con-
fusing owing to the fact that three conglomerates of as
manygeologic agesare p#resent. The writer's interpretation
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of the section is illustrated in the accompanying sketch,Fig-
ure1. Therelations on this scarp are somewhat obscured by

Figure1.IdealizedSketch Sectionof Reynosa Escarpment, ½ mile
N. 20° E. of Mirando City, Webb County, a, Reynosa; b, Oakville;
c, Gueydan.

loose blocks from the overlying beds. The author does not
feel perfectly sure that the lower conglomerate is the same
one which occurs in the middle Gueydan, but it contains
numerous pebbles of volcanic rocks and the pink silicified
argillaceous tuff (?) matrix is like that of the Gueydan
conglomerate and unlike that seen in any conglomerate of
unquestioned Oakville age. In addition to this evidence,
beds of argillaceous tuff or porous bentonitic clay appear
to be interbedded with the lower conglomeratebeds.

In Starr County, at a point six miles north of Kio Grande
City, the Oakville belt again widens to three miles or more.

Lithologic character.— The Oakville is predominantly a
formation of sandstones,though interstratified clay beds are
quite common and a basal conglomerate or conglomeratic
sandstone is generally present. The Oakville sandstone is
typically a massive-bedded to intricately cross-bedded,
rather friable, light buff to light gray, medium-grained,
calcareous sandstone which practically always carries small
rounded pellets or pebbles of buff, brown, or greenish clay.
Small worn fragments of pelecypod shells are also charac-
teristic of this sandstone. . Where the sandstone has been
silicified,no shell fragments are noted. Normally the Oak-
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ville sandstone is cemented by transparentcrystallinecalcite.
The presenceof clay pebbles,which rarely occur inthe Fay-
ette except at the top of the formation, the coarser texture,
the dominance of quartz over feldspar and the less argilla-
ceous character of the sandstone are features Which gener-
ally serve to distinguish the Oakville sandstone from that of
the Fayette. Also the Fayette formation frequently carries
beds of marine fossils that are indigenous to the formation,
while the fossils indigenous to the Oakville are teeth and
bones of land vertebrates, especially of Upper Miocene
horses. However, small fragments and, occasionally, entire
worn shells of Gryphea,Exogyra,and other marine inverte-
brates whichhave been washed into these Miocenebeds from
older sedimentary formations are of common occurrence.
Thepresenceof water-worn Cretaceous shells in the Oakville
sandstone has been noted by Dumble.29

A sample of lower Oakville sandstone was collected from
the summit of a hill one and one-half miles southwest of
Kittie on the Simmons-Kittie road in central Live Oak
County. This is a friable, imperfectly cross-bedded to mas-
sive, light buffish-gray, medium-grained, calcareous sand-
stone which contains a few rounded pellets of brownish-
yellow clay up to 1 centimeter in diameter and numerous
shell fragments visible to the naked eye. A petrographic
descriptionof this rock is givenbelow as an example of the
lithology of the Oakville sandstone.

PETROGRAPHIC DESCRIPTION OF LOWER OAKVILLE SANDSTONE FROM
iy2 MILES SOUTHWEST OF KITTIE IN LIVE OAK COUNTY

Sorting.— 2-1 mm.— trace; 1-% mm.— 3%; %-% mm.
— 48%;

Vi-Vs mm.— 33%; %-l/16 mm.— 4% clay and silt (mostly from
clay pebbles)— 12%. The grains are largely subangular.

Composition of Washed Material.— Quartz (includes a few short
double-endedpyramidal crystals)— 40%; orthoclase (mostly pinkishin
color)— 6%; plagioclase (mainly oligoclase and andesine)— 7%; mi-
crocline— trace (frequent);chert (honey-yellow,pink, gray and black
in color)— 20%; calcite (from cement)— 25%; water-worn pelecypod

29Dumble, E.T., "The Cenozoic Depositsof Texas,"Jour. Geol., Vol.
2, p. 557, 1894.
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and gastropod shell fragments— 2%; biotite— -trace; magnetite— trace;
limonite— trace (common); zircon— trace; silicified wood— trace;
barite— trace; chalcedony— trace; foraminifera (probably reworked)—

trace. One phosphatic or alteredglauconitic cast, % mm. long, of
a foraminifer resembling Bigenerina is noted and this may be an
indigenous fossil.

The analysis of a slightly conglomeratic, partly silicified
sandstone believed to be Oakville, which is exposed on the
upper part of the Reynosa escarpment one-half mile north-
east of Mirando City, Webb County, was made for the pur-
pose of comparing it with undoubted Oakville sandstone.
This analysis is strikingly similar in composition to the
analysis of Oakville sandstone given above.
PETROGRAPHIC DESCRIPTION OF A SANDSTONE (PROBABLY OAKVILLE)

FROM THE REYNOSA ESCARPMENT, i/a MILE NORTHEAST OF
MIRANDO CITY, WEBB COUNTY

Sorting.— 4-2 mm.— 2%; 2-1 mm.
— 3%; 1-% mm.— 13%;.Vz-^A

mm.— 51%; V^-Vs mm.— 14%; yy8-l/16 mm.— 2%; clay and silt
(mostly from clay pebbles— 15%. The great majority of the sand
grains are subangular but about 8% of them are beautifully
rounded and show small angular, nearly equantpits which probably
indicate that the good rounding of these latter grains is due to wind
erosion.

Composition.— Quartz
— 45%; orthoclase— 3%; plagioclase (mainly

oligoclase and andesine— 12%; chert (mostly dark gray to black, but
some yellow or pink in color)— 20%; calcite (from cement)— 15%;
chalcedony and opal (from cement)— 5%; biotite— trace;magnetite—
trace; zircon— trace; water-worn fragments of pelecypods and gas-
tropods— trace; small foraminifera (probably all reworked)— trace.

The composition of this sample is not only similar to
that of many of the unquestionedOakville samples, but is
also quite dissimilar to that of the samples of the Fayette
and Gueydan sandstones. This is offered as good evidence
insupport of the writer's contention that Oakville sandstone
does Outcrop south of Duval County and in contradiction of
Trowbridge's opinion30 that this sandstone does not outcrop
here.

30Trowbridge, A.C, "A GeologicEeconnaissance inthe Gulf Coastal
Plain of Texas near the Rio Grande," U. S. Geol. Surv. Prof. Paper
131D, p. 98, 1923.
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At many localities in McMullen,Duval, Webb, and Zapata
counties the basal beds of the Oakville are exceedingly hard,
due to replacement of the normal calcite cement with chal-
cedony and opal. This siliceous-cemented sandstone has
been called quartziteby several authors,but an examination
witha hand lens is sufficient to show that it is not a meta-
morphic rock. Every gradation between the very hard
siliceous sandstone and the friable calcareous sandstone
can be seen. All themesas inMcMullen and Duval counties
are capped with this sandstone. The appearance of the
sandstone capping San Caja Mesa is shown by Plate 11,
Figure1.

Beds of hard and siliceous to friable and argillaceous con-
glomerateor conglomeratic sandstone are commonly present
at or near the base of the Oakville formation. The pebbles
in this conglomerate are of dark-colored chert, white vein
quartz, silicified wood; pinkish and greenish tuff, and tuf-
faceous clay from the underlying Gueydan occur locally.
These pebbles are generally rounded.

Thin lenses to ten-foot beds of massive, soft, marly clay
containing abundant white calcareous concretions are not
uncommon in the Oakville. This clay is generally buff or
mottled buff and greenish-gray in color but the clay may
also be pink or greenish.

In the vicinity of Eio Grande City there is a belt of very
soft andpowdery,slightly calcareous to strongly calcareous,
pinkish-white andesitic or trachyandesitic volcanic dust or
tuff. This tuff is composed mainly of fresh platy, volcanic
glass (n=1.503) fragments which are mostly below *4, mm.
in length, and a number of angular fragments of andesine
crystals in a bentonite matrix. These beds are excellently
exposed beneath the Reynosa limy conglomerate cap rock
on the north side of La Cruz Mesa, three miles east of Rio
Grande City. This belt of soft, fine-grained tuffs is over
three miles wide but good exposures are not common. In
the Alcorn Oil Company's Santo Domingo well drilled
about five miles southeast of La Cruz Hill this tuff bed was
struck at300 feet anditextended to a depth of 517 feet with
only a 20-foot clay bed at 370 feet breaking its continuity.
This gives a thickness of approximately 200 ft. for the
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pyroclastic material. The typical sandstone beds of the
Oakville werepenetratedat approximately 640 feet and con-
tinued, with numerous clay breaks, to a depth of about
800 feet. The tuff beds are overlain by the Lagarto clays of
probable Lower Pliocene age. Thus the tuff appears to
belong at the top of the Oakville formation. A petro-
graphic study of this tuff shows that it is quite similar
in mineral composition to the tuff of the upper Guey-
dan, although the latter is situated unconformably
below the Oakville sandstone in the stratigraphic column.
In the upper Oakville tuff beds Dr. Wortman found
somie teeth and bones of Protohippus sejunctus Cope, thus
establishing theUpperMiocene or Lower Pliocene age of the
beds. Itis very probable that the tuff beds near Rio Grande
City belong to a more recent period of volcanic eruption
and are probably from a Mexican source, because only a
few thin beds of bentonite have been observed in the Oak-
ville north of Starr County, nor are any thick beds of
pyroclastics known in the Oakville from wells north of
Starr County. The other, less likely, alternative is that the
unconformity at the base of the Oakville in McMullen
County and farther northeast does not represent an im-
portant time interval and that part of the upper Gueydan
tuff is of Upper Miocene age as well as the Oakville. If the
second hypothesis be the correct one, the Oakville sand-
stone in Starr County was deposited earlier than the
Oakville sandstone farther north and east.

Origin.— The origin of the Miocene-Pliocene deposits of
which the Oakville is a part has been previously discussed
by the writer,31 and the study of the Oakville in the present
area does not add many new data to the former studies.
The Oakville was probably deposited by rivers along the
seaward margin of a coastal plain having fairly low relief,
for a study of the unconformity at the base of the formation
indicates that the surface on Which the sediment was de-
posited wag very slightly undulatory. The materials of

31Bailey, T. L., "The Geology and Natural Resources of Colorado
County," Univ. Tex. Bull. 2333, pp. 95-96, 1923.
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which the Oakville is composed evidently came from the
north and west. This is indicated by the presenceof water-
worn Cretaceous fossils in the formation together with the
fact that the nearest present outcrop of Cretaceous rocks
bearing these fossils is north and west of the Oakville
exposures. Therather fresh pink orthoclase andmicrocline
in these beds suggest a granitic source, as does some of the
quartz which contains apatite prisms. The nearest granitic
areas known are those in the Central Mineral Region of
Texas, in Llano and surrounding counties, also north of
this area. Some granitic areas in Mexico may be equally
near to the extreme southern portion of the region. The
plagioclase in this sandstone is probably largely from the
pyroclastic beds of the Gueydan and Fayette formations.
The occasional large foraminifera found in the Oakville
mayhave been introduced from the Gulf by tidal waves or
storm waves. The sand grains and pebbles of chert are
evidently derived from the cherty concretions and lenses
Which areso abundant in someof the Cretaceous limestones.

The rivers that brought down this material were either
quite large or had a steeper gradient than most of the
present silt-depositing rivers because the Oakville consists
mostly of cross-bedded and lenticular, medium to coarse
sands.

Pleistocene Series

Reynosa Formation

Age anddistribution.— Trowbridge,32 Deussen,33 and other
writers have placed the Reynosa in the "Pliocene (?)" and
have stated that no fossilshave been found inthe formation,
in1923, Dr.J.L.Wortman34 discovered the upper andlower
jawsand teeth of Equuscf. fraternus only two feet above the
base of the Reynosa formation at La Cruz Hill,three miles

32Trowbridge, A. C, U. S. Geol. Surv. Prof. Paper, 131D, p. 98,
1923.

33Deussen, Alex., U. S. Geol. Surv. Prof. Paper126, p. 102, 1924.
34Personal communications,Nov. 14, 1923.
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east of Rio Grande City in Starr County. This establishes
the age of the Reynosa as Pleistocene,probably Lower Pleis-
tocene. In the portion of the southwestern Texas coastal
plain northeast of Live Oak County the Lagarto formation,
of probable Lower Pliocene age, lies between the Oakville
and Reynosa beds; southwest of Live Oak County the La-
garto and most of the Oakville have been overlapped by the
Reynosa beds. Itisnot only inthe latter part of the region
that the Reynosa appears in the area under discussion
except for small,patches which cap manyof the higher hills
throughoutmost of the Texascoastal plain.

Lithologic character.— The Reynosa consists of white to
pinkish,porous caliche limestones, sandy and pebbly caliche
limestones and conglomerates with an abundant matrix of
white caliche. Considerable argillaceous material is also
present in many of the Reynosa beds. The deposits are
generally cross-bedded on a large scale andmost of the beds
are lenticular. The limy conglomerate is the principal
lithologictype. The pebbles and cobbles in this conglomer-
ate are mostly of black, gray, and yellowish brown
chert with a small admixture of sandstone, shale, lime-
stone, and other sedimentary rocks, but various types
of volcanic rock, mostly andesites and trachyandesites, are
also represented. Pebbles of chalcedony, agate, and vein
quartzof various other colors are fairly common. Granitic
pebbles are rare in the Reynosa of this area. The size of
the pebbles ranges from1mm. indiameter to 30 cm. or pos-
sibly more, and the shape is usually rounded or sub-
rounded,although among the smaller sizes many pebblesare
subangular.

The limestones in the Reynosa are practically always
impure, owing'to the presence of sand, clay, or scattered
pebbles. They are often porous and tufa-like inappearance.
In places the limestone is composed of rounded, pebble-like
masses of aslightly denser texture than the matrix ;manga-
nese dendrites are often present on the surface of such
pebbles. Some of these pebble-like masses are imperfectly
concentrically banded and therefore of concretionaryorigin,
possibly havingbeen formed in situ. Others appear to be
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water-wornpebbles,probably producedby contemporaneous
erosion. Many nearly horizontal outcrops of the Keynosa
show an imperfect banding parallel to the surface, thus
suggesting that the limestone was deposited by precipitation
from solution in successive layers.

Origin.— It would require a great deal more work than
the writer has done before a satisfactory solution of the
problem of the origin of the Reynosa could be offered. A
microscopic study of thin sections of these rocks would
probably throw some light on the subject, but thin sections
are very difficult to make because of the friable character
of the rocks. The gravel, sand, and limy clay beds have
evidentlybeen laid down bystreams, and that these probably
overloaded streams meandered back and forth across almost
theentire coastal plainof Texasis indicated by the wide dis-
tribution of cappings of this formation on most of the
higher hills. It seems likely from the evidence which has
been discussed in the above descriptionof the Eeynosa lime-
stone that at least a part of it is caliche which was pre-
cipitated on the surface due to the upward capillary migra-
tion of calcareous waters and their evaporation at the
surface.

35Trowbridge has discussed some of the theories for the
origin of the Reynosa, but states at the beginning of his
discussion:

* To attempt at this time a complete explanationof the conditions
under which this complex formation was deposited and cemented
wouldbe premature.'

Trowbridge subsequently states that Deussen has sug-
gested that some of the limestone mayhave been deposited
by ground water while the mainmass of the formation was
being laid down by streams.

ssTrowbridge, A. C, U. S. Geol. Surv. Prof. Paper 131D, p. 100,
1923.
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The Gueydan Formation
The Gueydan formation, which is composed largely of

pyroclastic material, was named by tbe writer36 from the
Gueydan ranch and survey in southeastern McMullen
County, where the upper part of the formation is well ex-
posed.The locaton of the Gueydanranch is shown onthe ac-
companying geologic map,PlateI. The formation outcrops
most prominently and is most typically developed in north-
ern Live Oak, southeastern McMullen, and northwestern
Duval counties because the pyroclastic material becomes
interstratified with a larger amount of fluviatile material to
the northeast and to the south of these counties. The lon-
gitudinal extent of the outcrop of the Gueydan formation
can best be observed by referring to the map. The width
of the outcrop ranges from three miles insouthern Gonzales
County to approximately fifteenmiles innorthwestern Duval
County.

Dip and thickness.— Northeast of the west line of Duval
County the regionaldip of the Gueydan is southeast, but
south and west of that line the dip is east. Dips can be
measured with a fair degree of accuracy only on the more
consolidated white tuffs in the lower part of the formation
and on som,e of the sandstone beds in the middle part. The
anglesof dip commonly range from V20 to 2°. An average
of more reliable dips inLive Oak and McMullen counties is
about 0° 48' or 73 feet to the mile. Dips up to 6° are not
uncommon,especially in the neighborhood of local folds and
faults, and nearly vertical dips are sometimes noted in the
beds next to fault planes, where the strata have been
dragged up or down by the movement along the faults. In
general the beds in the Gueydan formation lie so nearly
horizontal that the direction of their dip can rarely be
determined with certainty except on fairly large outcrops.

The thickness of the Gueydan cannot be directly deter-
mined from the width of its outcrop because the unstratified

36Bailey, Thomas L., "Extensive Volcanic Activity in the Middle
Tertiary of the South Texas Coastal Plain," Sci. (n.s.) Vol. LIX,
No.1526, p. 299, 1924.
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character of the beds in the upper third, or possibly half,
of the formation precludes the determination of the dip in
this part. It is probable that the dip of this upper portion
is not greatly different from that of the lower beds because
the Oakville which overlies the Gueydan unconformably, or
at least disconformably, has an average regional dip of
about y<i or 46 feet per mile southeast and east; the under-
lying upper Gueydan beds can hardly have a smaller angle
of dip than this. In a few localities some of the uppermost
beds of the Gueydan are faintly stratified and appear to
have a slightly lower angle of dip than the lower beds.
Another uncertainty regarding the thickness of the Gueydan
arises from the fact that the strata may either thin or
thicken down the dip, dependingupon whether the volcanic
source of the material was situated northwest or southeast
of the present outcrop. Estimates of thickness37 are as
follows:

Estimated average thickness in Gonzales County _— 190 ft.
Estimated average thickness in Karnes County 350 ft.
Estimated average thickness in Live Oak County 600 ft.
Estimated average thickness in McMullen County 650 ft.
Estimated average thickness in Duval County 850 ft.

The section in Karnes and Live Oak counties is known
to be faulted, therefore well records have been used in
making the estimates in these counties. Elsewhere the
estimates are based on width of outcrop.

Well records furnish the most satisfactory method for
determining the thickness of these nearly horizontal strata
but an examination of the samples from the wells is neces-
sary because tuffs are generally logged as clays or sandy
clays. The writer has studied a nearly complete set of
samples from H. Coquat and Associates' Hicks No. 1well
in Live Oak County and from the Alcorn Oil Company's
Santo Domingo well in Starr County. He has examined

37A dip of 60 feet per mile, a probable approximation,has been as-
signed to the upper massive beds of the formation, and the necessary
assumption is made that the formation has not thinned or thickened
appreciably at the Oakville-Gueydan contact.
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with a hand lens a number of samples from the lowa-
Texas Syndicate's Peters No. 1well in Duval County; and
has made macroscopic examinations of occasional samples
from several wells in Live Oak County which pass through
a portion of the Gueydan formation.

The Hicks Well is located about one-half mile northwest
of the center of the Gueydan outcrop and penetrates a part
of the middle beds and all of the lower beds of the forma-
tion. In this well 330 feet of Gueydan are present. In
Kepley, Anglin, and Carl's Wesch No. 1well, which begins
in the Oakville one mile east of the Oakville-Gueydan fault
contact in Live Oak County, 169 feet of Oakville are appar-
ently present. Below the Oakville, between 169 and 450
feet, the strata allbelong to the upper Gueydan. The writer
was unable to obtain any samples from below: 450 feet in
this well. However, there is apparently a gap in the Guey-
dan section between the beds at 450 feet in the Wesch well
and the beds which outcrop at the Hicks well. The magni-
tude of this gap isindeterminate. If thesections of Gueydan
in these two wells be added together we obtain a thickness
of 611 feet. If the beds of the lower Gueydan have not
diminished in thickness within the fifteen miles (measured
at an angle of 25 degrees to the strike of the strata) which
separates the two wells, the total thickness of the Gueydan
is not less than 611 feet in Live Oak County. Thus, the
writer's allowance of 600 feet for the Gueydan section in
Live Oak County can hardly be too great. It is quite
probable that as much as 700 feet of Gueydanare present in
this county.

The Peters well in southwestern Duval County, nine
miles northeast of Moglia, Webb County, starts near the
base of the Oakville. Samples from 28 feet and 208 feet
were seen by the writer, and they are evidently Gueydan
tuff. The driller reports similar tuff beds down to 900 or
1,000 feet. The samples from 1,000 to 1,300 feet were also
examined and appear to be Frio clay. Between 1,300 and
1,950 feet a yellowish-gray sandstone, apparently Fayette,
is the principal rock type. Fromthis well record, itappears
that the Gueydan in southern Duval County is between 870
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and 970 feet thick. The greater thickness in the Peters
well agrees with the greater width of outcrop in Duval
County in indicating an exceptional thickness for the
Gueydan in this region.

In the Santo Domingo well in southeastern Starr County
samples of very well preserved, consolidated, light-colored
tuffs resembling those of the lower Gueydan were encoun-
tered at depths of 1,253-1,255 and 1,444-1,480 feet. The
beds between 852 and -1,253 feet are bentonitic clays con-
taining fragments of volcanic glass and they probably
belong to the Gueydan formation, although they are much
more argillaceous than the typical Gueydan. If this inter-
pretation be correct 628 feet of Gueydan are present be-
neath the overlapping Oakville, Lagarto,and Reynosabeds
in Starr County.

Lithologic character.— The Gueydan is separable on the
basis of lithologic character into three members which are,
beginningwith the lowest, as follows :

(1) The Fant tuff (characterized by mud flows).
(2) The Soledad volcanic conglomerate, sandstone and tuff.
(3) The Chusa argillaceous tuff and tuffaceous clay.

The Fant member is named from the town of Fant City,
in northern Live Oak County, near which are found numer-
ous goodexposures of the indurated white tuff. The Soledad
member is named from the Soledad Hills, in western Duval
County, which are composed of the conglomerate of lava
pebbles typical of this member. The name of the Chusa
member is taken from La Chusa Mesa, in southeastern Mc-
Mullen County because good outcrops of the pulverulent,-
pisolitic tuffaceous clay which characterizes this member
are exposedon the slopes of La Chusa beneath the Oakville
capping. The approximate contacts between each of these
members are indicated on the geologic mapby broken lines.
In the part of the Gueydan outcrop south of McMullen
County the Soledad member (middle Gueydan) is very
prominently developed and certain of its strata probably
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replace along their strike some of the beds of a different
lithologic character in the Fant and Chusa members. All
three members are recognizable throughout the area under
discussion except in Gonzales and northwestern Lavaca
counties, where the lower and middle Gueydan tuffs are
interbedded with a number of siliceous sandstone beds hav-
inga Catahoula faeies, andin Webb, Zapata, and northern
Starr counties where the upper member is completely
overlappedby younger formations.

FantMember (Lower Gueydan)

The lower Gueydan or Fant tuff differs from the remain-
der of the formation in the following features: (1) Most
of the tuff beds in the Fant member are white in color;
(2) many beds of considerably indurated and columnar
jointed or sun-cracked tuff of mud flow origin occur; (3)
small tridymite plates are found in the vesicular cavities
in some of the indurated tuffs.

General lithology.— (1) Themost characteristic rock type
in the lower Gueydan is a fairly Well indurated, massive-
bedded, somewhat vesicular, white or creamy-white, fine-
textured but generally lumpy trachyte or trachyandesite
tuff. Some of these tuff beds commonly have a light bluish-
grayor greenish-gray color when wet but other beds remain
creamy-white. A large chunk of creamy-white tuff was
brought up from a depth of eighty-five feet in Coquat's
Hicks No. 1 well in Live Oak County. This proves that the
white color is not due to weathering as Dumble38 believes.
The individual beds of this tuff are generally from eight
inches to two feet thick. The beds thin and thicken from
place to place so that it is evident that the bedding planes
are not plane surfaces but are gently undulatory. No trace
of stratification can be noted within a separate bed of this
type. The upper surfaces of these tuff beds are prominently
fissured by more or less gaping, vertical, polygonal joint

38Dumble, E. T., "A Revision of the Texas Tertiary Section, etc."
Am. Assoc. Petr. Geol., Vol. 8, p. 434, 1924.
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cracks resembling the columnar jointing of many basaltic
lava flows. Some of the jointblocks exhibit upwarpededges
and are quite suggestive of non-marine sun-cracks.39 The
joints have evidently been produced by contraction upon
dehydration. Tuff exposuresexhibiting this columnar joint-
ingor sun-cracking are clearly pictured in Plate IV,Figure
2. At "Chalk Bluffs"on theRay ranch inwestern McMullen
County, six miles south of Wentz, are found a number of
large slabs of hard white tuff which have fallen from a
massive tuff bedhigher up the bluff. The upper surface of
these slabs has a very distinct ropy structure, like that
exhibited by some types of pahoehoe lava. The mineral
and glass grains in this tuff are mostly oriented with their
long axes parallel, thus demonstrating that the peculiar
ropy appearance is due to flow structure. A photograph of
this ropy tuff is found inPlate VI,Figure 2. The flow struc-
ture, the wavybedding, the marked vesicular character, the
presence of subrounded lumps of the sam^e type of tuff as
the matrix, the prominent columnar jointings, the lack of
stratification within an individual bed, and the sun-cracking
together indicate that these indurated tuff beds were de-
posited as mud flows from one or more volcanic vents. The
outcropping edgesof these tuff beds are roughand irregular
withnumerous rounded to angular pits, giving a scoriaceous
appearance to the rock. This gnarly aspect of the outcrops
can even be distinguished in the photographs and is illus-
trated by Plate IV,Figure 2;Plate V, Figure 2;Plate VI,
Figure1. A closer examinationof this tuff reveals the pres-
ence of a few to numerous angular to well-rounded,bluish-
gray,silky pumice fragments (lapilli), as well as abundant
sharp, platy to filamentous glass grains and angular frag-
ments of glassy feldspar. The tuff has a fine pisolitic to
coarse lumpy appearance except where ithas been silicified.
This feature is produced by the presence of more or less
rounded masses of tuff whichrangein diameter from,%mm.
or less to several inches. The larger masses have manysmall

39Kindle, E. M., "Some Factors Affecting the Development of Mud
Cracks," Jour. Geol., Vol. 25, pp. 135-144, 1917.
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irregularities on their surfaces and frequently give only a
suggestion of a rounded or elliptical form. They are sepa-
rated from each other by ramifying dendritic masses and
flings of a yellowish or pale greenish substance which con-
sists of amixture of bentonitic and opaline material. Some
of the tuff beds are composed almost entirely of such round-
ish lumps, which give to the rock a conglomeratic appear-
ance. In a few localities veins of light bluish barite occur
in the joints or cracks between the lumps instead of the opal
and bentonite. The large lumps are composed of the same
kind of tuff as the matrix in which they are included and
they possibly represent fragments of a dehydrated and
somewhat solidified crust which was formed on the upper
surface of the mud flow and later engulfed;these fragments
were subsequently comminuted and partly rounded by
rolling over and over in the more liquid volcanic mud
below. Also, the spheroidal masses may have been formed
near the endsof mudflows bya process sintilar to that which
produces a mass of irregular blocks of the solidified crust
in the ends of lava flows. In other words, the more liquid
mud may have pushed forward, incorporated fragments of
the partially solidified miud at the front of the flow, and
rounded them by rubbing them against one another as the
mud flow proceeded. It is impossible to ascertain which
of these plausible explanations is the true one, and it is
probable that several processes have contributed to the for-
mation of the larger lumps. These larger lumps are com-
monly composedof a number of smaller lumps. Lacroix40

has described and photographed tuffs composed of such
pisolite-like bodies of various sizes up to nearly 1 cm. in
diameter. He states that they have been formed by the
cohesive action of rain drops. Many of the smaller pisolite-
like bodies in the Fant member of the Gueydan tuff have
probably originated in this manner. Some of the smaller
lumps are pumice pebbles, rounded, no doubt, by the attri-
tional action of finer particles and other pumice fragments

40Lacroix, A., "La Montagne Pelee et ses Eruptions,"Paris, Masson
et Cie, p. 420 and fig. 181, 1904.
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While the mud flow was in motion. A few of these rounded
pumice lapilli may have had an original rounded form.
Lacroix41 states that the pumice lapilli from Mont Pelee,
both from vertical projections and inclined fiery clouds,-are
ordinarily rounded on account of their slight hardness and
their fragility due to their porous structure. It is, there-
fore, more probable that the Gueydan pumice lapilli were
rounded after their expulsion from the volcano. Many of
the very small rounded bodies are hollow and are evidently
glass bubbles. These smallest spherules are abundant in
tuff beds where only a few of the larger tuff lumps occur.

The vesicular cavities, which are common in this tuff,
are very irregular to rounded or flat ellipsoidal in shape and
may be lined or completely filled with soft waxy, cream-
colored to light gray, or pink bentonite. Crusts of trans-
parent,botryoidalhyalite opal or mixtures of bentonite and
opal are present in other cavities. In a few of the tuff
beds inLive Oak, McMullen,Webb, and Starr counties some
of the cavities are lined with tiny glittering plates of tridy-
mite or with amixture of botryoidalhyalite and tridymite.
These minerals are discernible with a hand lens, but the
crystal form of the tridymite cannot be distinguished with-
out a microscope. The tubular cavities probably represent
channels along wihich steam and other vapors— originally
included in the mud flow — escaped. Incertain beds these
tubular cavities,now filled withopal and bentonite,are quite
prominent and resemble small smooth-surfaced rootlets
crossing each other at various angles. Some dendrites of
manganeseand limonitic concretions are seen in this tuff.
No fossilshave been found in the mud-flow tuff beds.

(2) A number of beds of light gray to white or grayish-
pink, very dense textured, chert-like silicified tuff or "por-
cellanite" are present at many localities in the Fant mem-
ber, especially near its base. Although this rock has a
hardness of 5 or 6, and breaks witha conchoidal fracture like
that of chert, it is cut by closely spaced, irregular, con-
choidal joint cracks which cause it to break down readily

41Op dt.,p..371.
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into such small angular fragments that it is difficult to
obtain a large hand specimen of the rock. Some of this rock
occurs in platy beds like those of chert, while other samples
are difficult to distinguish megascopically and without chem-
ical and hardness tests from a dense-textured limestone.
All gradations between this rock and slightly silicified, typi-
cal, vesicular tuff are present. Some of the best exposures
of this silicified tuff are found near Wentz in McMullen
County and on the Chapote ranch, six miles northwest of
Loma Alto, in McMullen County and at several localities
near Simmons in western Live Oak County. The beds are
commonly most completely silicified in their lower portion.
Adjacent beds above and below these may be only slightly
silicified. Harker42 states that silicification isvery common
in the acid tuffs.

(3) Friable, regularly bedded, white to light gray or
yellowish-green, medium-grained tuffs, which on first glance
resemble sandstones, are commonly interstratified with the
mud-flow tuffs. These tuffs are entirely different in appear-
ance from the mud-flow tuffs. Theyhave evidently reached
their place of deposition by settling through the air. The
air-deposited tuffs are so friable that they may easily be
crushed by a slight pressure of the fingers into a powder
of angular grains,manyof which are platy. The individual
grains are predominantly of volcanic glass and may be
identified with a hand lens. In many samples over half
the grains are of fine to coarse sand grade; therefore, this
type of tuff will be classified as sand-tuff. The remainder
of each sample is fine material, largely bentonite, which
causes a sample of the rock to break down quickly into a
doughy mass w<hen placed in water. An individual bed of
this sand-tuff attains a thickness of ten feet in the bluff on
the northwest side of the Nueces River, three-quarters mile
northwest of Simmons. The tuff in this bed tends to break
roughly parallel to the bedding but the rock seems to be
homogeneousfrom top to bottom and is the producteither of
asingle explosive volcanic outburst or of several outbursts in

42Harker, Alfred, "Petrology for Students," sth Ed., p. 259, 1919.
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such rapid succession that material of the same type fell
continuously to a depth of ten feet or more. This type of
sand-tuff probably comprises one-fourth of the Fant member
in westernLive Oak and eastern McMullen counties.

(4) Many beds of soft, creamy-gray to grayish-green
argillaceous (bentonitic) tuff are intercalated between beds
of tuff of other types. These are probably formed inpart
by the nearly complete alteration by hydration of original
fine-textured tuff or volcanic dust beds into clay-like benton-
ite and in part by the reworking of some of the other types
of tuff by streams. The reworked tuffaceous clays can
sometimes be distinguished from the bentonitic tuffs by
current-bedding, poorer sorting and the presence of chert
grains in the former, although the two types are very
similar in appearance.

Lying loose on the outcrops of certain beds of pinkish or
white, argillaceousFant tuff in the southwestern corner of
McMullen County, are found a great number of water-
worn,reddish-brown to dark gray boulders and pebbles of
non-porous to vesicular and amygdaloidal, porphyritic tra-
chyandesite or acid andesite. These boulders commonly
range from 3 cm. to 30 cm. in diameter and resemble many
of the boulders which occur so abundantly in the middle
Gueydan (Soledad) conglomerate. A photographof agroup
of these boulders is shown in Plate VII, Figure 1. The
boulders appear to have weathered out of the tuff beds in
this region and, in fact, many are coated or have their
vesicles filled with the tuff.

(5) Several thick beds of purplish-pink and grayish-green
mottled, non-calcareous to marly, unlaminated, bentonitic
clay are found in the lower Gueydan; these are rarely ex-
posed except where capped by resistant tuff which protects
them fromrapid disintegration into soil. From well records
it appears that about one-third of the Fant member is
composedof this typeof clay. The clay carries many ellip-
tical, pinkish to whitish, dense-textured to granular cal-
careous and siliceous concretions up to 10 cm. in diameter.
Dark splotches and dendrites of manganese oxide are com-
mon along fracture surfaces throughout these concretions.
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Similar manganese dendrites are also present in the joint
cracks of the surrounding clay. These clays are evidently
fluviatile— having been derived from the erosion of older
Gueydan tuff beds and of Frio clay and older formations.
These clays are very similar in appearance to those of
the Frio except that the former contain very little gypsum,
which is quite abundant in the Frio.

(6) Beds of creamy-gray to light pinkish-brown, fine to
medium-grained, argillaceous, arkosic, and generally tuf-
faceous sandstone of fluviatile origin are also present in the
Fant tuff. This sandstone is characteristically cemented
with opal but a mixture of opal and calcite cement is quite
common. The creamy-gray sandstone is thick in parts of
Duval, Webb, and Zapata counties. Itis evidently derived
in part from the erosion of tuff beds.

(7) Coarse to fine conglomerates composed largely of
bluish-gray, rounded to subrounded pumice pebblesor lapilli
are locally present in the Fant tuff. The matrix of these
pebbles is a medium-grained sandy tuff, tuffaceous sand or
bentonitic clay. Such conglomeratesare rather uncommon
in the Fant member, beingmuch more characteristic of the
Soledad, or middle member. The best exposure of pumice-
conglomerate (which may belong to the basal Fant beds
since it appears to be on the upthrow side of a fault here)
is located on the Armstrong place, one-quarter mile west of
the Atascosa River in the northeast corner of the Thomas
Henry survey in northern Live Oak County. Lacroix43 has
described beds composed almost entirely of pumice lapilli
inhis section of the pyroclastic material covering Pompeii.
The Gueydan pumice pebble or lapillus beds may have been
formed by a process of gravitative sorting similar to that
described by Lacroix inVesuvian eruptions, but it is quite
as probable that running water concentrated this coarse
material.

A conglomerate composed of large water-worn boulders
or pebbles of white mud-flow tuff and a few chert pebbles

43Lacroix, A., "La Montagne Pelee apres ses Eruptions," Paris,
Masson et Cie, p. 120, 1908.
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is exposed at the "Falls" of the Atascosa River. It rests
upon a slightly irregular, eroded surface of a yellow, gyp-
siferous clay which is probably Frio. The beds in this
region commonly show dips of 10 to 20 degrees northwest,
apparently having been dragged into this attitude by fault-
ing. If the clay underlying the conglomerate at the "Falls"
of the Atascosa is really Frio, then a slight unconformity
exists between the Gueydan and the Frio in this vicinity.

Lithologic variations along the strike of the Fant mem-
ber.— In Zapata County the tuff beds of the Fant member
are thinner andthe member as a whole becomes more argil-
laceous in character than at its type locality in Live Oak
County. The clays in the Gueydan south of McMullen
County commonly carry some gypsum and are therefore
difficult to distinguish from the Frio clays. The white tuff
beds which outcrop prominently from six to twienty miles
north and somewhat west of Mirando City in Webb County
are mapped as part of the Fant member of the Gueydan,
although they may represent a different horizon of tuffs
and belong in the Fayette formation. These tuffs have
evidently been placed in the Fayette by Trowbridge, as
shown byhis map.44 Theuncertainty inregard to theexact
position of the white tuff beds, which are traceable through
eastern Webb and most of Zapata counties,is due to the fact
that the white tuff beds in the lower Gueydan of north-
western Duval County appear to be rather thin and are
interbedded with gray, buff, and brownish conglomeratic
sandstones andbentonitic clays, whereas, in Webb County,
similar White tuff beds are again thick and outcrop promi-
nently. The tuff beds in Webb County are non-vesicular,
platy-bedded and generally more silicified than farther
northeast, thus differing from the typical Gueydan. On
the other hand there are some beds of grayish-white, friable
sand-tuff of the same character and composition as the Fant
sand-tuff in Live Oak County. Interbedded with these tuffs
in Webb County are beds of light gray, somewhat silicified,

44Trowbridge, A. C, U. S. Geol. Surv. Prof. Paper 131D, Plate
XXVII,1923
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tuffaceous sandstone, containing1 a large number of biotite
flakes and rounded to angular grains of reddish-brown or
dark gray,hyalopilitic andesite or trachyandesite. Under-
lying the series of tufEs and tuffaceous sandstones are
greenish-gray andpink and greenmottled, gypsiferous clays
containing a few lenses of friable sandstone. Similar clays
outcrop over a strip three to fivemiles widelyingwest of the
base of the tuff, and are believed by the writer to belong
in the Frio formation instead of the Fayette. These clays
and some of the bentonitic clay beds in the tuff series con-
tain logs of silicin'ed wood up to ten inches in diameter.
The logs show distinct angular rings and contain anumber
of large pores wihich resemble resin ducts. It is probable
that they are logs of gymnospermous trees, but they have
not been identified. Similar logs are abundant in the Cata-
houla formation in eastern Texas. For the several reasons
given above, these white tuffs and associated rocks are
mapped with the Gueydan formation.

Outcrops of lumpy, vesicular, wihite, tridymite-bearing,
mud-flow tuff of appearance and petrographic character
identical to those of the mud-flow tuff of Live Oak and
McMullen counties are found in the hills west of theMirando
City oil field, one mile southwest of Mirando City, under-
lying the middle Gueydan conglomerate and tuff. Similar
tuff is also found six miles north of El Sauz, Starr County,
twenty feet west of the Hebbronville-Kio Grande City road.
Here it is surrounded by Reynosa limestone. These two
outcrops indicate that the Fant trachyte tuff extends south
as far as northern Starr County, even though the strati-
graphically lower, platy-bedded tuffs of Webb and Zapata
counties should later be proven to belong in the Fayette
formation.

Northeast of Atascosa Countyno mud-flow tuffs are noted
in the Fant member which here consists of slightly con-
solidated sand-tuff and finer bentonitic tuffs, as Well as
tuffaceous clays and sandstones. In Gonzales County and
eastward,many beds of coarse-grained, friable to extremely
well-indurated,quartzose sandstone, of a character typical
of that of the Catahoula sandstone in East Texas appear
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in the Fant and Soledad members. These beds are dis-
similar to anyrocks found elsewhere in the Gueydan. Thus,
the Gueydan grades eastward along its strike into the
Catahoula (Oligocene) sandstone.

Sections.— The following sections will illustrate the
character of the Fant tuff at its outcrop.

Section on Charlie York Creek, 4 Miles West of Three Rivers,

between Three Rivers-Tilden Road and Frio River,

Live Oak County

Ft. In.
9. Alternating harder and softer, massive-bedded and

wavy-bedded, creamy to yellowish-white, somewhat
lumpy, mud-flow tuff and argillaceous tuff 10-12

8. Indurated, creamy-white, vesicular tuff with a distinct
lumpy texture. The tuff lumps are spheroidal in form
and range from % inch to 1inch in diameter 1%-2

7. A somewhatinduratedbedof vesicular,bentonitic,mud-
flow tuff which is light yellowish-green when dry and
blue-gray with a soapy appearance when wet 2 4

6. A massive, projecting ledge of greenish-gray, fairly
hard, vesicular tuff containing numerous interwoven,
cylindrical, root-like bodies, composed of a mixture of
opalandbentonite, in the joint cracks 11 6

5. Rather soft, coherent, olive-green to blue-gray, soapy,
bentonitic tuff much like No. 7 1

4. Covered 2
3. Hard, white, dense-textured, vesicular,mud-flow tuff— _ 1 4
2. Like No. 8 7
1. Hard, whitish, vesicular tuff with vesicles stainedbrown

with bentonite carrying limonite.___: 6
(Base of No. 1is 1 foot above Frio River at medium
high stage andis covered by mud.)

Total thickness 32

The greenish-gray or bluish-gray tuff beds described in
this section are of rare occurrence in the Fant member.
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Hill-side Section West of Simmons-Wentz Road, 2½ Miles North
West of Simmons, Live Oak County

Reynosa: Ft. In.
14. Reynosa conglomerate cemented with abundant

caliche, containing many chert pebbles and some
pebbles of trachyte or rhyolite andandesite 4

Gueydan (Soledad member):
13. Light grayish-pink, friable sandstone containing

volcanic glass grains 3
12. Light gray and pinkish mottled, coarse-textured,

porous tuff, containing an abundance of bluish-
gray, rounded pumice pebbles most of which are
between % inch and Vz inchin diameter. A num-
ber of rounded pebbles and cobbles of red or
brownish-gray, extremely vesicular or honey-
combed, andesite up to 9 inches in diameter are
occasionally found included inthis tuff 30

Fant member:
11. Very porous, gritty, rather friable, white trachyte

or trachyandesite tuff containing small, bluish
pumice pebbles or lapilli. This tuff is very light
in weight. It becomes finer grained and more
argillaceous toward the base 3 6

10. Creamy-gray, closely jointed, bentonitic clay or
altered tuff. On fresh surfaces many small,
pisolite-like bodies (probably altered glass bub-
bles) are noted 2 4

9. Light gray to white, conglomerate-like, mud-flow
tuff whichweathers whiteand shows many vesicu-
larcavities. The conglomeratic appearance is due
to a large number of tuff lumps and some weath-
ered pumice pebbles or lapilli which are enclosed
in the finer textured,slightly darker matrix 2 4

8. Like No. 10 6 10
7. Massive, rather tough, plastic, much jointed clay

of a variegated light pink and light green color.
Becomes predominantly green and somewhat
sandy 1foot above thebase of this bed. The clay
is stainedblack withmanganeseoxidealongmany
of the jointplanes. Imbedded in the clay are nu-
merous, roundedor ellipticalconcretions composed
of amixture of opal,chalcedony and argillaceous
matter. The concretions are whitish, yellowish-
gray,pink and light green in color or aremottled
with thesecolors likethe surrounding clay. Many
smaller, dense-textured, whitish, calcareous con-
cretions and streaks of calcite are alsonoted 11 4
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Ft. In.
6. Soft and friable, laminated, greenish-white,argil-

laceous sand-tuff composed mainly of slivers and
plates of volcanic glass 1 4

5. Light purplish-pink and grayish-green mottled,
stiff joint clay showing imperfect lamination.
This grades intoNo. 6 at the top 8

4. Light grayish-green, soft and friable, massive-
bedded somewhat argillaceous sand-tuff 10

3. Unstratified, soft,much jointed and easily eroded,
light creamy-green, sandy tuffaceous clay (evi-
dently fluviatile). Many spicular fragments of
volcanic glass can be seen in this material. Near
the surface the bedis cutby stringers of caliche—- 5 11
Local disconformity (surface of disconformity
has the form of a stream channel, as shown in
Plate 4, Fig. 1).

2. Massive to platy-bedded, grayish-white to light
green, sand-tuff composed almost entirely of meg-
ascopic volcanic glass fragments. The lower 18
inches is quite friable. Above this is a calcite-
cemented, somewhatinduratedlayer which forms
projecting ledges in the bank of Lang Creek,
where layer is exposed. A few seams of more ar-
gillaceous, finer grained tuff are also present.This
bed contains rounded to irregular, sandy, calca-
reous concretionsup to 3 inches indiameter 5 9

1. White, somewhat indurated tuff containing many
roundish, yellow to rusty spots or irregular
splotches due to spheroidal, earthy, limonite con-
cretions which form the centers of such spots.
The concretions are about% inchin diameter. In
the bed of Lang Creek, where No. 1is best ex-
posed, it shows prominent polygonal jointing or
mud-cracks. Base not exposed. Thickness ex-
posed 5+
Total thickness of section 80

Strike of No. 2 is N. 70° E.
Average of dips taken on No. 2 is 0° 51' or 80 feet per

mile, south.
Section of North HIllof "Chalk Bluffs" onRay Ranch, 6 Miles

South of Wentz, McMullen County. (See Plate III,Fig.1.)

Ft. In.
Quaternary:

9. Caliche-cemented chert gravel 0-2
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Gueydan (Fant member) : Ft. In.
8. Dense-textured, much jointed, 'hard, grayish-

white, porcelain-like,silicified tuff 1
7. Rather soft and easily weathered, grayish-

white,argillaceous tuff on bentoniticclay, grading
into creamy-gray silicifiedtuff at the top 11

6. Bedded (1-foot beds), so lumpy as to appear con-
glomeratic, fairlyhard, vesicular, creamy-grayto
white tuff with many irregular mottlings and
streaks of a light brownish-pink color . 4

5. Glaring white, lumpy, vesicular, massive-bedded,
indurated trachyte (?) tuff showing sun-cracks
and columnar jointing. The upper surface of this
bed in places shows a peculiar, distinctly ropy,
flow structure whichevidently represents the old
surface of a single mud flow. Such ropy surfaces
are apparently localand areusually seen only in
detached blocks which happened to break along
the surface of the old mud flow. This bed pro-
jects prominently from the upper portion* of the
bluff 6

4. Rather soft andplastic, argillaceous, unstratified,
creamy-white to light gray, lumpy tuff containing
many glass fragments 4 6

3. Glaring white, lumpy, vesicular, massive-bedded,
fairly hard, mud-flow tuff. Contains yellowish
streaks of bentonite and opaline material along
joints. This white tuff bed is much thicker on
the south hill of "Chalk Bluffs" than here. This
difference in thickness may have been caused by
the presence of an old stream valley on the site
of the south hill, whichmay have been one of the
channels of the mud flows 6 8

Minor Disconformity (?)
2. Soft, soapy, creamy-white, argillaceous tuff con-

taining many volcanic glass fragments and a few
pumice lapilli. Opaline streaks are common. The
upper 6 feet contains purplish-pink streaks and
splotches. Many spheroidal lumps having
smoothed surfaces arepresent in this tuff 15 2

Frio (?):
1. Purplish-red,mottled and streaked withgreenish-

gray, unstratified, joint clay containing in cer-
tain layers numerous rounded, cream-colored to
pinkish, siliceous concretions, 2 to 6 inches in
diameter. Streaks of opaline materialare pres-
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Ft. In.
ent. The lower 2 feet is almost completely im-
pregnated withopal, and is closely jointed. Base
not exposed (covered with terrace gravel and silt
from Nueces River) 6+
Total Thickness 56 4
Strike of bedsN.40° E;dip 2° S.E.

Section on Bluff Located in Section 853, Webb County, 18 Miles
North of Mirando City

Gueydan (?) (Fant member):
6. Lamellar, somewhat sandy, fine-textured, non-

vesicular, white trachyte (?) tuff. This rock hasa
slaty appearance produced by a set of low-angle
joint fractures which cut the bedding planes at
slight angles. Vertical rectangular jointing is
also well developed 3

5. Creamy to greenish-gray, very gypsiferous, soft,
plastic, bentonitic clay 2 6

4. White or creamy-white, platy-bedded, friable,
somewhat vesicular tuff : 1 6

Frio(?):
3. Massive, closely jointed, greenish-gray, gypsifer-

ous, somewhat sandy clay containing a few hori-
zontal streaks with a pinkish color. No. 3 be-
comes predominantly pink near the base 6

2. Very irregularly bedded and lenticular, some-
whatplicated, light gray,friable, medium-grained
sandstone which is darker gray on exposed sur-
faces. This bed shows a few minor crumplings.
It is cut by many thin, selenite veins, especially
along bedding-planes. Some satin-spar ispresent
in vertical lines 2 3

1. Rather massive, pinkish-gray, soft, argillaceous
sandstone or sandy clay whichresemblesbeds seen
in the upper Frio in southwestern McMullen
County. This sandstone becomes sun-cracked on
exposure like clay. Contains many seamsof sele-
nite along bedding and verticalpoint planes.Base
not exposed. Thickness 3 6+
Total Thickness 19
Strike doubtful, but apparently nearly E.and W.
Dip approximately VV2O or less N.
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This section may possibly be in the Fayette.

Soledad Member (Middle Gueydan)

The Soledad member of the Gueydan tuff is characterized
by beds of volcanic conglomerate, the pebbles of which con-
sist partly or entirely of trachyandesite, andesite, trachyte,
and similar effusive rocks, bluish-gray pumice and pink to
light green tuff;by brown, pink and conspicuous, yellowish-
green, volcanic sandstone composed of volcanic debris simi-
lar to that of the conglomerate; and by beds of pink and
light green, powdery, argillaceous tuff, bentonite and tuf-
faceous clay. Silicified tuff lenses are small but fairly
common. This member is thickest and most typically devel-
oped at Soledad Hills and Government Wells in western
and northwestern Duval County. It appears to thin out
gradually along the strike both northeast and south of these
localities. However, the member is traceable to the north-
east as far as central Karnes County and to the south as
far as northeastern Zapata County, perhaps farther.

(1) The most unique and distinctive rock in the Soledad
member is that found at the Soledad Hills and numerous
other localities in Duval, Webb, and Zapata counties. (See
Plate VII, Figure 2.) As seen at Soledad Hills, the type
locality, it is a fine conglomerate to a very coarse cobble or
boulder conglomerate of a dark brownish-gray color which
grades into conglomeratic sandstone in numerous horizons.
The rock is cemented with a greatabundance of milky-white
to bluish, or translucent opal and chalcedony. The light-
colored cement contrasts sharply with the dark pebbles,giv-
ing the rock a very striking appearance. Some of the
opal is of the fire-opal variety, showing a faint to distinct
play of colors. The chalcedony is finely banded. Inmany
places nearly half of the cementing material consists of
pinkish to buff, chert-like, silicified tuff or silicified tuf-
faceous clay. The pebbles wjhich are unmistakably water-
worn, range insize from 1mm. up to large boulders. One
of these boulders measures 2 feet by IV3 feet by 11/^ feet.
The larger pebbles, cobbles,andboulders are usually concen-
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trated in certain strata or lenses. Other strata or lenses
consist of fine conglomerates, grits, or even coarse sand-
stones. The common rangein the diameter of the pebbles is
between 3 cm. and 20 cm. The majority of grains and
pebbles above 2 mm. are well rounded to subrounded. Most
of these are elliptical in outline and a number are quite
flat with rounded edges; their parallel orientation causes
the rock to appear well stratified. Practically all of the
boulders, cobbles, and larger pebbles in the conglomerate
are composed of porphyritic to aphanitic volcanic rocks
representingseveral petrologic types, includingtrachyandes-
ite, trachyte, andesite, and a few other types. The com-
monest colors are reddish-brown,chocolate-brown,and dark
gray, but green, red, light gray, purple, and occasionally
White pebblesare found. Most of these pebblesand boulders
are dense, but some are amygdaloidal or vesicular. The
large boulder mentioned above has a spongy-looking texture,
and is no heavier than many boulders half its size. The
smaller pebbles and sand grains also consist of the same
kinds of effusive rocks, but many small pebbles of pink or
light green, fine-textured tuff or silicified tuff occur. Less
than 10% of the rock consists of small, rounded pebbles or
coarse sand grains of light browin or yellowish chert and
vein quartz. Interbedded with the conglomerate beds are
a number of lenses or beds of pink argillaceous tuff and
silicified tuff. This conglomerate is fully 75 feet thick at
its type locality. West of Government Wells in north-
western Duval County it is represented by several thick
conglomerate beds separatedbybeds of tuff, clay, and sand-
stone. At localities a few miles northeast and a few miles
south of the Soledad Hills the volcanic rock pebbles are
mixed with a considerable number of large chert, quartz,
and silicified tuff pebbles; and at Parilla Hills in extreme
wjesternDuval County, five miles northeast of Moglia, Webb
County, the volcanic pebbles comprise only 10% or less of
the conglomerate, with only occasional large boulders of
volcanic rock. Much opal and chalcedony cement is present
here but probably half of the matrix and cement of the
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conglomerate consists of pinkish or light green silicified
clay like that which is also common in the Soledad Hills
conglomerate and at Government Wells. In Webb and
Zapata counties the Soledad conglomerate carries only 5%
or less to 20% of volcanic rock pebbles and boulders but
some pebbles of this type seem to occur throughout the
conglomerate. In these counties the Oakville sandstone and
conglomerate generally rests directly on top of the Soledad
conglomerate, causing difficulty in determining at what
point the Soledad ends and the Oakville begins along the
face of the Reynosa or Bordas escarpment. It is also im-
possible to know withoutborings to what extent this Soledad
conglomerate is overlapped by the Oakville and Reynosa.
Conglomerate of this type has not been seen north of the
Duval-McMullen countyline,but some of itprobablyextends
into McMullen County before lensing out.

(2) Below the Soledad conglomerate is a persistent
horizon of a peculiar green volcanic sandstone. At some
localities similar beds occur also above the conglomerate or
interstratified w;ith it. Green sandstone of this type has
been seen as far northeast as northern Live Oak County
wjhere a small outcrop of the sandstone appears on the
Naves ranch, three and three-quarter miles southeast of
Fant City along the main Three Rivers-Pleasanton road.
Other good exposures are found six and one-half miles north
of Loma Alto Mesa and two and one-quarter miles north-
west of Loma Alto schoolhouse in McMullen County. Sev-
eral beds of this sandstone are seen in the road at
Government Wells, Duval County, and one mile west of that
settlement. The rock is a fairly intense to light yellowish-
green, friable, generally somewhat laminated and cross-
bedded, medium-grained, gritty, argillaceous sandstone.
The greencolor is produced by a greenish,argillaceous,pos-
sibly chlorite-bearingmatrixand coatingon the sand grains.
In this sandstone afew toa considerable number of rounded
grains are found, which indicate that the grains have been
subjected to erosion. Many grains in the sandstone are
composed of fine-grained andesite, trachyandesite, and other
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volcanic rocks; the remainder is composed of feldspar,
chert, and volcanic glass. The rock in Live Oak County-
consists very largely of sharp-edged volcanic glass frag-
ments. It is possible that this green sandstone maybe used
as a key horizon because it is rather thin and has a
distinctive appearance.

(3) Massive to cross-laminated beds of brownish-gray,
grayish-cream, or brownish-pink, tuffaceous sandstones
constitute one of the most prominent rock types in the Sole-
dadmember. These sandstones are friable to well indurated
in character and range from coarse to fine-grained in tex-
ture. They occur at several horizons in the middle Gueydan,
forming a series of cuesta ridges in McMullen County be-
tween the Ray ranch and San Caja Mesa. Most of this
rock is medium-grained in texture,and the usual brownish
color is due in part to the large number of red, yellow,
brown, gray, and black grains of volcanic rock, such as
trachyandesite, and grains of chert, and in part to the
brownish-pink or light pink argillaceous material which
occupies some or all of the spaces between sand grains.
This argillaceous material seems to be tuffaceous and is in
places silicified like that material which forms part of the
matrix or cement for the Soledad conglomerate. Both the
browlnish (3) and the green (2) sandstones of the Soledad
member are evidently derived from the same generalsource
asthe Soledad conglomerate, because the volcanic rock grains
and the matrix of the sandstones are of the same types
as the pebblesand the matrix of the conglomerate. Angular
to somewhat worn volcanic glass grains and small pumice
pebbles occur abundantly in some localities in this brownish
sandstone. Many of the grains in the coarser textured
sandstones are well worn and rounded by stream action
and even in the finer grained typemost of the grains are sub-
angular instead of angular. In some beds a number of
rounded, brownish-pink, often silicified, argillaceous tuff
or clay pebbles are noted. In addition to the argillaceous
material, w(hichmay act as a cement,a large or smallamount
of granular calcite cement is found. Some specimens con-
tain opaline cement also. In Karnes County, three miles
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south of Falls City, a horizontal outcrop of this argillaceous
sandstone shows well developed, vertical cracks which ap-
pear to be sun-cracks. They are filled with stringers of
soft white caliche, although the sandstone itself contains
very little calcareous cement. This is the most northerly
outcropof the Soledad sandstone that was found.

(4) An exceedingly interesting and unusual rock con-
tained in the middle Gueydan is a light brownish-pink,
greenish or whitish pumice-conglomerate. The pumice
pebbles, of a subrounded to well rounded shape, are
cemented by a scanty matrix of rather friable, somewhat
argillaceous,porous,vitric tuff of apinkish or light greenish
color. On account of the remarkable rarity of any extra-
neous, non-volcanic material in this rock and from the
marked vesicular character of the matrix it is possible that
it is of purely eruptive origin and that the pumice frag-
ments are lapilli which became rounded by grinding against
one another during transportation through the air or in
amud flow,or ina volcanic rock slide. However, the pumice
pebbles show amost striking variety of colors— bluish-gray,
greenish-gray, cream-colored, yellowish-green, and dark
gray or nearly black— which suggests that the pumice came
from more than one volcanic vent or from several eruptions
from the same vent, and may have later been concentrated
by running water. Conglomerates of this type outcrop six
and one-half miles south of Wentz, eastern McMullen
County; four miles southwest of Simmons;and also on the
south bank of Weedy Creek, two miles east of Fant City,
Live Oak County. Other beds containing pumice pebbles
have an argillaceous or sandy matrix and are quiteevidently
stream-deposited.

(5) Associated with the pumice-conglomerate beds are
friable, brownish-pink tuffs with a vesicular structure.
These beds are practically never white in color and are
usually much more friable than the somewhat similar beds
in the Fant member. They also contain less glass and more
bentonitic material than the Fant beds and commonly carry
small angular grains of brownish trachyandesite or andesite.
Manybrownish-pink, extremely friable or pulverulent beds
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of very fine-grained argillaceous or bentjonitic tuff and
tuffaceous clay are intercalated with the tuff beds.

Volcanic Boulders.
—

The tuffaceous clay beds and the
purer tuff beds in the Soledad member carry a few rounded,
apparently water-Worn boulders of red-brown to dark gray,
very vesicular andesite or trachyandesite. These are found
in many parts of Live Oak, McMullen,and Duval counties.
They range from 1" to 1' indiameter. Most of the boulders
are very spongy and light in weight. The largest boulders
found anywhere in the area are exposed in a gray loam
soil on a chaparral-covered plain on Section 480, J. E.Mur-
phy survey, two miles northeast of Loma Alto Mesa, where
fifty or more of the boulders were seen. Several of them
are subangular to angular in form, as much as two feet
in diameter, and each weighs several hundred pounds. A
few do not seem to have been worn at all. They consist of
dark gray to nearly black, vesicular, acid andesite or tra-
chyandesite carrying many partly resorbed platy pheno-
crysts of plagioclase up to three centimeters, or one inch, in
length. The outcrop of the boulders forms a fairly definite
line,probablybecause the lens or bed in the Soledad member
which carries them has been tilted and then truncated by
erosion. The only rock that outcrops near these boulders
is a pink, friable, argillaceous tuff belonging to the upper
part of the Soledad member or to the lower part of the
Chusa member of the Gueydan formation. In addition to
the volcanic boulders a few angular to rounded cobbles and
pebbles of hard siliceous sandstone resembling that of the
Fayette are locally found in the tuff beds just mentioned.
It is difficult to conceive of a method by which such a great
number of large boulders could have been concentratedhere
unless an old volcanic vent is located within a few miles of
this locality.

■(6) Beds of whitish or pinkish clay are interbedded with
the previously described rocks. These clays, as well as the
sandstones and most of the conglomerates,are evidently of
fluviatile origin.

(7) Underlying the pumice conglomerate on the bank of
Weedy Creek, two miles east of Fant City, is a dense-
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textured,rather soft, somewhat conglomeratic,unfossilifer-
ous limestone. A number of sun-cracks are seen in this
limestone. They are filled witha tuff which contains pumice
pebbles. That this is a fresh-water limestone seems prob-
able from these relationships. A fairly coarsely crystalline
limestone containingeuhedral rhombs of siderite was pene-
trated in the Hawley well located one mile south of the
Weedy Creek outcropand two miles southeast of Fant City.
Below this conglomeratic limestone, twenty feet of serpen-
tine Was encountered.

Sections.— Thefollowing are givenas the mostrepresenta-
tive sections of the Soledad member exposed.

Section 2 Miles North of Government Wells, Duval Co., in
Bluffs onBoth Sides of Cotulla Road

Feet
Gueydan (Soledad member):

4. Coarse-grained, grayish-brown sandstone or grit
and conglomerate with verticaland lateralgrada-
tions from sandstone to conglomerate. These
rocks are fairly hard, and thin to massive-bedded.
The pebbles consist mainly of buff, gray, or light
brown chert but many pebbles of brown, red and
purplish trachyandesite (?) and pink argilla-
ceous tuff and clay are also present. The pebbles
are generally rounded and range in size from
coarse sand to boulders1 foot in diameter. The
largest boulders consist of vesicular volcanic
rocks 20

3. Brownish-pink, dense-textured, sandy, much
jointed silicified tuff or tuffaceous clay containing
numerous irregular lenses, streaks, and pockets
of coarse sandstone or fine conglomerate. This
grades into No. 4. Thickness 1

2. A yellowish-green, very friable, arkosic, pebbly
grit or coarse conglomeratic sandstone. Many of
the sand grains and pebbles in this sandstone
consist of volcanic rocks, apparently andesite and
trachyandesite. The cement is a mixture of
greenish argillaceous material and calcite. The
base of this bedhasa 5° inclinationto thesouth___.l2
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Feet
Disconformity
Fant member(?):

1. Profusely jointed, more or less silicified, dense-
textured, white tuff grading upward into a soapy,
cream-colored bentonite which breaks into
spheroidal joint fragments and irregular to tetra-
hedralpieces. Some glass grains containing bub-
bles can be seen in the upper portion with the
naked eye 15
Total Thickness , 47
Dip uncertain, beds approximately horizontal.

Section at South End of Soledad Hills, Northwest
Duval County

Gueydan (Soledad member):
2. Well-indurated to friable, brownish-gray, mas-

sive-bedded conglomerate consisting almost en-
tirely of pebbles,cobbles and boulders of porphy-
ritic volcanic rocks of several types (mostly
trachyaridesite) and some of tuffaceous clay. The
cement is white chalcedony, opal and silicified
tuffaceous (?) clay. Some lenses and angular,
boulder-likemassesofpinksilicifiedtuffaceousclay
up to 2 feet in thickness are present in p1ace5....50

Disconformity(?):
1. Soft, powdery, finely pisolitic,pink alteredtuff or

bentonitic clay containing streaks and lenses of
conglomerate like No. 2. Basenot exposed. Thick-
ness exposed 25
Total Thickness 75
Approximate strike N. 24°E; Dip y2y2 o— 1° S. E.

Section ¼ Mile East of the McMullen CountyLine,4 Miles
Southwest of Simmons, Live Oak County

Soledadmember:
9. Brownish-pink, friable, porous, andesite(?) tuff

composedmainly of volcanic glass fragments and
containing a few rounded boulders (possibly in
part volcanic bombs) of red-brown vesicular
andesite? 4
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Ft. In.
8. Hard to friable, thin-bedded,light brownish-pink,

feldspathic sandstone containing many angular
volcanic glass fragments and subangular grains
of andesite? Grades intoNo.9at top 20

7. Covered 14
Fant member:

6. White, friable andpowdery, fine-grained, argilla-
ceous tuff or dust-tuff 5

5. Hard, green and pink mottled, closely jointed, si-
licifiedclay or shale 5

4. Fine-grained, friable, sand-tuff of light gray color 1
3. Like No. 6 4
2. Hard, olive-green, silicifiedclay shale 6
1. Like No. 6 6

Total Thickness ,____ 41 2

Section on Weedy Creek, Live Oak County, 2 Miles above Fant
City Bridge

Soledad member:
3. Conglomerate composed almostentirely of pumice

pebbles in an argillaceous tuff matrix of a pink
color. Inthe lower partareboulders and pebbles
of soft white limestone__. 2

2. An irregularly bedded lens of sun-cracked, rather
soft, white limestone. The sun-cracks are filled
with tuff carrying pumice pebbles. This lens
grade upward into limestone-tuff conglomerate 1

Fant member:
1. Somewhat indurated, lumpy, vesicular, mud-flow

tuff to water'sedge in Weedy Creek '. 6
Total Thickness 9

The rocks here are considerably crumpled. In one
place a small northeast striking fault with a dis-
placement of 7 feet is seen. The northwestis down-
thrown.

Dips on thesebeds variable,2°— 5° S.W., S. and S.E.
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Section on Branch of Rock Creek, ⅛ Mile North of Nopal-

Nixon Road, 8 Miles South of Smiley, Gonzales County

Gueydan (Soledadmember(?) with Catahoula facies):
Feet

6. Fairly friable, porous, wavy-bedded, medium-grained, ar-
gillaceous, tuffaceous(?) sandstone which is cemented with
white,waxyopal. Rock shows many red splotches of ferru-
ginous material formed from the weathering of tiny,
trigonal or hexagonal plates of vitreous, orange-yellow
jarosite which commonly occurs in some of the vesicle-like
cavities in the rock. The beds of this rock are commonly
6 to 8 inches thick. They resemble tuff beds in the gnarly
appearance of their outcrop. Thickness of No. 6 10

Fant Member:
5. Unstratified, creamy-white,rather lumpy, argillaceous tuff 12
4. Very much cross-bedded and laminated, 'very friable, fine-

grained, white, tuffaceous sandstone, composed largely of
volcanic glass 7

3. Lamellar, white, tuffaceous shale containing lenses of pure
white,powdery, bentonitictuff 8 inches thick. Thickness of
No. 3 . 4

2. Like No. 4 6
1. Lamellar, creamy-white, fairly hard, shaly, vitric tuff,

interstratified with a few 1-foot beds of grayish white,
friable sand-tuff. Base not exposed. Thickness exposed 10
Total Thickness 49
Beds whichappear to be identicalto No. 6 in physical char-
acter and mineralogical composition have been observed Vz
mile east-northeast of Rockland, Tyler County, about 100
miles northeast of Houston in East Texas, in strata of
practically unquestionableCatahoula age. These beds can
also be traced from the locality of this section into north-
western Lavaca County, near Moulton, where they are
mapped with the Catahoulaby Deussen.45

Chusa Member (Upper Gueydan)

The Chusa member consists of non-indurated, very tuf-
faceous clays and argillaceous tuffs which are generally
unstratified. Ina few localities they contain small, angular
to rounded pumice lapilli or pebbles. This member is thus

Alex., U. S. Geol. Surv., Prof. Paper 126, Plate VIII,
1924.
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composed of the same kind of material which is commonly
interbedded with the Soledad sandstone and conglomerate
strata, and grades downward into the latter member. The
Chusa contains some thick, fine-grained, vitric tuff or vol-
canic dust beds, but it seems to be essentially composed of
the finer debris from underlying tuff beds which has been
mingled with variable amounts of extraneous, non-volcanic
material by stream action. Most of it is, therefore,not tuff
but should be more appropriately termed bentonitic or tuf-
faceous clay. This member, as noted previously, is com-
pletely overlapped by younger formations south of Duval
County, but northeast of McMullen County it appears to be
the thickest portion of the Gueydan. The thickness has
not been determined because a complete section of this
member is nowhere exposed in one vertical outcrop, and
because the beds arepractically unstratified, which prevents
recognition of definite horizons by which to correlate out-
crops. Some borings beginning above the top of the Chusa
member have passed through itand other members of the
Gueydan into the underlying Fayette and Cook Mountain
formations,but the writer has been unable to secure enough
samples from these wells to establish the thickness of the
Chusa member. The member persists as a more or less
distinct stratigraphic horizon beyond the northeastern limit
of the regionstudied, where beds of almost identical appear-
ance are seen to overlie the Catahoula sandstone in eastern
Gonzales County and a few miles northwest of Moulton in
northwestern Lavaca County. Similar strata are also
exposed in the upper Catahoula and basal Fleming clays
near Rockland, Tyler County, in eastern Texas. All the
lithologic types in the Chusa member grade into one another
and are of rather similar appearance,except for color. The
color evidently depends upon whether the iron content is in
a ferric or a ferrous state. In the morehumid part of the
district, that part northeast of Live Oak County, the color
is light green or grayish-green and the iron is evidently in
a ferrous state, while in the more arid region southwest of
that county the color is largely pink or brownish-pink from
the presence of ferric iron. In Live Oak County part of
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these strata are pink andpart are green. Contacts between
the strata of unlike color are here gradational and irregular.
A detailed study of this variation in color may throw some
light on the origin of red beds.

The principal lithologic type of the Chusa member is an
unstratified, non-calcareous to marly, very poorly consoli-
dated, pisolitic or lumpy, bentonitic clay or friable bentonite
which commonly outcrops in vertical faces like loess. (See
PlateVIII,Figure1.) Theclay practicallyeverywhereshows
a prominentpisolitic or pseudo-pisolitic structure. In many
varieties the spheroidal pisolites are quite small, from 1/4
mm. to 1cm. in diameter, the smaller sizes being predomi-
nant. The matrix between the pisolite-like bodies in the
non-calcareous varieties is apparently the same material
as that which forms the pisolites. In the calcareous
varieties the matrix is locally much more calcareous and
therefore more resistant to weathering than the pisolites.
Consequently the pisolites weather out, leaving the surface
of the outcrop with a honey-combed appearance. Such
honey-combed rocks are exposed one-quarter mile north of
Three Rivers, Live Oak County. These clays are cut in
many places by vertical and variously inclined stringers,
one-eighth inch to four inches thick, of argillaceous chalky
material in which subangular sand grains are often in-
cluded. Spheroidalor lobate concretions of similar material
from one-quarter inch or less to six inches in diameter are
also usually present and commonlyoccur inhorizontal lines.
Some of these concretions are well indurated. Around many
of the concretions are found systems of radiating fractures
similar to those whichmaybe observedaround serpentinized
olivine in a thin section of partly weathered olivine gabbro.
These fracture lines have evidently been produced by the
pressure exerted by the growing concretion on the sur-
rounding clay, for the reason that no similar sets of frac-
tures were seen except around these concretions or around
cavities from which concretions had evidently been removed
by solution or weathering. In some exposures it is evident
that practically all the calcium carbonate in the rock has
been concentrated in the calcareous concretions because the
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pisolitic clay does not effervesce inhydrochloric acid. Good
exposures of the finely pisolitic pink bentonites and ben-
tonitic clays are found in the high, wall-like banks of White
Creek, in westernLive Oak County, two to four miles south
and southwest of Simmons ;at the type locality of the Guey-
dan formation (Gueydan ranch in eastern McMullen
County) ;on the slopes of La Chusa, San Caja, Rosalier,
Loma Alto, and the other prominent Oakville-capped mesas
insoutheasternMcMullen County. Therock on White Creek
isi apparently a nearly pure bentonite— when placed in
water, it absorbs the water with a singing sound and crum-
bles down almost immediately into a doughy mass which
contains very few gritty particles. Many of the coarser
particles in this rock consist of volcanic glass. Exposures
of the coarsely pisolitic or lumpy, generally calcareous, light
green to nearly white bentonitic clays are found inseveral
localities around ThreeRivers, including the type locality of
Dumble's Frio on the Frio River just west of Three Rivers;
four and one-half miles southeast of Gillett,Karnes County,
on Ecleto road; three miles northwest of Nopal, Gonzales
County, on Smiley road;and two miles northwest of Cheap-
side, on Gonzales road. The green, marly, bentonitic clay
in many places contains only a few volcanic glass grains
and willnot "slake" very readily in water on account of the
calcareous cementingmaterial.

A few thick beds of faintly stratified, friable, greenish-
white, more or less lumpy and porous, fine-grained, vitric
tuff or altered volcanic dust are exposed on the northbank
of the Nueces River in Live Oak County, about three miles
above its junction with the Frio River. In parts of this
extensive outcrop are a few thin, cross-laminated, sandy
lenses. These contain a number of small, bluish-gray pum-
ice pebbles, inaddition to abundant worn quartz, chert, and
feldspar grains, evidently of fluviatile origin. These sand
lenses apparently represent minor interruptions in the
deposition of the volcanic ash from the atmosphere.

Locally the uppermost beds of the Chusa member are
stratified and have a lamellar bedding. These beds contain
only a few glass fragments. They are light green in color
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or green splotched with pink, very friable, and are inter-
bedded with sandy clays in places. The only exposures
of this type of somewhat bentonitic, marly clays seen by
the writer are located at Los Picachos Hills,innorth-central
Duval County, and alonga salty tributary of Sulphur Creek
near the Live Oak County Demonstration Farm, eight miles
east-southeast of Fant City. The beds at Los Picachos are
cut by a northeast striking fault producing a drag-dip of
10 to 40 degreesor more to the southeast. Thebeds adjacent
to this fault are closely fenestrated with minute, fibrous,
calcite veinlets.

Sections.— On account of the unstratified character and
the homogeneity of most of the Chusa member, considerable
thickness of this member must be placed in a single bed.

Section at Northeast End of Loma Alto Mesa

Oakville:
Feet

4. Brownish-gray coarse sandstone and conglomeratic sand-
stone, well silicified, containing numerous pink tuff or
tuffaceous clay pebbles and a large number of water-worn
fragments of silicified wood 1-3

Gueydan (Chusa member):
3. Pink, pulverulent, tuffaceous clay containing streaks and

crusts of friable, whitish caliche along joints 65
2. Covered . 20
1. Like No. 3 5

Exposed thickness of Chusa member 90

The base of No. 1 is not exposed; the section is covered
below this bed. The strata are practically horizontal, or
possibly dip 1/4 degree northeast at the south end of the
mesa. From other exposures of rock like No. 3 and ex-
posures of rock similar to this (except as to color, a light
green) in the vicinity of LomaAlto Mesa, the Chusamember
isknown to beover 160 feet thick, withthe base not exposed.
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Section on North Bank of Nueces River,3 Miles above Mouth
of FrioRiver, Live Oak County

Chusa member: Feet
2. Greenish-white, soft, argillaceous1 tuff, often with a lumpy

texture; this forms a vertical to overhanging cliff 18
1. Whitish, somewhat sandy, friable tuff containing cross-

bedded sand laminae, of evident fluviatile origin, and oc-
casional pumice pebbles 12
Total thickness exposed 30

Section on West Bank of White Creek, 1Mile above the Mouth,
Live Oak County

Feet
2. Dark gray, clay soil I—3
1. Fine-grained, soapy feeling, exceedingly friable, creamy-

pink, occasionally splotched with greenish-white, bentonitic
clay having a fine, pisolitic texture. This outcrops in verti-
cal cliffs resembling loess cliffs. Contains abundant oval to
botryoidal, dense-textured, friable to well consolidated, ar-
gillaceous, calcareous concretions up to 8 inches in diam-
eter. These concretions appear to be relatively more abund-
ant alongcertain horizontal lines than elsewhere. Streaks
of whitecaliche are commonalong joint cracks. Thickness.... 35.

Sections of Gueydan and Catahoula in wells.— The most
complete, available sections of the Gueydan and Catahoula
formations are furnished by two wells. A fairly complete
set of samples from these wells were studied under the
binocular and the petrographic microscopes. Therefore the
records here given are believed to be reliable. The well
Wilson No. 1drilled in the Catahoula formation of East
Texasis included here for comparison with the Gueydan, of
the Hicks No.1, its probable age equivalent.
Description of Samples from H. Coquat and Associates, Hicks

N0.1Well Located 1Mile West of Simmons,

Live Oak County

Feet
From To

Gueydan (Lower Soledadand probablypart of Fantmember) :
1. No samples received. Reported as pink tuff,

tuffaceous clay and some sandstone 75
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Feet
From To

Fant member:
2. Consolidated, creamy-white, somewhat silicified,

lumpy, non-calcareous, trachyte(?) tuff. Consists
of over80% glass. Most of the remainder is opal
(from the cement), leverrierite and sanidine. A
few grains of biotiteand quartz are noted 75 94

3. Light pinkish-brown, fairly hard, opal cemented,
argillaceous, tuffaceous sandstone containing
many rounded sand grains. Some spheroidal
patches of crystallinecalciteup to 5 mm.indiam-
eter are noted. Most of the sand grains are be-
tween x/zx/z and Vs mm.; there is about 30% of
clay. A numberof black biotite flakes andnumer-
ous subrounded, yellow, orange, red, brown, and
dark gray,andesite grains having achert-like ap-
pearance can be identified with a hand lens.
These give the rock a speckled appearance. The
grains in the abundant washed material range
from 1/16 mm.— -2 mm. in diameter. Practically
all those over % mm. are colorless calcite from
the cement. The sizing of the remainder is ap-
proximately as follows: %—%% — % mm.— 35%;
%— Vs mm.— so%; yy8— 1/16 mm.— ls%. The
mineral composition is estimated: (1) Plagio-
clase (mostly andesine and oligoclase, sometimes
with brown glass inclusion)— 40%; (2) brown
and reddishandesite(?) grains (showing andesine
microlites and magnetite crystals in a glassy
matrix)— 15%; (3) chert (mostly yellow, orange
and gray)— 20%; (4) sanidine— 2%; (5) quartz— 5%; (6) calcite— 10%; (7) volcanic glass
grains— 5%; (8) ilmenite— trace; (9) magnetite
1%; (10) augite— trace; (11) biotite— l%; (12)
chalcedony— trace; (13) apatite— trace; (14)
chlorite— trace; (15) opal— 1%. No fossils
noted 94 102

(Note: This is evidently a fluviatile deposit
representing the erosion and redepositionof con-
siderable andesitic(?) tuffaceous materialmixed
with much non-volcanic chert, quartz, etc. The
clay present is apparently montmorillonite, a de-
composition product of vitric tuff.)

4. Light magenta grading into cream-colored, non-
calcareous, massive, somewhat silty clay which
breaks with a subconchoidal fracture when dry.
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Feet
From To

It breaks down fairly readily in water but not so
rapidly as bentonite. Washed materialcomprises
about 1% of sample. The grains in the washed
materialrange from 4 mm. (manganiferous con-
cretions) and 1mm. (rounded quartz grains) to
1/16 mm. Most grains are between xk and 1/16
mm. They vary from well-roundedto sharply an-
gular but themajority are subangular. The min-
eral composition is estimated as follows: (1)
Quartz

— 20%; plagicclase (mostly andesine but
ranging from oligoclase to labradorite)— 25%;
(3) sanidine— 5%; (4) manganiferous concre-
tions— 20%; (5) chert and chalcedony (mostly
cream-colored,gray andyellow)— 25%; (6) mag-
netite— 1%; (7) zircon (a few crystals 2 mm. by

mm.)— trace; (8) epidote— trace; (9) rutile—
trace; (10) apatite— trace; (1)) biotite— trace;
(12) andesite grains (reddish) — 1%; (13) micro-
cline— trace; (14) opal (crusts and grains) — 1%;
(15) altered volcanic glass— trace; (16) ortho-
clase (partly altered)— 2o% 102 118

5. Tawny-white to grayish-white, very friable, cal-
careous,vitric tuff 118 120

6. Somewhat sandy, slightly calcareous, mottled
brownish-pink and greenish-gray bentonitic clay
or tuffaceous clay inwhichareimbeddeda number
of cuttings of coherent, dark green,altered ande-
site(?) tuff. On exposure to air for several
months thegreen tuff has assumedayellow-brown
color and contains much limonite. Washed ma-
terial from this mixed tuff and clay sample com-
prises about 2% of total sample. It appears to
be poorly sorted on account of the abundance of
limonite grains and calcareous and manganifer-
ous concretions. A fair number of rather large,
apple-green, impure chloritic grains are present.
The largestgrain is a calcareous concretion1cm.
indiameter. Practicallyall thesize separatesbe-
tween 2 and xfe mm.are composite grains or con-
cretions. Most of the true sand grains are be-
tween % and 1/16 mm., although grains up to
% mm. are common. The grains are subangular
and angular. The washed material is composed
of plagioclase (mostly andesine and labradorite),
sanidine, gray, yellow,and orange chert, limonite
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Feet
From To

grains, calcareousandmanganiferous concretions,
quartz, yellow-green chloritic grains, chalcedony,
much volcanic glass, andesite(?) grains, opal,
apatite andmagnetite. Most of the glass is clear
and fresh; contains bubbles and cylindrical
cavities 120 124

7. No sample. Reported dark brown volcanic sand-
stone 124 140

8. White trachyte or trachyandesite tuff, much like
that from 85 feet, interbedded with bluish-gray
bentonitic tuff and tuffaceous clay 140 200

9. No samples. Reported as alternating beds of
greenish tuff and red and green bentonitic clay
containing pyrite 200 290

10. Light magenta-red, massive, rather hard and
somewhat silicified, non-calcareous, silty clay
which breaks with conchoidal fracture. Washed
material about 1% of sample. This consists of
subangular to subrounded and some angular
grains of andesine and oligoclase feldspar, quartz,
sanidine, pyrite crystals, opaline crusts and a
few calcite grains. No glass or fossils present...- 290 300

11. A variegated light buff, pink and greenish, im-
perfectly finely laminated, marly, bentoniticclay.
The washed material comprises less than 1%
of the sample. Greenish, dense-textured, argilla-
ceous, calcareous concretions make up most of
the washed material. The remainder consists of
oligoclase, sanidine, hematite and limonite con-
cretions,magnetite,opal,quartz and a few grains
of volcanic glass and zircon 300 315

12. Light grayish-green, tuffaceous clay which -con-
tains much crystalline calcite. The calcite crys-
tals arebetween1-% mm.but many granular or
drusy masses of calcite crystals reach a diam-
eter of 2-4 mm. Calcite comprises over 95% of
the washed materialand about 25% of the total
sample. A smallamount of dolomiteis also pres-
ent. The other minerals in the washed material
include plagioclase (mostly oligoclase), orthoclase,
quartz (rare), clear volcanic glass, barite, chlo-
rite, opal,pyrite, green hornblende, tridymite(?),
augite, pyriteandmagnetite. Plagioclase is much
more abundant than any mineral besides calcite.
Glass isquite frequent. The tridymite(?) is asso-
ciated with botryoidal opal..— 315 330
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Feet
From To

Frio:
13. Light, creamy-green,pyritiferous, non-calcareous,

massive clay containing a few thin lamellae of
fine, silty sand. Washed material consists of
plagioclase feldspars (largelyandesineand labra-
dorite), sanidine, quartz, pyrite, opal, magnetite
and a littlechlorite and apatite . 330 380

14. A hard,massive, light creamy-green,nearly non-
calcareousclay which breakswithconchoidalfrac-
ture. The clay is somewhat silicified. Nearly all
the clayparticles have a much lower index of re-
fraction than kaolin. The washed material con-
sistsprincipally of opalinecrusts and concretions,
numerous tiny pyrite crystals (pyritohedrons),
partly rounded quartz grains and angular to
subangular feldspar grains. Only a trace of
washedmaterial is present, the clay beingremark-
ably free from grit 380 396

15. A magneta-red, splotched with a small amount
of light grayish-green, massive, sticky, marly
clay. Washed material comprises a small frac-
tion of 1% of the sample. It is composed of the
following minerals arranged in order of abund-
ance: Feldspar (sanidine, orthoclase, andesine,
labradorite, some albite and oligoclase), quartz,
pyrite, calcite, hematite, opal, chert and a few
grains of glass. A calcite cast of a Textularia
(probably derived from older sediments) is noted 396 414

16. No samples 414 451
17. Hard, dense-textured, white, fresh-water, argilla-

ceous limestone. No fossils arepresent 451
18. Light creamy-green, strongly calcareous, ben-

tonitic, argillaceous silt or fine sandy clay.
Washed material comprises about 3% of total.
It consists largely of angular feldspar grains (of
which the majority are andesine and labradorite)
and granular calcite fragments. Albite, ortho-
clase, chlorite, quartz, opal, biotite and pyrite
are present. Secondary (Cretaceous) foramini-
fera of the genera Globigerina and Textularia
arefairly common. A large numberof calcareous
concretions are present 451 453

19. Like the preceding except that less sand and silt
arepresent 453 460
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20. A light creamy-green, strongly gypsiferous, non-
calcareous, irregularly jointed and slickensided
bentonitic clay. The gypsum appears in the
washed material as irregular crusts. Similar
crusts and roundedconcretions of opalare abund-
ant also. No sand grains are coarser than %
mm. and over 90% of the washed material is
between % and 1/16 mm. Gypsum comprises
about 30% of it. The sand grains consist of
plagioclase (mainly oligoclase to andesine), chert,
quartz, volcanic glass (rare), sanidine and a few
chloritic grains. Plagioclase is more abundant
than quartz 460 467

Fayette:
21. Light grayish to yellowish-green, calcareous, me-

dium-grained, argillaceous sandstone. About 75%
of the abundant washed material is between %
and V& mm.; about 15% is between % and 1/16
mm. The remaining coarser material is pyrite
crystals and calcareous concretions. Most of the
sand grains are subangular but rounded grains
are not rare. The washed material is com-
posed mainly of quartz, chert and plagioclase
(oligoclase to labradorite, often zoned). Some
grains of gypsum, hornblend, hypersthene, fibrous
aragonite, volcanic glass, magnetite, pyrite,
chlorite, epidote, calcite, biotite and zircon are
noted. A number of fragments of greenish vol-
canic rock are also present. Foraminifera or
calcite casts of them are quite common, form-
ing probably 2% of the washed material. These
are round-chamberedTextularia and two species
of Globigerina. They areprobably derived from
the Cretaceous 467 474

22. Very similar to the preceding sample. The pres-
ent sample contains more pyrite andmore green-
ish, partly alteredlava fragments, some of which
show feldspar laths and apatiteprisms. Foramini-
fera of the same species as in the preceding
sample are present in about the same abund-
ance. Hornblendandhypersthene arevery rare.— 474 498

23. White, argillaceous, probably concretionary lime-
stone - 498 500
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Feet
From To

24. Light yellowish-green, sandy clay containing
many granular calcareous concretions and much
pyrite. Washed material consists of plagioclase,
quartz, chert, pyrite, calcite, gypsum, sanidine,
zircon and rare grains of microcline and barite.
Poorly preserved Globigerina and Textularia are
noted 500 540

25. No samples - 540 560
26. A light gray,well-indurated,calcareous cemented,

fine-grained sandstone. About 20% of the rock
consists of calcite cement. Many dark graychert
and bluish-green altered volcanic rock grains are
noted witha handlens. The otherminerals inthe
sand are plagioclase (mostly oligoclase and ande-
sine), quartz, chert, hypersthene, zircon, pyrite
andmagnetite. Nopotash feldsparnoted. Fresh
glassy plagioclase comprises over half the sand
grains. A few casts of Globigerina and Tex-
tularia are imbeddedin the cement 560 561

27. Medium-grained, white, argillaceous, fresh-water
or concretionary limestonecontaining no fossils—. 562

28. A peculiar whitish, slightly sandy, argillaceous
and opaline rock,probably an altered and silici-
fied impure tuff. It consists mainly of nearly col-
loidal leverrieriteparticles and irregular opaline
masses. A number of grains of angular to sub-
angular sanidine and oligoclase feldspar,volcanic
rock and quartz the size of silt and fine sand
arepresent throughout the rock 570 580

29. A laminated, somewhat sandy, marly clay con-
taining numerous streaks and laminae of lignite
andcarbonaceous clay. The washedmaterialcon-
sists of abundant lignite, plagioclase, chert and
quartz grains and less common pyrite, orthoclase,
calcite, zircon, and apatite grains. Globigerina
and Textulariaare common. A good showing of
gas was encountered here . 590 600

30. Light gray,very argillaceous, calcareous,medium-
grained sand or friable sandstone containing
many grains above % mm. in diameter. This
rock contains about 20% of dark gray or black
chert grains 600 602
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The Hicks well section indicates that (1) the Fant mem-
ber, and presumably the Gueydan as a whole, thickens
toward the Gulf of Mexico, as do most of the other forma-
tions of the Gulf Coastal Plain. This follows from the fact
that the Fant member in the Hicks well is thicker than its
calculated thickness from the width of its outcrop and its
dip directly northwest of the well; (2) there seems to be a
much smaller proportion of true tuff and more tuffaceous
clay and sandstone of evident fluviatile origin than is found
in the Fant member at its outcrop;there is a clearly denned
alternation of pyroclastic and fluviatile deposits.

The alternation of volcanic and fluviatile deposits is also
brought out by the study of the Catahoula section afforded
by the Wilson well in Tyler County. This suggests that the
Catahoula and Gueydan were being deposited during the
same epochof explosive volcanic activity, although the Cata-
houla was evidently depositedmuch farther from the centers
of activity.

Description of Samples from the Texas and Southern Petro-
leum Company's Wilson No. 1 Well, Located on Cherry

Survey, about 4 Miles Northwest of Rockland, Texas

Feet
From To

"Catahoula:
Cuttings of light yellow and greenish-gray, non-cal-

careous, ratherpure bentonite. The washedmaterial
consists mainly of cream-colored, often angular,
grains of argillaceous material which seems to be
alteredvolcanic glass, at leastinpart. A number of
angular to slightly worn quartz, feldspar, gypsum,
muscovite and chert grains and numerous small
pyrite, and marcasite concretions are noted. No
fossils present .___ 44 47

Cuttings of powdery, non-calcareous, cream-colored,
volcanic tuff. A small amount of washed material
consisting of partly altered volcanic glass, gypsum
and a few grains of quartz,chert, mica and feldspar
jioted : 47 51
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Feet
From To

Fine cuttings of light greenish-yellow, non-calcareous
bentonite and tuff. Probably half of the washed
material consists of unaltered volcanic glass grains
up to 1mm. in diameter. Many show bubbles and
elongated tubular cavities. The other mineralsnoted
are quartz,chert, feldspar,pyrite andmarcasite 51 63.

Cuttings of unconsolidated, light creamy-gray, fine-
grained, argillaceous tuff which has the consistency
of fine friable sandstone. Considerable leverrierite
is present. The washed material is abundant and
consists largely of unalteredvolcanicglass or pumice
fragments. Many grains of partly altered volcanic
glass are also present. Most of the glass grains
are % to % mm. in diameter 63 74

Fresh, pale-gray,medium-grained, loose, volcanic sand.
About 60% of the sample consists of volcanic glass
grains. The remainder consists of quartz, chert,
pyrite and feldspar grains. These grains aremainly
sharply angular buta few are evensubrounded. This
sample probably represents a volcanic ash deposit
whichhas been sorted and reworked by water 74 84

Like the preceding except finer grained 84 97
A light yellowish-green bentonite or largely altered

volcanic ash like 51-63 feet. About 30% of the
washed material consists of brassy tin-white mar-
casite concretions,many of whichare spherical.^ 97 100,

Cuttings of greenish-gray and a little purplish-gray
bentonite mixed with lignite fragments and coarse
to fine, more or less rounded sand 100 110,

Cuttings of greenish-gray bentonitic clay and much
loose, light gray, quartz sand. Much lignite is
present. This sand consists mainly of quartz al-
though glassy feldspar and chert are common.
Nearly all of the chert is black. Possibly 10% of
the grains are subrounded or well rounded. Most
of the grains are subangular. No volcanic glass
noted; 80% of the washedmaterial is between1and
% mm., with %-^4 mm.the largest separate. Some
of the quartz has a bluish cast like that in the so-
called "rice sands" 110 114;

A coarse-grained, loose, "rice"sand. Over halfof the
grains arebetween1and V2mm. The largest grains
are 2 mm.in diameter. A number of the grains are
elongated, anda large percentage,probably25%, are
polished. The bluish translucent cast which causes
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the quartz grains to resemblerice is apparentlydue
to a very thin coating of opal. Quartz is by far the
most abundant mineral but chert and feldspar are
common, andanumber of lignite fragments arepres-
ent. The majority of the grains are subrotfnded
to subangular. Only 5% or less are wellrounded 114 117

Cuttings of light creamy-green, non-calcareous, ben-
tonitic clay mixed with a number of lignite frag-
ments. The washed material consists mainly of
lignite, altered volcanic glass, quartz, feldspar and
chert grains 117 121

Loosesand and a few fragments of cream-coloredben-
tonite like sample from 110-114 feet. Many "rice
sand" grains present 121 122

Cream-colored, non-calcareous bentonite 122 126
Mixedcuttings of bentonite,lignite and coarse sand 127 143
Bentoniteand much loose,medium-grained sand.Much

of the sand is rounded and polished 143 150
Coarse and medium,loose light gray sand 160 164
Fine cuttings of cream-colored bentonite, loose sand

and lignite 1 , 164 166
Loose,bluish-white, coarse to medium, "rice sand" and

a few cuttings of bentonite 166 181
Cuttings of cream-colored bentonite, dark purplish-

gray shaly clay and much "rice sand" 181 183
Coarse to medium, rather poorly sorted, loose sand 183 185
Cuttings of creamy bentonite and some lignite and

dark shaly clay 189 205
Like the preceding sample except that more lignite

is present 205 211
Sample consists of several large flat fragments of lig-

nite 211 212
Cuttings of creamy bentonite, considerable lignite and

purplish-gray, non-calcareous,hard, shaly,clay. Some
coarse andmediumsand alsopresent 219 222

Cuttings of soft,black lignite 222 225
Cuttings of creamy bentonite,purplish-gray shale and

lignite ...: 225 233
Cuttings of lignite and cream-coloredbentonite. The

washed material consists mostly of lignite, but con-
siderable poorly sorted medium and fine sand is
present. A number of slivers of gypsum noted 233 238.
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Feet
From To

Bit sample of cream-colored, light purplish and light
greenish, non-calcareous bentonitic clay and some
light gray sandstone. Many fragments of opal-ce-
mented sandstone noted in the washed material. A
few round marcasite concretionsnoted. Most of the
washed materialbesides the sandstone fragments is
composed of subangular to rounded quartz, feldspar
and chert grains and angular grains of alteredvol-
canic glass 240 246

Large fragments of a good grade of lignite 246 250
Cuttings of creamy bentonite, purplish shale, lignite,

siliceous sandstone and loose sand : 250 262
Like preceding sample 262 264
Cuttings of cream-colored bentonitic clay, lignite and

purplish-gray shaly clay 264 283
Yellowish-gray, coarse to fine, silty, loose sand 283 285
Fine cuttings of cream-colored,non-calcareous benton-

itic clay and lignite 285 315
Whitish or light gray,mediumand fine loose sand 315 317
Cuttings of cream-colored bentonitic clay and some

lignite 317 379
Like the preceding except more lignite andnumerous

sandstone fragments are found in the washed ma-
terial 379 385

Cream-colored to light greenish-gray, non-calcareous,
sandy, bentonitic clay 385. 387

Like sample from379-385 feet 387 435
Like sample from285-315 feet 1 435 454
Fairly large fragments of brownish, soft lignite and

a little light-colored clay 454 456
Creamy to pale gray, bentonitic clay, much loose,

coarse andmediumsand and some lignite 456 462
Loose, medium-grained, light gray, non-calcareous

sand and a few lumps of friable sandstone 462 471
Cuttings of cream-colored, bentonitic clay, dark

purplish-gray, shaly clay and light gray or whitish,
opal-cementedsandstone. The sandstone has rather
angular grains 471 474

Coarse-grained quartz sand and some sandy clay.
Pyrite and.lignite noted 474 478

Mixed cuttings consisting mainly of lignite. Some
coarse sand and light gray sandy clay are also
present. A small amount of gypsum and sulphur
is also noted 478 480
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Feet
From To

Light greenish-gray somewhat bentonitic clay and
some sand. Pyrite and chert arenoted 480 483

Light gray, fine to coarse sand. Some of the frag-
ments have beenpartly fused by the core barrel. A
little pyrite and chert are present 482 484

Light greenish-gray, bentonitic clay and fine sand.
Some lignite, chert and pyrite noted 484 485

Fine-grained, white sandstone containing some lignite
and gypsum 485 487

Light greenish-gray, sandy clay containing a large
amount of fine sand. Lignite and orange-colored
quartz are noted i 487 492

Mixed cuttings consisting mainly of lignite. Some
sand and sandy clay is present. Some fragments
of the lignite are coated with sulphur 492 498

Jackson (Eocene).

The samples from 44-498 feet consist mainly of inter-
bedded, light-colored, bentonitic clays, light gray, loose
sands and sandstones,and lignitic material. In the portion
of the section above 100 feet several beds of very slightly
altered volcanic tuff and reworked tuff containingmuch
fresh volcanic glass occur. Associated with the lignite
seams, probably below each, are thin beds of dark purplish,
rather hard, shaly clay or shale.

Petrologyof the Gueydan Rocks

Method of study.— The writer has made a petrographic
study of over 100 samples of various types of Gueydan
rocks in an effort to ascertain the conditions of deposition
of these rocks and the source of the material of which they
are composed. These rocks, with the exception of a few of
the mud-flow tuffs and silicified tuffs in the Fant member,
the chalcedony and opal-cemented Soledad conglomerates
and sandstones, and the boulders and pebbles of volcanic
rocks which are included in many of the Gueydan beds, are
too friable to be made into thin sections. However, thirty
thin sections of the better indurated tuffs were studied;
photomicrographs of a few typical tuff sections are shown
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in Plate IX,Figures1and 2, and Plate X, Figure 1. The
poorly consolidated rocks were separated into their constitu-
ent particles by washing the samples in water, the clay and
silt beingremovedby decanting the fine siltand clay particles
which remain suspended in the water for more than a few
seconds. After the clay and silt were removed the washed
material (consisting of particles generally coarser than 1/16
mm.) was dried and sieved. Portions of each of the three:
sieve separates ranging from V^-Vi mm., y^-Yg mm.,.
%-l/16mm., respectively, were immersed in oils of known
indices of refraction and studied under a petrographic
microscope. These three separates correspond to medium,
fine, and very fine sand according to Udden's classification.46

The coarser separates were studied with a hand lens or a
binocular microscope. A number of unwashed samples were
also examined with a binocular microscope in order to
ascertain their textural features. The mechanical compo-
sition of about twenty typical samples was obtained by
(1) weighing the dry sample before washing, (2) later,
weighing each of the sieve separates of the dried washed
material, to ascertain the percentage of the total sample
in each separate, (3) subtracting the weight of the total
washed material from that of the unwashed sample to ob-
tain the approximate percentage of clay and silt. In the:
remainingeighty samples studied the percentages of differ-
ent sized sand grains in the washed material were estimated
by comparingthe volume of each separate with that of the
others. The percentage of clay and silt was estimated
similarly by comparing the volume of the total washed
material with the volume of the sample before washing.
This method of estimation is not exact but the results are
close enough for comparison with the typical samples the:
mechanical composition of which was determined more ac-
curately by weight. Themineral composition was estimated
by comparing the number of grains of a givenmineral with
the totalnumber of grains within a typical portion of a slide

46Udden, J. A., "The Mechanical Composition of Clastic Sediments,"1

Bull. G.S.A., Vol. XXV, pp. 655-744, 1914.
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covered by themicroscopic field. The percentages thus esti-
mated are only approximations- but give a much clearer
idea of the composition of a certain rock than amere listing
of minerals, possibly accompanied by a few qualifying
adjectives like "abundant" and "frequent."

Classification of Pyroclastic Rocks

Before discussing the petrography of the fragmental vol-
canic rocks of the Gueydanit is advisable to define the terms
which willbe applied to these pyroclastic rocks. Pirsson47

has classified fragmental volcanic rocks on the basis of size;
his definitions are substantially as follows :

I.48 Volcanic bombs— fragments the size of an apple and above.
Volcanic breccia— a rock composed of these large fragments

not exhibiting signs of water erosional wear.
Volcanic conglomerate— a water laid conglomerate consist-

ing of coarse volcanic material showing wear.
Agglomerate— a rock consisting of a tumultuous assemblage

of blocks of various sizes found in old volcanic con-
duits (after A. Geikie).

2. Lapilli— fragments the size of nuts.
The rocks composed of fragments of this size are also called

volcanic breccia if not water worn, and volcanic con-
glomerate if water worn.

3. Volcanic ashes— fragments the size of shot or small peas.
The rocks composed of fragments of this size are called

volcanic breccia if composed of coarse ashes, and tuff
if composed of fine ashes.

4. Volcanic dust— finest material.
Tuff— the rock consisting of volcanic dust and fine ash.

Geike49 restricts the terms, volcanic bombs, to round,
elliptical or discoidal pieces of lava from a few inches up to
one or more feet in diameter which are generally finer
grained or slaggy on the outside. The larger masses of
hardened lava up to several feet or yards in diameter which
do not exhibit the form and other characteristics of bombs

47Pirsson, L. V., "The Microscopic Character of Volcanic Tuffs,"
Am. Jour. Sci. (4), XL, pp. 191-211, 1915.

48Note.— The division points between1, 2, 3 and 4 are the half-way-
points.

«Geikie, A., "Text-bookof Geology," 4th Ed.,p. 172, 1903.
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are called volcanic blocks. Geikie defines lapilli as ejected
fragments of lava of various shapes varying in size from
a pea to a walnut. He calls all the fragments smaller than
lapilli volcanic sand or volcanic ash. His definitions of
fragmental volcanic rocks are essentially the same as those
of Pirsson.

These writers agree in using size as the basis for classi-
fication of pyroclastic rocks but the above definitions are
not satisfactory, because nuts, apples, peas, and shot vary
considerably in size. More definite size limits together with
a statement of the proportions of various sized particles in
a given pyroclastic rock are needed before any uniformity
in the usageof these terms can be attained. Thus the same
rock may be called volcanic breccia or agglomerate by one
writer and volcanic ash or tuff by another. It is the tend-
ency of many geologists to call any pyroclastic rock or
epiclastic rock containing much volcanic material, "volcanic
ash,"regardlessof what its texturemay be.

For the sake of clarity in the discussion of pyroclastic
rocks and similar rocks which have been formed by the
erosion and redeposition of pyroclasts the writer proposes
the classification givenbelow. This system is adapted from
Udden's classification of clastic sediments. On account of
the very poor sorting in most pyroclastic rocks only a few
of Udden's subdivisions50 are used. Wentworth's systemsl

of class terms for clastic sediments has also been introduced
with considerable modification and simplification into the
scheme proposed for pyroclastics. The writer prefers to
use 50% as the class division point for pyroclastics, instead
of the 80% divisionpoint used by Wentworth for sediments,
because clastic volcanic rocks are rarely as well sorted or
gradedas manysediments are.

50Udden, J.A., "The Mechanical Composition of Clastic Sediments,"
Bull. G.S.A., Vol. XXV,pp. 655-744, 1914.

siWentworth, C. X., "A Scale of Grade and Class Terms for Clastic
Sediments," Jour. Geol., Vol. 30, No. 5, pp. 377-392, 1922.
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TableI

Classification of Fragmental Volcanic Rocks

The division of the above table headed "Epiclastic Vol-
canic Rocks" is equivalent to the "non-contemporaneous
tuffs" of Green.52 The rocks of this division commonly
contain water-worn volcanic fragments as well as some
non-volcanic rock fragments.

Pirsson has aptly divided tuffs into (1) Vitric tuffs, com-

52Green, J. F. N., "The Vulcanicity of the Lake District," Proc.
Geol. Assoc, Vol. 30, pp. 153-182, 1919.

Diameter and percent-
age of component
fragments.

Pyroclastic Rocks
(Show no effectsof ero-

sion)

Epiclastic Volcanic Rocks
(Composed wholly or in

part of volcanic frag-
mental material which
has been transported
and redepositedby wa-
ter.)

Vbove 256 mm. 50% Very coarse volcanic Volcanic boulder rock
breccia

256-32 mm. 50% Coarse volcanic breccia Coarse volcanic conglom-
erate

32- 4 mm. 50% Medium volcanic breccia Medium volcanic conglom-
erate

4- 1mm. 50% Fine volcanic breccia Finevolcanicconglomerate

1-% mm. 50% Coarse sand-tuff Coarse tuffaceous sand-
(Volcanic ash whenun- stone

consolidated) (Tuffaceous sand when
unconsolidated)

Vz-'bi mm. 50% Mediumsand-tuff Medium tuffaceous sand-
stone

Xk-V& mm. 50% Fine sand-tuff Fine tuffaceous sandstone
%-l/16 mm. 50% Very fine sand-tuff Very fine tuffaceous sand-

stone

3elow 1/16 mm. 50% Dust-tuff or mud-tuff Tuffaceous shale
(Volcanic dust whenun-

consolidated)
(Tuffaceous clay when

unconsolidated)
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posed largely of glass fragments; (2) Crystal tuffs, com-
posedmostly of crystals or fragments of crystals which were
formed in the magma before eruption; (3) Lithic tuffs,
composed principally of igneous rock fragments either of
lava from magma in the crater or of rocks surrounding the
crater. All the true tuffs in the Gueydan are of the vitric
type.

Johnston-Lavis53 separates fragmental volcanic ejecta-
menta into:

1. Essential— gaseous and solid portions of the magma.
2. Accessory— portions of the cone which crumble and are re-

ejected.
3. Accidental— portions of non-volcanic rocks or of volcanic rocks

of earlier geological date whichunderlie the volcano.

It is generally impossible to distinguishbetween 1and 2
in a tuff. The tuff of the Gueydan evidently belongs to the
first two classes but some parts probably contain fragments
belonging to Class 3 because a few fragments of chert and
sandstone are noted in the tuff.

Chemical Composition

With the hope that chemical analyses of the freshest
samples of the Gueydan tuffs obtainable might throw some
light on the petrologic classification of these rocks, six
fresh samples representing the principal types of tuff found
in the Gueydan formation were submitted for analysis. The
analyses were made under the direction of Dr.E.P. Schoch,
Director of the Industrial Chemistry Experiment Station of
theUniversity of Texas and are as follows:

53Johnston-Lavis, H. J., "On the Fragmental Ejectamenta of Vol-
canoes," Proc. Geol. Assoc, Vol. 9, pp. 421-432, 1886.
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Note:
No. 1.— Typical vesicular Fant tuff, 2% mi. N.W. of Simmons,

Live Oak Co.
No. 2.— Light grayish-green, vesicular tuff of the most basic va-

riety seen in the Fant member, 4 mi. west of Three
Rivers, Live Oak Co.

No. 3.
— Dense-textured, somewhat silicified, micaceous white tuff

probably belonging to the Fant member but possibly
Fayette,6 mi. N.N.W. of Mirando City, Webb Co. High
silica percentage is due to presence of secondary silica.

No. 4.— Massive-bedded, friable, calcite-cemented sand-tuff, re-
sembling sandstone, from Fant member 2% mi. N.W.
of Simmons, Live Oak Co. High percentage of CaO
is due to calcareous cement.

No. s—Grayish-pink,5— Grayish-pink, gritty tuff of Soledad member, 4 mi. S.W. of
Simmons near McMullen-Live Oak county line.

No. 6.— Light pink, friable, finely pisolitic bentonite or tuffaceous
clay from the Chusa member, White Creek 2% mi. S.E.
of Simmons.

The SO3 in these rocks probably is from barite and gyp-
sum, although very small amounts of these minerals were
found when they were analyzed microscopically. Barite
veins were noted in a number of these tuffs but the per-
centage of CaO, with which the BaO was evidently included,
is not as highas would be expectedfrom the amount of SO3

present. Possibly some of the SO3 is present insoluble iron,
aluminum or sodium sulphates which would not be detected
in the microscopic analyses of water-washed samples. The
principal features brought out by these analyses are the
high percentagesof combined water,probably mainly in the
clay mineral,montmorillonite, to which the glass in the tuffs
chiefly alters, and the low percentage of the alkalis, soda,
and potash. The much greater proportion of soda than of

Sample No.1 2 3 4 5 6
SiO2 55.89%
A120. Fe2O3 16.44
MgO 1.35

57.05%
21.40
1.09

67.13%
11.91
1.42

46.15%
12.02

0.78

58.90%
18.23
1.48

59.38%
16.75
0.43

CaO 0.16 1.64 3.11 15.10 2.51 1.47
Na2O 1.03
K2O 0.36
SO3 2.93
Ignition loss 14.43

2.11
0.38
2.35

12.70

2.36
0.28
1.53

11.55

2.87
0.43
2.38

14.75

3.03
1.20
4.03

10.34

2.29
0.56
3.20

13.07
Total 92.59 98.72 99.29 94.48 99.72 107.15
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potash is also an interesting fact and strongly suggests that
these are not normal, potash-rich rhyolite or trachyte tuffs
and is in keeping with the fact that most of the feldspar
grains in these rocks are found to consist of albite-
oliogoclase.

The large ignition loss in these rocks is evidently H2O
except in No. 4, which contained much CO2. This high
percentageof water causes a correspondinglowering of the
percentagesof the elements originally present, thus obscur-
ing the true chemical affinities of the rocks. In fact, the
analyses as they stand do not correspond to recorded
analyses of any fresh igneous rocks, although they are not
unlike the analyses of certain weathered igneous rocks. If
the analyses are recalculated on the basis of only 2% water,.
a generous allowance for most fresh volcanic rocks, some
figures are obtained which may give a better idea of the
composition of these tuffs when first erupted. The recalcu-
lated analyses may be close enough to the analyses of fresh
volcanic rocks which appear in literature to give a clue as
to which rock family these tuffs belong. No. 4is also recal-
culated on a calcite-free basis, as nearly as is possible from
the analysis. The recalculated analyses are:

While these recalculated analyses are probably somewhat
closer to the original composition of the tuffs, their silica
percentages are misleading because they have been con-
siderably increased in the recalculated analyses while the
soda and potash and possibly lime, which have almost cer-
tainly suffered a great amount of leaching during the

Samplle No.1 2 3
SiO2
Al2O3Fe2O3
MgO
CaO

69.99%
20.65
1.75
0.22

64.97%
24.39
1.25
1.87

74.90%
13.28

1.69
3.47

68.42%
17.87

1.16
2.11

64.58%
19.98
1.62
2.76

69.03%
19.32

0.50
1.71

Na2O
K2OK20so3
Ignition loss

1.29
0.45
3.65
2.00

2.41
0.43
2.68
2.00

2.64
0.32
1.70
2.00

4.29
0.63
3.52
2.00

3.39
1.32
4.42
2.00

2.67
0.65
3.72
2.00

Total .A100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
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weathering of the rock are very slightly increased in the
recalculations. Clarke54 states that alumina and iron in
weathered rocks ordinarily show slighter losses than do any
of the other constituents,so there is a relative gain in these
two constituents inmost weathered rocks. In his analyses
of fresh weathered igneous rocks there is, on the whole,
about the sameamount of potashlost as of soda. On account
of the wide variations in the alteration of the same type of
rock under different climatic conditions it is impossible to
calculate with any certainty the probable original composi-
tion of the tuffs analyzed. Some of the tuffs have probably
lost as much as 10% of silica but others (such as No. 3)
have been enriched in silica by the redepositionof secondary
opal in the pores of the rock as is proven by petrographic
study of them. Ordinarily, lime is one of the first sub-
stances to be removed by weathering agencies and No. 1
has evidentlylost lime. Therocks overlyingand underlying
the Gueydan contain considerable lime and No. 4 has cer-
tainly gained a large percentageof lime from those rocks,
as is indicated by the fact that this lime is in the form of
a carbonate cement in No. 4. It is, therefore, doubtful
whether much lime has been lost from most of the Gueydan
rocks except locally. The surprising fact is that these tuffs
are not generally more calcareous than they are shown to
be from their analyses as well as from effervescence tests
with hydrochloricacid on a largenumber of samples.

The principal suggestive features brought out by the
chemical analyses of these rocks are as follows:

(1) There is a considerable but not excessive variation
in composition of Gueydan tuffs. No. 4, a rather thin
horizon of greenish-gray tuff intercalated with the white
tuffs of the lower Gueydanor Fant member, is slightlymore
basic than are the white tuffs, Nos.1and 3.

(2) The silica percentages of the original analyses are
most similar to silica percentages of latites, trachyandesites,
or acid andesites. The recalculated analyses show silica

"Clarke, P. W., "The Data of Geochemitsry," U. S. Geol. Surv.
Bull. 770, pp. 490-493, 1924.
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percentages which range from those common to rhyolites
in No. 3 to those reported for alkali-rich trachytes, quartz
latites and certain dacites inother samples. However,No. 3
is impregnated with much secondary opal, and too much
meaning should not be attached to the 74% silica of this
sample. Most rhyolites contain over 70% SiO2

, though some
varieties may contain as low as 65%. Therefore the Guey-
dan rocks cannot be definitely ruled out of the rhyolite class
on the basis of silica percentagealone.

(3) From the light color of the tuffs and the scarcity of
iron-bearingminerals in most of the tuff it is probable that
by far the greater part of the combined iron and alumina
in the analyses is alumina. The combined percentages of
ferric oxide and alumina in the above analyses agree with
the combined percentages of these oxides commonly found
in trachytes, latites, dacites, and andesites. No. 3, which
has a surprisingly low percentage even in the recalculated
analysis, is an exception. In No. 3 the addition of con-
siderable secondarysilica,which has beennoted in this rock,
would lower the relative percentageof the other constitu-
ents, especially iron and alumina. However, the analysis
shows this rock to contain about the same amount of soda
as the other rocks analyzed and a higher percentage than
the average of lime and magnesia, all of which should be
lower than the average if the presence of additional silica
of secondary origin is the explanation of the low iron and
alumina content. A microscopic examination of this rock
showed it to contain a small amount of secondary calcite.
This is probably the explanation of the comparatively high
lime percentage in No. 3. The soda and magnesia per-
centages in this sample are not easily explained and these
must be somewhat higher than in the average weathered
Fant tuff. If soluble salts are present inNo. 3 they are not
in sufficient quantity to be detected by the taste and are
probably not present in appreciable amounts. It is likely
that all these rocks originally had a higher iron-alumina
percentage (14-24%) than is commonly found in rhyolites
(14-16%).
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(4) The significantly lower percentage of potash than of
soda in all of the analyses is strongly suggestive that these
rocks are not rhyolites, latites,dacites, or normal trachytes
but that they may be soda-trachytes, trachyandesites, or
even andesites.

(5) The lime and magnesia content is higher than the
combined soda and potash in every sample analyzed. The
analyses given by Clarke55 show that a few latites, and a
number of dacites and andesites butno rhyolites or trachytes
contain more lime plus magnesia than soda plus potash.
Thisis suggestive that the Gueydan rocks mayhave andesitic
or trachyandesitic affinities but is by no means conclusive
because a greater proportion of soda and potash may
have been leached from these tuffs than of lime and mag-
nesia. The present content of magnesia in the Gueydan
tuffs, with the exception of No. 6, is higher than that of
any rhyolite or granite tabulated by Clarke. The writer
believes that their magnesiacontent alone furnishes a strong
piece of evidence that the Gueydan tuffs are not rhyolitic.

Conclusions fromchemical analyses.— The analyses of the
Gueydan rocks taken as a whole are not unlike published
analyses of soda-trachytes and trachyandesites, except that
the alkali percentages should be at least 2% to 5% (of the
total rock) higher than they are found to be in any of the
Gueydan tuffs. It is quite possible that these tuffs may
have lost proportionally much more of the alkalis than of
the other constituents. On the other hand, these tuffs may
also have lost as muchlime and magnesia as soda and potash
andmayhave been andesitic in nature. However, the silica
percentagesare believed to be too high fornormal andesites,
although some andesitic tuff strata probably occur in the
Gueydan formation. It is unfortunate that more definite
conclusions regarding the classification of these rocks cannot
be drawn from these analyses. Additional petrologic data
bearing on the classification are furnished by the petro-
graphic study of the Gueydan rocks given in the following
pages.

"Op. cit., pp. 439-458.
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Petrography of the Gueydan Tuffs

Texture.— The tuffs of the Gueydan are predominantly of
the vitric typeand, except where greatly silicified,show the
typical ash or "bogen" structure. The glass fragments of
which these tuffs are largely composed usually have a
slightly concave,platy form, although filamentous and tubu-
lar glass particles or small pieces of pumice containing
bubbles or steam cavities are quite common. A microphoto-
graphof a thin section of a slightly silicified lower Gueydan
tuff is found in Plate IX,Figure 1, showing very well the
form of the cross-sections of the glass fragments and the
general texture of the tuffs. Trifurcate grains composed of
three plates branching from their line of union at angles of
approximately 60 degrees are quite characteristic. These
are shown inPlate IX,Figure 1. Pirsson56 has carefully de-
scribed the form of the glass fragments in vitric tuffs. The
most common size range of the glass particles in the Guey-
dan tuffs is 0.01-4 mm. Occasional rounded to subangular
pumice pebbles and lapilli up to 10 cm. in diameter are
not uncommon in some strata. The deposits of pumice
pebble conglomerate which are composed largely of coarse
pebbles or lapilli of vari-colored pumice have been pre-
viously described. In some of the better silicified tuffs no
glass fragments can be certainly identified but are believed
to have been replaced by opal. It is possible that some of
these are true crystal tuffs but this is not probable. In
general, the fragments of crystals, such as feldspar, com-
prise less than 15% of the rock. As much as 20% of a few
tuff beds consist of microcrystalline trachyandesite or acid
andesite fragments but no examples of true lithic tuffs have
beennoted in the Gueydan.

The mineral and rock fragments are sharply angular in
the true tuffs but are commonly subangular or even rounded
in the tuffaceous sandstones and clays and volcanic con-
glomerates. In a few of the practically unconsolidated

56Pirsson, L. V., "The Microscopical Characters of Volcanic Tuffs,'
Am. Jour. Sci. (4), pp. 191-211, 1915.
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lower Gueydan sand-tuff samples, spherical pellets of hard,
white tuff, 1to 4 mm. in diameter, are found after the sam-
ples have been washed. E.Howe57 has described the forma-
tion of "round clay pellets like buckshot" and believes they
are due to the attraction of dust particles to globules of
condensing steam which on falling would accumulate more
and more dust, becoming hard clay pellets on reaching the
ground. Similar pellets might be formed around rain drops
at great distances from a volcano.

Composition

The principal primary constituents of the Gueydan tuffs,
arranged in their order of abundance, are volcanic glass,
soda-lime feldspar,alkali feldspar,and a small percentageof
a ferro-magnesianmineral which is most commonly augite
or diopside but is frequently biotite. In some rocks both
biotite and augite are found. Apatite, zircon, magnetite,
and ilmenite commonly occur as minor accessory minerals.
In a few specimens of white Fant tuff some sharply angular
grains of quartz which are evidently of primary originare
seen but, as a rule, quartz fragments are rare or absent
from the Gueydan tuffs. The most unexpected and note-
worthymineral tobe found in these tuffs is tridymite and in
a few hand specimens tridymite comprises 1% to 5% of the
rock. The principal secondary minerals are montmoril-
lonite, barite, calcite, opal, limonite, and chlorite.

The most significant constituents of these tuffs will be
discussed individually.

PrimaryConstituents

Volcanic glass.— Volcanic glass is the most abundant pri-
mary constituent in the Gueydan tuffs, comprising from
10% to 85% of these rocks. It ranges in color from light
bluish-gray to colorless; but most of it has a gray tinge.
The color becomes creamy-white on partialalteration. The

"Howe, E., "The Tuffs of Soufriere, St. Vincent," Am. Jour. Sci.,
XXVIII, pp. 319-320, 1903.
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luster is a characteristic bright vitreous to silky when fresh
so that it can usually be recognizedreadily witha handlens.
The range in index of refraction of the glass from various
strata and localities in the Gueydan formation is from 1.495
to 1.517. The glass with the lowest index of refraction is
that from the white tuff of the Fant member. The common
index of this glass is from 1.495 to 1.502. The glass with
the highest index is found in the bluish-gray to greenish-
gray tuff which occurs locally in the Fant member four
miles west of Three Eivers. The glass in this tuff varies
from1.508 to 1,517±.002. The tuff from which this higher
index glass comes is No. 2 of the chemical analyses given
above. This is the tuff with the highest alumina and iron
content. Moreover, its color indicates that a fair amount
of iron is present, which may be responsible for the higher
index. The glass from the Soledad tuff and tuffaceous sand-
stone has an index of 1.498 to 1.51, which is very slightly
higher than that from the white tuffs of the Fant member.
The index of the glass fromthe tuffs and tuffaceous clays of
the Chusa member has practically the same range as that
from the Soledad member. The glass in the Catahoula tuff
has an index which ranges from 1.497 to 1.507. Therefrac-
tive index of the glass in the Gueydan rocks was carefully
determined on a large number of samples in the hope that

" it might settle the question of whether or not the pink and
greenish-gray tuffs and tuffaceous sandstones and clays of
the middle and upper Gueydan are petrologically distinct
from the white tuffs of the lower Gueydan. Itappearsfrom
the above refractive indices of the glass that either there is.
no marked difference in composition between these tuffs and
also between the Gueydan and Catahoula tuff's or that the
glass from the Soledad and Chusa members is only slightly
more basic thanthat from the Fant white tuff. The green-
ish and bluish tuffs which occur locally in the Fant member
appear to have approximately the same composition as the-
tuffs from the middle and upper Gueydan. It is worthy of
note that there is a variation in refractive index of .001 to
.005 in the different glass fragments from a single hand,
specimen of Gueydan tuff.
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W. 0. George6B has made a study of the refractive indices
of a large number of natural glasses and some of his results
are givenbelow in tabular form for the sake of comparison.

Table IV (p. 238)

These results apparently show that there is such a wide
range inrefractive index even in the glass of one rock type,
such as andesite, that it is impossible to determine the name
of a rock fromthe refractive index of its glass. The average
indices are more significant but it is impossible to be sure
that a given glass has an average refractice index for its
particular species of rock. From their range in refractive
index the glasses of the Gueydan tuff might be rhyolite,
perlite, pumice, trachyte, or andesite. The average indices
of the Gueydan glasses is approximately 1.499±.002 for
the white tuff of the Fant member, 1.510+.002 for the
greenish or bluish Fant tuff, 1.503±.002 for the Soledad
and Chusa tuffs, and 1.502±.002 for the Catahoula tuffs.
These glasses all have a slightly higher index than average
rhyolite glass and a slightly lower index than average
trachyte or andesite glass. They correspond more closely
to pumice than to any other glass and since they are pumi-
ceous glasses this would be expected.

George59 does not give any refractive index determination

58George, W. 0., "The Relation of the Physical Properties of Nat-
ural Glasses to their Chemical Composition," Jour. Geol., Vol. 32,,
No. 5, pp. 353-373, 1924.

"Op. cit., pp. 356-361.

Collector's or
Author's Name of Rock. Averagen Range of nrecorded
Obsidianor Rhyolite Glass 1.492 1.48 -1.51
Pitchstone 1.500 1.492-1.506
Perlite 1.497 ,1.488-1.506
Pumice 1.497 1.488-1.506
Dacite 1.511 1.504-1.529
Trachyte 1.512
Andesite 1.512

1.488-1.527
1.489-1.529

Leucite Tephrite 1.550 1.525-1.580
Tachylite, Scoria, Diabase and Basalt

Glass, Palagonite 1.575 1.506-1.612
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oh trachyte pumice but three values for andesitic pumice
are given, as follows: Mont Pelee andesitic glass— 1.4888;
andesitic pumice, BridgeRiver district,British Columbia—
1.506; andesitic pumice, Krakatoa, Straits of Sunda— 1.488.
It thus appears that andesitic pumice often has a consider-
ably lower index than the average for andesitic glass. The
Gueydan glass may thus be as basic as andesite if its
refractive index alone is considered.

Feldspar.— Feldspar generally forms from 1% to 10%
of the Gueydan tuffs but is greatly subordinate to glass
except in the more altered tuffs and the silicified tuffs. By
far the most common type of feldspar found in Gueydan
rocks is albite-oligoclase or acid oligoclase. In some of the
Fant tuffs andinmany of the Soledad and Chusa tuffs this
is the only feldsparpresent. Themean refractive index (f3)
of this feldspar commonly ranges from 1.535 to 1.540 ; the
extinction angles on cleavage plates are from 0° to 10° ;
the optic axial angle is approximately 90° so that positive,
negative, and neutral crystals are found; and the birefrin-
gence is .009. Some of the feldspar grains show very fine
albite twinning striations but most of them appear to be
untwinned. These are optical properties of a soda-lime
feldspar containing approximately 90% of the albite mole-
cule to 10% of the anorthite molecule, namely oligoclase-
albite. In some of these tuffs this feldspar has an optic
axial angle of not over 60° which is too small for oligoclase
or albite, although the index of refraction is like that of
albite-oligoclase. This feldspar with the small axial angle
is probablya potash-oligoclase.

Sanidine is the dominant feldspar in a few of the Fant
tuffs and is generally present as the subordinate feldspar
in the Soledad and Chusa tuffs. True albite with a positive
sign and all its refractive indices below 1.541 has also been
identified ina few samples of Fant tuff.

In the Soledad and Chusa tuffs the most abundant feldspar
is an acid to medium oligoclase but andesine is common and
occasional grains of labradorite are noted. The more basic
feldspar grains are practically always prominently twinned
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according to the albite law, unlike the acid oligoclase which
is generally untwinned.

Quartz.— Sharply angular grains of quartz are found in
only about 10% of the tuff samples examined but in none
of these samiples was quartz more than one-twentieth as
abundant as feldspar. The crystalline grains which are
present in these vitric tuffs evidently represent fragments
of the phenocrysts in the original magma before eruption.
Therefore, it appears that not more than 5% of the total
phenocrysts in any of the Gueydan tuffs were quartz.
Since there were a large number of successive eruptions of
Gueydan pyroclastics, as indicated by numerous beds of
interstratified fluviatile deposits, it seems quite unlikely
that the tuffs are rhyolitic because in most series of rhyolitic
eruptions at least a few strata contain over 10% of quartz
phenocrysts. In many Tertiary rhyolitic tuffs which the
writer has observed in the Coast Range and Sierra Nevada
provinces of California quartz phenocrysts are as common
as phenocrysts of feldspar. One rounded pumice pebble
from the Gueydan near Simmons was found to contain one
quartz phenocryst 1/16 inch in diameter as well as several
sanidine phenocrysts. Porphyritic pumice fragments in the
Gueydan are quite rare and this is the only one seen which
contained quartz. The mineralogical composition of the
Gueydan pyroclastics thus appears to indicate that these
rocks are not generally rhyolitic.

Accessory minerals.— Ferromagnesianaccessories are sur-
prisingly scarce in any of the tuffs of the Gueydan forma-
tion, comprising less than 3% of the phenocryst minerals,
or only a fraction of 1% of the rock. This is evidently
due to the fact that most of the grains of these minerals
have altered to limonite, serpentine, chlorite, argillaceous
material, and other secondary products. Inmany samples,
especially those of silicified tuff, no primary ferromagnesian
minerals whatever are noted.

The commonest accessory is a light yellowish-green,non-
pleochroic to faintly pleochroicaugite or diopside or possibly
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aegirine-augite in some cases. This pyroxeneis found only
in small short prismatic or irregular grains which are com-
monly coated with limonitic and argillaceous material. Its
alteration and its optical properties are more like those of
augite than of diopside.

Scales and flakes of dark yellowish-brown biotite, which
is often more or less bleached, are of frequent occurrence
in the pinkish or greenish tuffs of the Soledad and Chusa
members. Biotite, which under the microscope commonly
has a reddish color on the basal cleavageplates and shows a
much wider optic axial angle and stronger dispersion than
most biotite,is found in some of the friable sand-tuffs of the
Fant member and is fairly common in the indurated white
tuffs in Webb County. It has been mentioned previously
that the latter tuffs may possibly belong to the Fayette
formation. The white mud-flow tuffs outcropping northeast
of Webb County were not found to contain biotite, although
it may have been present and has been since altered to
chlorite and limonite. This probability is indicated by the
presence of biotite in the intercalated friable sand-tuffs.

The minor accessories, magnetite, ilmenite, apatite, and
zircon are found as minute grains which often exhibit fairly
good crystal form. Zircon is rather rare.

Tridymite.— The most noteworthy mineralogical feature
of the Gueydan tuff is the occurrence of tridymite. This
high temperature form of silica has been identified in seven
samples of the white "mud-flow" tuff of the Fant member
from as many localities in Live Oak, McMullen, Webb, and
Starr counties. The most widely separated occurrences of
tridymite which have been noted are 135 miles apart. It
has been seen only in the partially silicified, vesicular, white
tuffs of theFant member where it occurs as small, glittering,
glassy plates lining the vesicles. In several hand specimens
the vesicle walls are thickly studded with these crystals
.02 to .10 mm. in breadth and the edges of the plates com-
monly project into the cavities at various angles. The
tridymite crystals show a common tendency to be grown to-
gether with their basal faces parallel like a deck of cards
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stacked up so that in thin section the crystals look like very
thick plates, or even prisms, with a well developed cleavage.
In other occurrences the plates overlap one another like
shingles on a roof. The tridymite is generally closely asso-
ciated with botryoidalhyalite opal. Several occurrences of
delicate tridymite plates completely inclosed in beautiful,
transparent,botryoidal masses of opal were observed.

Under a binocular microscope several perfect crystals
were pried from the vesicle walls of a sample collected in
extreme east-central Webb County. They were found to
possess the typical pseudo-hexagonal thin platy form of
tridymite. The following optical properties were determined
under the petrographic microscope :

(1) Therefractive indexof mostof thecrystals is slightly
above 1.480 but some crystals show the normal index for
tridymite, 1.471±.002; (2) the birefringence is very low,
about .004 or even less so that individual plates appear
nearly isotropic; (3) the characteristic twinning of tridy-
mite with triangular areas of light and dark under crossed
nicols is noted in some of the crystals; (4) the mineral is
optically positive, has an observed axial angle of about 60°
and Bxa, is normal to c; (5) the mineral generally shows
positive elongation although a few crystals which appear to
have negative elongationare noted in a thin section of the
tridymite-bearing rock.

The peculiar features of the above optical properties are
the positive elongation, which should be negative in
tridymite, and the slightly higher refractive indices than
those reported for tridymite by Larsen.60 Itis possible that
this mineral is a cristobalite paramorph after tridymite,
such as has been suggested by Rogers61 for certain Cali-
fornia cristobalites,because its index of refraction is closer
to that of cristobalite than that of tridymite. The mineral
is insoluble in hydrochloric acid after prolonged boiling,

60Larsen, E.S., "The Microscopic Determinationof the Non-Opaque
Minerals," U. S. Geol. Surv. Bull. 679, p. 206, 1921.

61Rogers, A. F., "The Occurrence of Cristobalite in California,"
Am. Jour.Sci. (4) XIV,pp. 222-226, 1918.
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is fusible on thin edges only when subjected to a very hot
blowpipe flame, and is etched by boiling sodium carbonate
solution. The chemical properties thus agree with those
of tridymite and the mineral is therefore determined as
tridymite, although itmay be an optically anomalous form
of this mineral.

The opal which is associated with this tridymite has a
refractive index of 1.44 but is faintly birefringent and has
a radiating fibrous structure as shown by the appearance
of a faint black cross under crossed nicols. The opal is, at
least in part, younger than the tridymite for it frequently
encloses the latter. The association of tridymite and opal
from several localities is notedby Dana.

This is possibly the first record of the occurrence of tri-
dymite in tuff. At least, the writer has found no mention
of such an occurrence in the standard mineralogy texts,
althoughan intensive study of the literature might reveal a
previous descriptionof such an occurrence.

Fenner62 has made a detailed study of the inversion points
of the various silica minerals and has reached the conclusion
that tridymite is only formed at temperatures above 870° C.
and cristobalite above 1470° C. However, from the results
obtained by several French and German chemists, it appears
that tridymite and probably cristobalite may be produced
at considerably lower temperatures in the presenceof water
vapor. For example Konigsberger and Miiller63 obtained
tridymite quartz,opal, and a soda feldspar when powdered
glass was heated to 300° C. with water. Also, tridymite
is now forming in the spring of Plombieres in France64 and
the temperature of this spring is only 73° C.

Since the tridymite in the Gueydan tuff is found only in
the cavities or vesicles in the rock it is plain that the tuff,
probably in the form of mud flows, had consolidated and

62Fenner, C. N., "The Stability Relations of the Silica Minerals,"
Am. Jour. Sci. (4) XXXVI,pp. 331-384, 1913.

63Konigsberger, J., and Miiller, W. J., Centralbl.Mm. Geol. v. Pal.
pp. 339, 353, 1906.

64Daubree, Bull., Soc. Geol. Fr., vol. 4, p. 523, 1877.
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the vesicles had thus been established before the tridymite
was introduced. Itis inconceivable that tuff which has set-
tled through the atmosphere and had time for consolidation
could have maintaineda temperature of 870° C. or even 73°
C. It is possible,however, that the material was transported
by a "fiery cloud" of Pelean type. Thelower portion of such
a thick, quicklydepositedaccumulation mighthave remained
hot enough to contain some steam or water vapor in its
vesicles which attacked the volcanic glass of the tuff to pro-
duce tridymite. Lacroix05 has established temperatures in
excess of 200° C. for the finer material carried by the great-
est "fiery clouds" from Pelee in 1902-1908, at distances of
six kilometers from the crater. Because he found tridymite
only in those rocks collected from Mont Pelee as late as six
months after an eruption Lacroix66 concluded that the tri-
dymite was formed, after the partial cooling of the lava
blocks, by the action of magmatic gases on the andesite
paste. The tridymite of the Gueydan tuff was probably
formed in a somewhat similar manner. Another hypothesis
for the origin of the Gueydan tridymite is as follows:
Fumaroles were established through the consolidated tuffs
and the hot vapors rising along these vents attacked the
tuff along the vent walls with the subsequent production of
tridymite. This is a tenable hypothesis because most of the
Gueydan tuffs having the sameappearanceas the tridymite-
bearing tuffs contain no tridymite, thus apparently indi-
cating a localization of this mineral. In either case the
eruptive centers from which the Gueydan tuffs came could
hardly have been more than twenty miles distant, and the
occurrence of tridymite at such widely separated localities
seems to indicate that there were two or more volcanoes
or fumaroles in this region during Gueydan time.

65Lacroix, A., "La Montange Pelee et ses Eruptions," Masson et
Cie., Paris, pp. 212-215, 1904.

eeLacroix, A.,Bull. Soc. Mineral., Vol. 28, p. 56, 1905.
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Secondary Minerals

,MontmorilloniteGT (Leverrierite).— An earthy to waxy,
soft, argillaceous substance, which is determined as mont-
morillonite, commonly comprises from 10% to 60% of the
tuffs in the Gueydan formation. This mineral is cream-
colored, grayish-pink, grayish-green, white, light gray, or
yellowish incolor. The colored varieties are possibly stained
with minute specks of hematite, limonite, and chlorite. By
prolonged boiling of the harder white tuff fragments in
balsam before grinding some of the montmorillonite can be
obtained in thin sections. This mineral commonly shows a
yellowish color in transmitted light. It looks very cloudy
and often appears to be composed of wavy, thread-like
bodies which show undulatory and often radiate (spheru-
litic) extinction along portions of each thread. The thread-
like bodies are evidentlycross-sections of platyor sometimes
spherulitic aggregates, the flat surfaces of which are usually
approximately parallel to the walls of vesicular cavities in
which the larger masses of fairly pure montmorillonite are
found. Most of this mineral occurs as tiny clay-like par-
ticles diffused through the tuff. When aggregates of this
mineral from a dry sample of tuff are placed in water they
quickly become plastic and break down into a thin doughy
mass of tiny, often practically colloidal,platy particles. The
principal optical properties are as follows: Refractive in-
dices very variable,commonly 1.47-1.53;birefringence high
(.02 or more) parallel to c axis, very low to isotropic per-
pendicular to c; 2V usually 0° to 20° and oriented perpen-
dicular to the plate but good interference figures are rarely
obtained; extinction straight or nearly straight; optically
negative. These properties agreewiththose givenby Larsen
for the variable mineral, leverrierite,68 although spherulitic

67Recently Ross and Shannon (Jour. Am. Ceram. Soc. Vol. 9, pp.
77-96, 1926),have found the clay minerals of bentonite to consist of
two minerals (1) beidellite— n=1.517— 1.549 (2) montmorillonite—
n=1.484— 1.527. It is probable that montmorillonite is dominant in
the "leverrierite"of the Gueydan.

GBLarsen, E. S., "The Microscopic Determination of the Non-
opaqueMinerals,"U. S. Geol. Surv. Bull. 679,pp. 245, 247, 1921.
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aggregates are not noted by him. Ross and Shannon have
shown that Larsen's "leverrierite" consists of two or more
mineral species. Montmorillonite is the mineral generally
produced by the hydration of acid and intermediate vitric
tuffs such as the Gueydan.

There can be no doubt that the Gueydan montmorillonite
("leverrierite") is produced by the alteration of volcanic
glass, for the following reasons: -(1) All glass fragments
are coated with a thick to thin film of montmorillonite; (2)
unbroken bubbles inclosed in the volcanic glass are lined
with montmorillonite showing that this mineral could not
have been introduced from the outside; (3) thin sections
show a gradual transition from fresh, clear glass in the
central portion of a given glass fragment to cloudy glass
containing some montmorillonite and finally to pure mont-
morillonite at the margin of the fragment or grain. Many
grains are completely altered to a cream-colored substance
which is found to consist mainly of an aggregate of mont-
morillonite, although they still retain the original shapes of
volcanic glass fragments.

Opal and Chalcedony.— Opal is present in all of the tuff
samples examined. The chert-like silicified tuffs consist of
preponderant opal, abundant montmorillonite diffused
through the opal, a few angular feldspar grains, and occa-
sional patches of fibrous chalcedony. The chalcedony occu-
pies former vesicular cavities and some of these cavities
are not completely filled. Gradations between tuffs con-
taining only a few thin crusts of opal as a cement to com-
pletelysilicified tuffs containing over 65% opal are observed.
The opal in the silicified tuffs is finely botryoidal to massive
but it frequently shows traces of the original vitric pyro-
clastic texture of the non-silicified tuff, indicating replace-
ment. Inindex the opal ranges from 1.44 to 1.46. Inmany
samples it is faintly birefringent in small irregular specks,
patches, or fibers.

Other secondary minerals.— The other secondary min-
erals noted are limonite, hematite, kaolin (rather rare),
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chlorite, epidote, serpentine, and chabazite or gmelinite.
Possibly other zeolites are also present. Minerals from
veins or from the cement include barite (common), calcite
(abundant only in certain localities), witherite (rare),
gypsum (rather rare),pyrite,and marcasite.

Non-volcanic minerals.-— Minerals of normal sedimentary
origin, occurring in subangular to rounded grains, are rare
in the true tuffs but are common in the tuffaceous clays and
sandstones. The most abundant of these minerals andmin-
eral aggregates are chert, quartz, orthoclase, and green
hornblende. Partly rounded grains of andesine and labra-
dorite are noted in many tuffaceous sandstones and clays.
Worn tourmaline, epidote, titanite, hypersthene, and micro-
cline grains are of rare occurrence.
PetrographicDescriptions of PrincipalTypes of GueydanTuffs

Brief petrographic descriptions of the more important
types of tuffs and tuffaceous rocks occurring in the three
members of the Gueydan are collected here in order to give
the reader a more definite idea of the sizing of constituent
fragments andof the approximate percentages of the occur-
rent minerals. The percentagesare estimated except where
stated otherwise. The consolidated (mud-flow) tuffs cannot
be separatedinto their constituents without much attrition
of the thin glass grains, therefore percentages of their
constituents are not determinable except by estimate.

Fant member

DESCRIPTION OF TYPICAL LUMPY, WHITE TUFF FROM LANG CREEK,

2V2 MILES NORTHWEST OF SIMMONS, LIVE OAK COUNTY

Sizing.— Grains 4 mm-1/16 mm.— lo-15%. Material below 1/16
mm.— 85-90%. Grains larger than 1mm. are partly alteredpumice
lapilli. Most of the "washedmaterial" is composed of grains between
Vz and % mm. Poorly sorted.

Composition of washed material (above l/16mm.)—
Volcanic glass (n=1.495)— 70%.
Soda-lime feldspar (mostly albite-oligoclase)— 20%.
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Sanidine— 5%.
Quartz— trace70 (rare).
Leverrierite aggregates (cemented with, opal)— 4%.
Opal (roundedgrains which resembleisometriccrystals, appar-

ently formed by breaking apart of botryoidal spheres)— 1%.
Magnetite— trace.
Marcasite— trace.
Zircon (colorless crystals)— trace.
Apatite— trace.
Chlorite— trace.
Serpentine(?)— trace.
Barite (from cement or veins)— trace.
Witherite (from cement or veins)— trace.

The matrix (material below 1/16 mm.) of this tuff is
composedof glass, both fresh and in all stages of alteration
to montmorillonite. Montmonilloniite in abundance, and
possibly as much as 5% of opalinecementingmaterial. Very-
few feldspar and other mineral grains are below 1/16 mm.
in length.

DESCRIPTION OF THIN SECTION OF TRIDYMITE-BEARING, PARTLY

SILICIFIED TUFF FROM GATES RANCH IN EXTREME EASTERN
WEBB COUNTY

Textural features.— The section shows this tuff to contain roughly
oval-shapedor rounded lumps, best seen witha hand lens, from2 mm.
to 1 cm. or more in diameter which are composed of the same ma-
terial as their matrix. Angular, often platy grains of volcanic glass
and sharply angular grains (a few with crystal outlines) of feldspar
and occasionally other minerals are all V2mm. or less in length and
most of them are.between% and1/32 mm. Glass andmineralgrains
comprise about 35% of the rock; matrixof opal and montmorillonite
60%. No worn or rounded grains noted. Numerous vesicles are
partly or completely filled with variously oriented tridymite plates
and botryoidal hyalite opal intergrown.

Composition:
Soda-lime feldspar (mainly unstriated albite-oligoclase but in-

eludes some albite and oligoclase)— 3%.
Sanidine and orthoclase (n below 1.53)— 5%.
Volcanic glass— 25%.
Augite (partly altered)— trace.

70Trace— less than 1%.
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Opal (both in matrix of rock and from botryoidal masses in
vesicles)— 40%.

Tridymite (from vesicles)— 12%. (Plates are commonly grown
together with theirbases paralleloroverlapping like shingles
on a house, so that in section the mineral appears to show
cleavage and seems to occur as rather thick crystals.)

Montmorillonite— 15%.
This rock contained far more tridymite than any other sample

found and the tridymite from this sample was subjected to qualitative
chemicaland blowpipe tests as well as the most detailedpetrographic
study.

DESCRIPTION OF BLUISH-GRAY TUFF FROM CHARLIE YORK CREEK AT
THREE RIVERS-CALLIHAMROAD, 4 MILES WEST OF THREE RIVERS

Sizing.— Portion left after prolonged washing until water shows
no trace of clay in suspensionis only 0.4% by weight. Examination
of crushed unwashed sample indicates a considerably larger per-
centage of grains over 1/16 mm. than that obtained in the "washed
material." Some grains containing bubbles probably floated off,
whilemany others were evidently broken into tiny bits in the washing
process and in the crushing of the sample before washing. Sizing of
this washed material is estimated as follows: l-Vz mm.— trace;
1/2
-
1/4 mm.— 2o%; %-% mm.— 4o%; %-l/16 mm.— 40%.

Composition of washed material:
Volcanic glass (color bluish-gray, n=1.508 to 1.512) — 60%.
Albite-oligoclase (mostly unstriated)— 25%.
Sanidine— 7%.
Magnetite— trace.
Augite— trace.
Trachyandesite(?) fragments— trace
Chlorite— trace.
Zircon—

rare.
Opal (from cement)— 6%.
Pyrite— trace.
Quartz (only worn, apparently sedimentary grains noted)— 1%.
Chert (worn grains) — trace.

Matrix consists mainly of abundant montmorillonite, glass grains
mostly .005 to .05 mm.in length and smallparticles of serpentine and
chlorite(?). Opal in small, root-like or irregular, often branching
bodies is not uncommon in the matrix.
DESCRIPTION OF THIN SECTION OF CHERT-LIKE, LIGHT GRAY SILICIFIED

TUFF FROM NORTH BANK OF NUECES, 400 YARDS EAST OF
SIMMONS BRIDGE

The thin section shows this rock to consist largely of opal mixed
with considerable "leverrierite" which include variously oriented,
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sharply angular grains of sanidine and albite-oligoclase and a few
augite grains ranging from .02 mm. to .25 mm. in length. The iso-
tropic opaline matrixappears pale yellowish in transmittedlight. It
is traversed by numerous conchoidal fracture lines which extend in
all directions,giving the section a faint net-like appearance. A very
large number of tiny globular opaline bodies can be distinguished.

Composition is estimated as follows:
0pa1— 75%.
"Leverrierite"— 15% (probably more but indistinguishable)
Albite-oligoclase— 4%.
Sanidine— 5%.
Augite— trace.
Chalcedony (in center of former cavities)— trace.

No glass is identified; it has been apparently replacedby opal.

DESCRIPTION OF THIN SECTION OF CREAMY-WHITE VESICULAR
PARTLY SILICIFIED TUFF FROM MOST SOUTHERLY OUTCROP OF

GUEYDAN, 6 MILES NORTH OF ELSAUZ, STARR COUNTY

Textural features.— This rock consists of angular volcanic glass
and feldspar grains in a much more abundant matrix of opal and
"leverrierite." Many cavities are partly filled with tridymite, oc-
curring alone or associated with botryoidal opal. Most of the glass
and feldspar grains are between .02 and .25 mm. in length but
the sorting is poor.

Composition:
Volcanic glass (often partly replaced by opal)— 10%.
Soda-lime feldspar (albite to acid andesine)— 6%.
Sanidine— 1%.
0pa1— 72%.
"Leverrierite"— lo%.
Tridymite— 1%.

DESCRIPTION OF THIN SECTION OF WHITE, DENSE-TEXTURED, SILICI-
FIEDTUFF (POSSIBLY FAYETTE) FROM SECTION 854 WEBB COUNTY

ABOUT 20 MILES NORTH OF MIRANDO CITY

The section shows this rock to be composed largely of pale yellow-
ish opal intergrown with considerable montmorillonite, in which
a few angular grains of albite-oligoclase, sanidine feldspar and
biotiteare imbedded. The mineralgrains vary inlength up to % mm.
but are mainly below 1/16 mm. The typical "bogen-structure" shows
up beautifully in a very thin section and evensome outlines of bubbles
arepreservedthough now filled with opal. Very little of the original
glass is left. The feldspar grains comprise about 2% of the rock and
biotite flakes are found but comprise less than 1% of the rock. Pos-
sibly 15% of montmorilloniteis present. The remainder of the rock
is opal.
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DESCRIPTION OF FRIABLE, GREENISH-WHITE, CALCAREOUS SAND-TUFF

FROM LANG CREEK, 2V2 MILES NORTHWEST OF SIMMONS

Sizing.— Washed material (coarser than 1/16 mm.)— 51% by
weight. The sizing of this washed material is estimatedas follows:
2-1 mm.— 3%; 1-% mm.— 3%; %-% mm.— ls%; %-% mm.— 4o%;
%-l/16 mm.— 39%. Most of the fine material (below 1/16 mm.) is
"leverrierite." When a sample is placed inwater it breaks downrap-
idly witha singing sound into its component grains. Only a few small
lumps of calcareous cemented material fail to separate. A number
of partly decomposedpumice pebbles or lapilliup to 5 mm. in diam-
eter can be noted in the rock but these break into smaller fragments
when the sample is washed. In the washed materialabout half the
fragments coarser than 1mm. are composed of roughly cylindrical
bodies composed of crystalline calcite containing glass grains. About
30% of crystalline calcite is present in this rock. The cylindrical
bodiesprobably represent calcite-filled"steamtubes."

Composition.— After the calcite is dissolved with cold hydrochloric
acid the composition of the remaining washed material is approxi-
mately as follows:

Volcanicglass— 80%.
Devitrified glass and fine-grained trachyandesite(?) frag-

ments— 10%.
Albite-oligoclase (oftenuntwinned)— 6%.
Sanidine— 3%.
Biotite— trace (fairly common).
Quartz— trace (rather rare).
Orthoclase— trace.
Chlorite— trace.
Muscovite— rare.
Epidote— trace.
Magnetite— trace.
Ilmenite— trace.
Serpentine— trace
Zircon— trace.
Apatite— rare.

DESCRIPTION OF VERY FRESH UNCONSOLIDATED, GRAYISH-WHITE,
VITRIC SAND-TUFF OR FINE ASH FROM NORTH BANK OF NUECES

RIVER 3i/z MILES WEST OF SIMMONS

Sizing.— Coarser than1/16 mm.:— 80% by weight. Most of the fine
material is "leverrierite." The remarkablefreshness of this rock is
worthyof note. Sizing of washedmaterial:8-4 mm.— 2%;4-2mm.—
3%; 2-1 mm.— 3%; %-% mm.—l2%; %-% mm.— 35%; %-l/16
mm.— 42%. About 75% of grains over % mm. are composed of
bluish-gray, subangular to angular pumice lapilli. The remaining
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25% is opalinematerial containing many glass grains. In the 2-1mm.
separate are found three spherical "mud balls" composed of inter-
locking volcanic glass grains held together by opaline and argilla-
ceous material.

Composition— (washed material):
Volcanic glass— 75%.
Devitrified glass or trachyandesite(?) fragments— 10%.
Soda-lime feldspar (albite to oligoclase)— 12%.
Sanidine— 2%.
Biotite— trace (frequent).
Chlorite— trace.
Magnetite— trace.
Ilmenite— trace.
Zircon— trace (rare).
Opal— l%.

Soledad Member

DESCRIPTION OF RATHER FRIABLE, FINELY VESICULAR, SOMEWHAT
SANDY,BROWNISH-PINK TUFF FROM EASTERN McMULLEN COUNTY,

4 MILES SOUTHWEST OF SIMMONS

Sizing.— Coarser than 1/16 mm.— 60% by weight. Washed ma-
terialsized approximately as follows: 2-1mm.— 1%; 1-V2 mm.— 3%;
■%-% mm.— lo%; %-% mm.— 3B%; %-l/16 mm.— 4B%. Most of the
fragments above% mm. are graypumice lapillior pebbles.

Composition— (washed material):
Volcanicglass (n=1.50-1.508)— 55%.
Soda-lime feldspar (albite-oligoclase to labradorite, mostly acid

oligoclase)— 20%.
Dark gray angular andesite fragments— 20%.
Biotite— trace.
Magnetite— trace.
Orthoclase— trace.
Augite— trace.
Quartz— rare (worn grains).
Chabazite or gmelinite (colorless to yellow)— 1%.
Zircon— trace.
Opal (from cement)— 3%.

The matrix (fine material) is composed largely of montmorillonite
Ibut crusts of opalineand zeoliticmaterialare common.

DESCRIPTION OF A VESICULAR, LUMPY, FRIABLE, BROWNISH-PINK,

ARGILLACEOUS TUFF FROM RAY RANCH, 8 MILESSOUTH OF
WENTZ, McMULLEN COUNTY

Sizing.— Coarser than 1/16 mm.— 40%. Sizing of washed material
about like preceding sample. About15% of matrixconsists of opaline

The remainder is mainly "leverrierite."
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Composition— (washed material):
Soda-lime feldspar (mainly albite-oligoclase)— 15% or more.
Volcanic glass (n=1.498-1.502)— 68%.
Andesite and (or) trachyandesite fragments (red, brown and

black)— lo%.
Sanidine— 4% or less.
Magnetite— 1%.
Biotite— trace (frequent).
Quartz (all grains apparently worn)-— 1% or less.
Zircon— trace.
Opal— 2%.
Calcite— trace.

Chusa Member

DESCRIPTION OF A POWDERY, SOMEWHAT PISOLITIC, LIGHT PINK,

BENTONITIC TUFF OR TUFFACEOUS CLAY FROM TYPE LOCALITY
OF GUEYDAN FORMATION (GUEYDAN RANCH) McMULLEN

COUNTY

Sizing.— Coarser than 1/16 mm.— 0.53% by weight. Sizing of
washed material is approximately: 2-% mm.— (consists entirely of
white opaline crusts)— 10%; x/z—x/z— xk mm.— 15%; %-% mm.— 3o%;,
Vs-1/1Q mm.— 45%.

Composition— (washed material below V2mm.):
Volcanic glass— (n=1.508)— 10%.
Soda-lime feldspar (albite to andesine, mostly oligoclase)— 60%..
Sanidine— l2%.
Andesite or trachyandesite fragments— 15%.
"Magnetite— 2%.
Biotite— trace.
Muscovite— trace.
Zircon— trace.
Quartz (angular and apparently primary)— trace.
Augite— trace.
Opal— l%.
Hematite and limonite— trace.

The matrix consists almost entirely of pinkish "leverrierite" and'
the sample breaks down fairly rapidly when placed in water.

DESCRIPTION OF A SAMPLE OF VERY FRIABLE, PISOLITIC, GREENISH-
WHITE, ARGILLACEOUS TUFF FROM NORTH BANK OF NUECES

RIVER, 3 MILES ABOVE MOUTH OF FRIO, LIVE OAK COUNTY

Sizing.— Washed material (below 1/16mm.)— 0.2%. Largest grain
noted— % mm. About 75% of washed material between % and
1/16 mm.
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Composition— (washed material):
Soda-lime feldspar (albite to acid andesine, mainly oligoclase,

a=1.540; y= 1.548)— 65%.
Volcanic glass (n=1.512±.004)— 20%.
Augite— trace.
Magnetite— trace.
Zircon— trace.
Opal— lo%.
Calcite— 5%.

Matrix consists mainly of an argillaceous substance (n=1.50-1.52)
which does not break down in water like "leverrierite," probably on
account of opaline cement in thin films. Most of particles in this
rock range from .01-.05 mm.

Petrography of Lava Pebbles and Boulders

The lava pebbles and boulders which are included in the
Gueydan tuffs, tuffaceous clays and sands, and conglom-
erates range from an inch, or less, to more than one foot in
diameter. Boulders two feet in diameter are observed only
in a small area northeast of Loma Alto Mesa, but the one-
foot boulders have a fairly wide distribution mMcMullen,
Live Oak, and Duval counties. These boulders or pebbles
of eruptive rocks are practically always very well rounded,
apparently by the action of water. Lava pebbles are far
more abundant in the middle Gueydan (Soledad) than in
the other members. In fact the Soledad conglomerate in
western Duval County is composed almost exclusively of
volcanic pebbles of a rather wide variety of types, including
soda trachyte, leucite phonolite (?), trachyandesite, and
acid to basic andesite. Andesite and trachyandesite are by
far the most abundant petrologic types. Boulders and peb-
bles, and possibly some lapilli of reddish-brown vesicular
andesite are also of common occurrence in the Soledad
pinkish tuffs. Lava boulders,excludingpumice, are rare in
the Fant member except in the extreme southwestern corner
of McMullen County and the northwestern corner of Duval
County, where reddish-brown and purplish pebbles and
boulders of slightly porous to vesicular and amygdaloidal
trachyandesiteup to one foot in diameter are quite common
in a pinkish or whitish tuffaceous clay or tuff near the base
of the formation. A photographof some of these boulders in
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the Fant member is givenin Plate VII,Figure 1. Scattered
boulders and pebblesof redto brown and dark gray,strongly
vesicular andesite are found in the Chusa member; these
boulders are quiteabundant over areas afew acres inextent.
The very large subangular and angular boulders of
brownish-gray to red, acid andesite are present near the
base of the Chusa member. They are coarsely porphyritic;
the partially resorbed tabular andesine andoligoclase pheno-
crysts attain a breadth of three centimeters. Photomicro-
graphs of thin sections of the Soledad fine volcanic con-
glomerate and volcanic sandstone are found in Plate XI,
Figures 1and 2 and Plate XII, Figure 1, which show the
texture and appearanceof some of the lava pebbles under
the microscope. Photomicrographs of thin sections of chips
from individual lavaboulders are givenin Plate X, Fgure2
and Plate XII,Figure2.

No chemical analyses of the lava boulders have been
made and the rock typeshave been identified by the study of
thin sections. The feldspar and some of the other minerals
in these boulders were determined by immersing crushed
samples in oils of known refractive index. A revision of
the names of some of the lavas containing considerable
glass may be necessary after chemical analyses have been
made. Petrographic descriptions of some of the principal
rock types found in the lava pebblesand boulders are given
below.

Petrographic Descriptions of LavaBoulders from Fant Member

1. Locality: Chapote ranch southwestcorner of McMullen County.
Megascopic character: Purplish-brown, somewhat amygdaloi-

dal roundedboulder1foot in diameter.
Texture: Felsophyric porphyritic. Groundmass cryptocrystal-

line to microcrystallinewitha smallamount of glass present.
Phenocrysts: 40-50%. From h-Vi mm. long. Phenocrysts are

generally nearly equant, thick tabular, or irregular, due to
much resorption. (See plate X, fig. 2.)

Minerals—
Oligoclase, probably potash-bearing (medium to acid)

—80%.
Augite or diopside (generallyaltered to limonite)— 17%.
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Apatite (euhedral, rather stout yellow prisms)— 2%.
Magnetite— 1%.
Unknown mineral (possibly a serpentine pseudomorph

after pyroxene)— trace.
(This mineral is very light green to colorless, un-
iaxial,or biaxialwitha 2V of 2°, positive,shows fairly
high relief and a birefringence of .017 to .021, has ex-
tinction of 40°-45° and has a perfect prismatic (?)
cleavage and a good rhombohedralparting.)

Groundmass: 50-60%.
The larger ground mass feldspars are mainly irregular to

equant anorthoclase or (and) sanidine but some albite and
albite-oligoclase is present. Numerous tiny, short, rod-like
crystals of colorless or light green augite or diopside are
noted and hematite and limonite specks are very common.
Magnetite specks are also present. Not over 10% of the
ground mass is glass. The colorless indeterminateconstit-
uents of the ground mass, probably glass, have a refractive
index distinctly lower than 1.54. Small amygdules of ra-
diating chalcedony and coarsely crystalline calcite are quite
common.

Name: Trachyandesite (possibly trachyte).
2. Locality: Chapote ranch, McMullen County.

Megascopic character:Brownish-red, amygdaloidal, porphyritic,
roundedboulder,having diameterof 8 inches.

Texture: Vitrophyric to granophyric porphyritic. Amygdules of
chalcedony and calcitecomprise fully 20% of rock.

Phenocrysts: 65%. From 10-% mm. long. Phenocrysts are
thick tabular or irregular with corroded surfaces.

Minerals—
Potash-oligoclase or albite-oligoclase (occasionally show

almost ultramicroscopic cross-hatched twinning; ex-
tinction on 100 from X to 010=15°; 2V=60°
approx.;negative; a=l-538 and y=1.546) — 52%.

Albite— ls%.
Orthoclase (possibly anorthoclase)— 1%.
Apatite—

1%.
Magnetite— 1%.
Hematite and limonitemixedwith argillaceous substance

from alterations of augite(?) phenocrysts— 30%.
Ground mass: 35%. Consists of partially formed untwinned

feldspar microlites, hematite and limonite specks, glass and
a few tiny crystals of apatite and magnetite. About half
the ground mass is light brown glass. The ground
mass feldspar appears to be mainly albite-oligoclase or
potash-oligoclase and albite; some of it may be sanidine.

Name: Soda-trachyte or trachyandesite.
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Petrographic Descriptions of Boulders and Pebbles from
Soledad Member

Pebble from Soledad tuff—
Locality: Near LiveOak-McMullen County line, 3% miles west of

Simmons.
Megascopic character: Brownish-red, extremely vesicular, sub-

rounded pebble 3 inches in diameter.
Texture: Vitrophyric porphyritic, tendency toward hyalopilitic.

Vesicular cavities occupy twice as much space as solid matter.
Some vesicles partly filled with fibrous calcite, chalcedony and

opal.
Phenocrysts: 15% of the solid matter. Crystals or microlites

up to % mm. in length consist preponderantly of lath-shaped,
striated feldspar.

Minerals—
Andesine to labradorite— 13% (of rock).
Magnetite— 2% (of rock).

Ground mass: 85%— Consists entirely of brown glass with re-
fractive index of 1.55.

Name: Andesite( ?)

BOULDERS AND PEBBLES IN SOLEDAD CONGLOMERATE FROM
SOLEDAD HILLS

1. Megascopic character: Light purplish-brown, porphyritic,
slightly amygdaloidal, rounded pebble 3 inches in diameter.

Texture: Vitrophyric porphyric with fine phanerocrystalline to
microcrystalline imperfectly trachytic ground mass and some
interstitialglass. A few round chalcedonic amygdules pres-
ent.

Phenocrysts: 10%-15%. Tabular, plainly striated feldspar
phenocrysts and a few rounded phenocrysts or amygdules of
analcite(?).

Minerals—
Calcic oligoclase to andesine (indices between 1.54 and

1.56)— 10% (of rock).
Analcite(?) (possibly primary but probably amygdaloi-

dal)—2%.
Ground mass: 85%-90%.

Consists of predominant albite-oligoclase, sanidine and
anorthoclase,abundant tiny, thick, rod-shaped,orange-
redpseudomorphs of hematite and (or) limoniteafter
pyroxene,and possibly 10% of interstitialglass. Tiny
apatite prisms, magnetite crystals and a few irregular
crystals of the unknown, uniaxial, positive mineral
noted on page 137 with a low index and low bire-
fringence are present.

Name: Trachyandesite or andesite.
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2. Megascopiccharacter: Brownish-gray,porphyritic, non-vesicu-
lar, rounded pebble 5 inches in diameter.

Texture: Granophyric or imperfectly pilotaxitic, porphyritic.
Phenocrysts: 30%. Thick rectangular phenocrystsof minutely

striated oligoclase and andesine from2to xk mm. long which
practically always show embayments produced by resorption.
A few smaller euhedralphenocrysts of altered augite(?)

Minerals—
Oligoclase-andesine

—
90% of phenocrysts.

Augite(?) (altered to red-brown, translucent, highly
birefringent substance whichshows pyroxene outlines.
Probably a mixtureof epidoteandhematite).

Ground mass: 70%. Consists of abundant short rod-like
crystals of acid plagioclase and orange to yellowish altered
augite (probably epidote and limonite or hematite), common
euhedral octahedrons of magnetite and anhedral sanidine
crystals and frequent apatite prisms. Possibly a trace of
glass is present.

Name: Andesite.
3. Megascopic character: Creamy-white, non-vesicular, porphy-

ritic pebbles 4 inches in diameter.
Texture:Hypocrystalline porphyritic with imperfectly trachytic

groundmass.
Phenocrysts: 20%. Tabular feldspar % mm.long.

Minerals—
Anorthoclase— 50% of phenocrysts.
Albite (shows good albite twinning)— 50%.

Ground mass: 80%. Consists of lath-shaped to equant crys-
tals of singly twinned albite and sanidine and a few tiny
crystals of magnetite and more or less aegirine in a glassy
matrix. About 15% of glass with index of 1.50 is present.
A small number of roundish grains of an isotropic mineral
with a very low index, possibly analcite, are also noted.
Less than 5.% of ferromagnesian minerals present.

Name: Soda-trachyte.
4. Megascopic character: Dark gray to black, non-porphyritic

pebble 1inch in diameter.
Texture: Holocrystalline, even-grained, pilotaxitic to micro-

diabasic. Small phenocrysts of coarsely twinned labradorite
and pale green augite are rare.

Minerals—
Andesine— preponderant.
Labradorite— common.
Augite (mostly altered to a red-brown substance which

is piobably a mixture of limonite and epidote)— very
common.
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Magnetite— common.
Apatite— frequent.

Name: Augite-andesite.
5. Megascopic character: Light red, non-vesicular, porphyritic,

rounded pebble 3 inches in diameter.
Texture: Porphyritic with a hypocrystalline granophyric

ground mass. Groundmass feldspar aremainly anhedral.
Phenocrysts: 15%. Tabular feldspar phenocrysts 1-5mm.long

and a few roundish leucite(?) phenocrysts up to % mm.
Minerals—

Sanidine (oftenshows Carlsbadtwinning)— 12% of rock.
Potash-oligoclase (with microscopic cross-hatched twin-

ning)— 2%.
Leucite(?) (euhedral crystals which are isotropic or

altered to aggregatal orthoclaseand zeolites;isotropic;
n=1.51)— 1%.

Ground mass: 85%. Small leucite(?) crystals and pseudo-
morphs after leucite(?) are very abundant in certain flow
bands in the rockgiving to thesebands a net-like appearance.

Minerals—
Sanidine and albite— 55%.
Glass (n=1.50)— 20%.
Leucite(?)— B%.
Hematite (small specks)— 2%.

Name: Leucite(?) phonolite(?).
6. Megascopic character: A rounded 8-inch boulder of light

brownish-red, splotched with brownish-gray, amygdaloidal
porphyritic lava.

Texture: Porphyritic with hyalopilitic ground mass.
Phenocrysts: About 20%. Composed of partly resorbed, tabu-

lar oligoclase and andesine crystals up to 7 mm. long and a
few small subhedral to euhedral magnetite phenocrysts.
Feldspar phenocrysts contain abundant irregular inclusions
of the ground mass.

Ground mass: 80%. Contains abundant brownish glass with
a refractive index below 1.539.

Minerals— Oligoclase to andesine (ground mass feldspar
is untwinned; phenocryst feldspar shows very fine albite
twinning)— predominant.

Glass— abundant.
Hematite (minute flecks)— abundant.
Magnetite— common.
Augite (light green and slightly pleochroic)— frequent.
Apatite— frequent.

Name: Andesite.
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Relative Abundance of Types of Pebbles in Soledad
Conglomerate

Probably over 50% of the pebblesand boulders consist of
acid to basic augite andesite. Augite trachyandesite
boulders and pebbles much like those in the Fant member
are also quite abundant and gradations between trachyan-
desite and andesite appear to exist. Possibly 10% of the
lava pebblesandboulders consist of soda trachytes. Leucite
phonolites(?) are rare. Dark graypebbleswhich are doubt-
fully identified as leucite or analcite tephrite are of rare
occurrence. A few pebbles of silicified tuff and chert are
also found in the Soledad conglomerate.

Petrographic Descriptions of Boulders from the Tuff of the
Chusa Member

1. Locality: 2 miles north of Loma Alto Mesa,McMullen County.
Megascopic character: Brownish-red, vesicular and partly

amygdaloidal, coarsely porphyritic, subrounded boulder 16
inches in diameter.

Texture: Porphyritic with a hyalopilitic groundmass.
Phenocrysts: 30%. Consist of partly resorbed, tabular, mi-

nutely striated oligoclase to acid andesine crystals up to
25 mm. in length and a few small (% mm. and less) crys-
tals of light green augite.

Ground mass: 70%. Composed of abundant short feldspar
laths and a few augite, magnetite andhematitecrystals ina
brown glass matrix.

Minerals—
Oligoclase— 65% of rock.
Glass (n=1.525)— 25%.
Augite— 3%.
Hematite— 4%.
Magnetite— 3%.
Apatite— trace.
Amygdaloidal fillings of calcite, fibrous zeolites and opalare

■ common.
Name: Augite trachyandesite or acid andesite.

2. Locality: 2 miles east-southeast of Fant City, LiveOak County.
Megascopic character:Exceedingly vesicular, brick-red,rounded

boulder 7 inches in diameter.
Texture: Vitrophyric porphyritic. (See Plate XII, fig. 2.)
Phenocrysts: 15%. From 2-% mm. in length. Occur as

euhedral or slightly resorbed broad laths of rather coarsely
twinned plagioclase which sometimesshow zoning.
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Groundmass: 85%. Consists of 70% glass and scattered, va-
riously oriented microlites. Ground mass appears red on
account of abundance of hematite specks.

Minerals—
Glass— 5.5% of rock.
Andesine to labradorite— 30%.
Hematite— 11%.
Magnetite— 1%.
Augite— trace.
Limonite— 1%.
"Leverrierite(?)"— (cloudy yellowish material)— 2%.
The rock also contains coatings of calcite and opal inside

the vesicles.
Name: Vesicular andesite(? ).

3. Locality: 2 miles east-northeast of Loma AltoMesa,near con-
tact of Soledad and Chusa.

Megascopic character: Black, vesicular, coarsely porphyritic,
subangular boulder 2 feet in diameter. This is the largest
boulder seen in the Gueydan formation.

Texture: Vitrophyric porphyritic.
Phenocrysts: 30%. Tabular, minutely striated, partly re-

sorbed oligoclase crystals 1 cm. across comprise fully 85%
of the phenocrysts. These feldspar phenocrysts contain
abundant, very irregular shaped inclusions of brown glass.
Other phenocrysts V± mm. or less in length consist of pale
yellowish-green augite and magnetite. Rare phenocrysts of
light yellow to colorless apatite are present.

Ground mass: 70%. The ground mass consists of abundant
glass in whichare included variously oriented, slender laths
of feldspar, short rods of augite, rounded crystals of mag-
netite and occasional slender prisms of apatite.

Minerals—
Oligoclase— 35% of ground mass.
Glass— s3%.
Augite— 10%.
Magnetite— 2%.
Apatite— trace.
Titanite (reddish-orange)— trace.
Unknown mineral (like thatinNo.1of Fantmember)—

trace.
Some calcite is present as amygdaloidal fillings.

Name: Augite trachyandesite or acid andesite.
Petrography of Non-Pyroclastic Rocks of the Gueydan-

Catahoula

Petrographic descriptions of many types of the fluviatile
sandstones andclays of the Gueydan have been givenunder
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the description of samples from the Hicks No. 1 well on
pages 94-100. The non-pyroclastic rocks of the Gueydan
were found to contain variable quantities of volcanic glass,
andesite(?) grains, feldspar, montmorillonite, and other
constituents of volcanic origin as well as chert, quartz, and
afew other minerals derived from sedimentary rocks. Some
of the other fluviatile rocks of the Gueydan, particularly
those from Gonzales County where the Gueydan grades east-
ward along its strike into beds of the Catahoula facies, are
described here. Some unquestioned Catahoula rocks from
eastern Texas are also described, in order to show their
similarity to the Catahoula rocks from Gonzales County.

DESCRIPTION OF A SAMPLE OF YELLOWISH-GREEN, FRIABLE, TUFFA-
CEOUS SANDSTONE FROM NAVES RANCH, 3% MILES SOUTHEAST

OF FANT CITY,LIVE OAK COUNTY. (Middle Gueydan)

Sizing.— Sand (above 1/16 mm.)— 79% by weight; silt and clay—
21%. The sizing of the sand is estimatedas follows: 1-% mm.—
trace; 1/2-1A mm.— ls%; %-% mm.— 65%; %-l/16 mm.— 2o%.

Rounding.-— Sharply angular with the exceptionof a few beautifully
rounded and polished quartz and plagioclase grains.

Composition of washed material-— ■

Volcanic glass (n=1.498-1.508)— 25%.
Plagioclase (mostly oligoclase and andesine)— 15%.
Sanidine— 3%.
Quartz— 5%.
Calcite (from cement)— 30%.
Trachyandesite(?) grains (possibly includes some chert)—

20%.
Magnetite— 2%.
Biotite— trace.
Chert

—
trace.

The green color of this rockis due toabundant chloritic(?) material
in the argillaceous matrix.

DESCRPTION OF A GRAYISH-WHITE, OPAL-CEMENTED,TUFFACEOUS
SANDY CLAY FROM VICTORIA ROAD, 4% MILES EAST OF

GILLETT, KARNES COUNTY. (Gueydan)

Sizing.— Washed material comprises about 25% of sample. The
sizing of washedmaterial is estimatedas follows: %-x/4mm.— 30%;
%-% mm.— 45%; %-1/16— 25%.

Rounding.— About 15% of rounded to subrounded grains. Remain-
der angular to subangular.
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Composition of washed material—
Plagioclase (oligoclase to andesine)— 25%.
Sanidine and orthoclase— 5%.
Volcanic glass— 35%.
Trachyandesite fragments— 5%
Quartz—l2%.
Opal (from cement)— 10%.
Chert— B%.
Augite— trace.
Magnetite— trace.

Many of the coarser grains are rounded and polishedand
often coated with a thin film of opal; these grains resemble
grains of rice. "Rice sands" are very common in the Cata-
houla andin this sample there is amingling of the Gueydan
and Catahoula materials. This sample comes from the most
southwesterly locality at which such a mingling of the
Gueydan and Catahoula materials maybe discerned.

DESCRIPTION OF ARED AND ORANGE SPLOTCHED,LIGHT CREAMY-GRAY,
INDURATED, OPAL-CEMENTED, JAROSITE-BEARING, QUARTZ

SANDSTONE FROM BV2 MILES DUE SOUTH OF SMILEY,

GONZALES COUNTY. (Gueydan-Catahoula)

Sizing.— About 10% of argillaceous material present. The sizing
of the washed material is estimatedas follows: Vz-Vi mm.— 45%;
Vi-Vs mm.— 4o%; yy8-l/16 mm.— ls%.

Bounding.— Grains largely subangular to subrounded. About 20%
of rounded grains.

Composition of washed material—
Quartz

—
70%.

Plagioclase (albite to labradorite)— 3%.
Chert— s%.
Orthoclase and sanidine— 1%.
Zircon— trace (common).
Magnetite— trace (common).
Hornblende— trace (rare).
Jarosite (occurs in cavities as tiny, orange-colored hexagonal

plates with a habit typical of this mineral)— 1%.
Volcanic glass— trace (rare).
Hematite (from weathering of jarosite)— trace.
Opal (from cement)— 20%.

This sample resembles very closely some beds in the
typical Catahoula (cf. description following) of eastern
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Texas. The rock is quite porous, the pores having1 been
producedby the weatheringout of certain grains, possibly
volcanic glass.

DESCRIPTION OF AN INDURATED, LIGHT YELLOWISH-GRAY, OP,AL-
CEMENTED SANDSTONE FROM %, MILENORTHWEST OF ROCKLAND,

TYLER COUNTY, EAST TEXAS. (Upper Catahoula)

Sizing.— About 20% of clay and silt present. The sizing of the
washed material is estimated as follows: 1-% mm.— trace; Vz-Xk
mm.— so%; %-% mm.— 35%; %-l/16— 15%.

Rounding.— About 5% of the grains are well rounded. Most of
grains more or less worn.

Composition of washed material—
Quartz— 3o%.
Plag'oclase (mainly andesine)— 28%.
Chert— 25%.
Orthoclase and sanidine— 4%.
Microcline— 1%.
Magnetite— 1%.
Biotite— trace.
Volcanic glass— trace.
Muscovite— trace.
Zircon— trace.
Opal (from cement)— 11%.

This rock is quite porous; some of the pores may have
been formed by the decomposition and removal of volcanic
glass grains. This sample shows marked similarity to the
preceding sample in physical and mineralogical characters.

DESCRIPTION OF A MASSIVE-BEDDED, FRIABLE, GRAYISH-WHITE,
SILICEOUS "RICE" SANDSTONE FROM 5 MILES SOUTHEAST OF

SMILEY,GONZALES COUNTY.— (Catahoula)

Sizing.— About 5-10% of argillaceous material is present in the
white, porcelainllike, siliceous cement of this rock. The washed
material is sorted as follows: B—4 mm.

— trace; 4-2 mm.— 2%; 2-1
mm.

— 28%; 1-% mm.
— 50%; 1/2-1A mm.—l6%; %-% mm.— 3%;

%-l/16 mm.— 1%.
Rounding.— The majority of the grains are subangular to sub-

rounded and about 10% are well rounded. Even the subangular
grains are usually nicely polished. This polished appearance of the
grains together with the thin films of opal which coat them have
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given rise to the descriptive term "rice sand." Some of the quartz
and feldspar grains are etched.

Composition of washed material
—

Quartz (many grains exhibit wavy extinctionor even partial
granulation and many contain apatite prisms. These

features suggest granitic and metamorphic source rocks)— 65%.
Chert (mostly translucent light gray)— 5%.
Plagioclase (mostly albite-oligoclase)— 1%.
Orthoclase— 5%.
Silicified wood fragments— trace.
Tourmaline— trace.
Zircon— trace.
Magnetite— trace.
Cement fragments (consist of porcelain-like,opaque to trans-

lucent, angular fragments composed of a mixture of opal,
chalcedony and argillaceous material which shows
irregular fibrous extinction)— 24%.

This sample comes from the most westerly locality of
typical Catahoula sandstone and the beds from which this
sample is taken grade southwestward along their strike into
beds of the Gueydan facies.

A sample of typical friable, grayish-white, somewhat peb-
bly Catahoula sandstone from a large quarry four miles
northeast of Rockland, Tyler County, is found to be almost
identical to the above sample. The Tyler County rock has
the same white porcelain-like, siliceous cement as the rock
from Gonzales County; its sizing is very similar, although
afew more small pebblesare present;itsmineralogical com-
position is almost identical except that a few grains of vol-
canic glass and some small pebbles of porcelain-like, silica-
impregnated, argillaceous material, resembling the cement
are noted. There can be no real questionof the identity of
the source of the material and conditions of deposition of
the two samples.

Age of the Gueydan

The age of the Gueydan deposits cannot be determined
from their fossil content because of the extreme paucity or
nearly complete absence of fossils. The only fossils which
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have been found in this formation, so far as known, are
a very few silicified logs or wood fragments and one or two
imperfect leaf impressions which are too poorly preserved
for specific determination.

The upperand lower age limits as fixed by stratigraphic
relations has already been discussed on pages 49 to 51. Itis
definitely proven that the Gueydan is post-Upper Eocene and
pre-Upper Miocene in age from the abundant invertebrate
and vertebrate fossils found in the Fayette and Oakville for-
mations respectively. That an appreciable period of time
elapsedbetween the Gueydan and the Oakville is provenby
the unconformityat the base of the Oakville. (See p. 52.)

Since the Gueydan can be traced into the Catahoula it is,
at least in part,equivalent inage to the Catahoula. Berry70

has studied the fossil flora from the Catahoula of Trinity
County in East Texasand has identified itas Oligocene and
not younger than Oligocene. He states also that "it must
be regarded as the most tropical flora known from the
Tertiary formations of the Southern States." Some of the
most recent work on the Catahoula of Louisiana and eastern
Texas was done byMatson. He states71 that the Catahoula
is inpart the equivalent of the Chattahoochee and inpart the
equivalent of the Vicksburg Oligocene, also that the lower
part of the Fleming clay, which overlies the Catahoula is
apparently of Upper Oligocene age and may be correlated
with the Alum Bluff marine clay inFlorida.

The light green, pisolitic clays and tuffaceous clays of
the upper Gueydan (Chusa), when traced northeastward
are found to overlie, apparently conformably, the typical
Catahoula sandstone of Gonzales and Lavaca counties.
These green clays of the Chusa member thus occupy a
similar stratigraphic position to the partly marine Upper
Oligocene andLower Miocene Fleming clays of East Texas.
It is, therefore, quite possible that a part or the whole of

"Berry, E. W., "The Flora of the Catahoula Sandstone," U. S.
Geol. Surv. Prof.Paper, 98M, pp. 227-252, 1917.

"Matson, G. C, "The Catahoula Sandstone," U. S. Geol. Surv.
Prof. Paper, 98M, pp. 209-226, 1916.
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the Chusa member of the Gueydanmaybe of Lower Miocene
age. The Soledad and Fant members, and possibly the
entire Gueydan, are apparently correlatives of the Catahoula
formation of Oligocene age.

Mineral Veins in the Gueydan (Los Picachos Hills)

Los Picachos Hills are situated in extreme north-central
Duval County, five miles southwest of Loma Alto Mesa,
McMullen County. The topographic form of the hills has
already been described on page 27. These elongated hills
owe their relief to the resistance to erosion of a series of
parallel, more or less lenticular, massive veins of vari-
colored opaland chalcedony and veins of banded white and
light brown columnar to fibrous calcite, probably recrystal-
lized aragonite. In the most southerly hill these veins have
a maximum aggregate thickness of about fifty feet. They
strike N.42° E. and dip 72° N.W. on the average. There
are three principal steep-sidedhills which rise thirty to sixty
feet above the surrounding country and the middle hill was
determined, with a hand-level, to be slightly higher than
the southhill,while the northhill is only abouthalf as large
or high as the other two. The veins in all the hills have
approximately the same strike and dip, so far as can be
determined. Northeast of these main hills is a low ridge
formed of boulders of chalcedony and opal vein rocks. The
approximate arrangement of the veins in these hills is
indicated in Figure 2a.

The veins are best exposedin the south hill,but even here
their outcrops are more or less obscured by loose fragments.
The siliceous veins which are located on the west side of
this hill vary considerably in thickness within a short dis-
tance,but individual veins are commonly from one to fifteen
feet across. These siliceous veins are separated from each
other bybeds or partings of fine-grained, more or less silici-
fied, light yellowish-green to white, argillaceous tuff or
tuffaceous clay containing angular grains of feldspar and
volcanic glass. The tuff partings are from an inch to a few
feet thick. The siliceous veins consist of an irregularly
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splotched and mottled milky-white, bluish-gray and light
gray to brownish-yellow,microcrystalline to amorphous tex-
tured rock witha waxy to pearly-vitreous luster. The rock
breaks with a prominent conchoidal fracture. Under the
microscope the vein rock is seen to be composed of about
two-thirds opal and one-third chalcedony, although the ratio
of the two minerals varies from place to place. Extremely
irregular, minute to large areas of transparent chalcedony
are distributed through the imperfectly translucent, yellow-
ish, isotropic opal. Some of the chalcedony consists of long
to short radiating fibrous crystals and all gradations are
found between this variety and a cryptocrystalline or very
finely microcrystalline type. The opal and chalcedony can
be readily distinguished in thin section by their difference
in color in plane polarized white light. At and near its
contacts with the partings of argillaceous tuff the siliceous
vein material is irregularly diffused through the tuff and
consists of waxy,mottled and streaky opal of highly varie-
gated bright red, yellow, purple, brown and black colors.
These colors are apparently due to included oxides of iron
and manganese. In many places between the normal green
tuff and the highly colored margins of the siliceous veins
are zones of nearly pure white, coherent, pisolitic, bauxite-
like tuff from which the iron and, possibly, some of the
silica has been leached. A microscopic examination of this
white pisolitic material shows that it consists of a mixture
of opal patches anda very weakly birefringent argillaceous
mineral with an index of refraction of 1.51±.003. The
lattermineral maybe halloysite, "leverrierite,"or a similar
hydrous aluminum silicate. It is practically insoluble in
hydrochloric acid. Qualitative tests show that it contains
aluminum. The rock willnot "slake" in water but the opal-
ine material would prevent this even if the mineral be
montmorillonite (leverrierite).

The fibrous calcite vein has the same dip and strike as
the siliceous veins. It is about six feet thick at its widest
point, but the thickness varies greatly. This vein is sepa-
rated from the siliceous veins by about twenty feet of light
green, argillaceous, pisolitic or pseudo-pisolitic, upper
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Gueydan (Chusa) tuff or tuffaceous clay which apparently
has the same dip and strike as the veins.

On the eastern side of the south hill, only seventy-five
feet east of the main calcite vein, are a series of beds of
greenish-white, slightly indurated but often pulverulent,
Chusa tuffaceous clay cut by numerous small calcite veins.
This rock is well stratified (unlike its usual massive char-
acter) in beds from four to ten inches thick. These beds
dip 20° to 40° southeast about 100 feet southeast of the
main fibrous calcite vein. The dip rapidly decreases toward
the southeast. Close to the calcite vein is another small
exposure of this tuffaceous clay. Here the beds are prac-
tically vertical or even dip in the same direction (north-
west) as the vein. These beds also contain a great number
of banded fibrous calcite veinlets, one-fourth to two inches
thick, which are roughly parallel to the main vein. The
beds containing these veinlets are greatly sheared so that;
they have a schist-like appearance. This shearing is.
evidently producedby faulting.

The veins in the other hills are similar to those of the
south hillexcept that no fibrous calcite veins or vari-colored
opalare noted. In the middle hill the main vein is composed
of crypto-crystalline chalcedony which is full of numerous
very irregular cavities up to three feet across. Some parts
of the veins contain numerous irregular patches of coarsely
crystalline calcite with well developed rhombohedral cleav-
age. The cavities in the chalcedony have been evidently
formed by the solution of similar calcite as shown by cavities
containing calcite linings. A thin section of the chalcedony-
calcite rock shows the presenceof a number of small,angular
inclusions of silicified wall-rock tuff. The chalcedony is.
apparently replacing the calcite.

On the southeast side of the middle hill,associated with
large loose blocks of chalcedony-calcite vein rock, are a
number of great boulders and some small outcrops (which
appear to be in place) of very hard quartzite-likesandstone.
This sandstone is composed of angular to rounded quartz
sand grains of fine to medium size in a larger amount of
matrix of whitish chalcedony and opal, which show;
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botryoidal surfaces where they line cavities. The attitude
of the siliceous sandstone beds is doubtful but beds of this
material appear to grade into the chalcedony-calcite rock.
Therefore these beds probably have the same attitude as the
veins.

Origin of Los Picachos veins.— The prominent gouge-like
shear-zone developed in the tuffaceous clay strata and the
abnormally steep dip which becomes vertical or even over-
turned next to the chalcedony and calcite veins in the south
hill, leave no doubt that a fault passes through this hill,
the steep dips havingbeen produced by drag. In fact the
succession of parallel veins alone strongly suggest a fault
zone. On account of the transitional nature of the contact
between the partings and beds of tuffaceous clay and the
siliceous and calcareous veins and because of the extremely
irregular and embayed inclusions of silicified tuffaceous clay
in the chalcedonic vein rock, these veins are believed to
have been formed, at least in part,by replacements of the
tuffacous clay by silica and carbonate from waters circulat-
ingalong fault planes or fissures. The quartzite-like sand-
stone may well have been produced by the replacement of
a sandy horizon in the tuffaceous clay series. On the other
hand it may be a sandstone dike or block of Oakville sand-
stone which has been dragged down by the faulting and
included in the fault zone. It resembles the Oakville sand-
stone incomposition and texture more than the sandy strata
of the Gueydan. The faulting here appears to be of the
reverse or high-angled thrust type. The faulting will be
more fully discussed under "Structural Geology."

Deussen72 has drawn a sketch map and section of Los
Picachosbut his section indicates that the veins are vertical
and no fault is mapped or mentioned. He does not show
the tuffaceous clay partings between the several siliceous
veins but draws these all as one chalcedony vein;nor does
he indicate the character or the dip of the material between
thesiliceous veins and the calcite vein. The sketches (Figs..

?2Deussen, Alex.,U. S. GeoL Surv. Paper, 126, p. 122, 1924.
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2a and 2b) represent the writer's interpretation of the
structure at Los Picachos.

The writer isnot entirely certain that the beddingplanes
in the tuffaceous clay between the siliceous veins and the

Figure 2a.Diagrammatic sketch showing approximate plan of
vein outcrops at Los Picachos Hills.

Figure 2b. Diagrammatic sketchof south hill of Los Picachos
along line A-A'in Fig. 2a.
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calcite vein, and the clay partings between the various
siliceous veins actually parallel the vein walls but believes
this to be the most logical interpretaion from the data avail-
able. No dip was determinable in the tuffaceous clays
exposed west of the siliceous veins and it is possible that
the dip there is southeast, instead of northwest as indicated
inFig.2b.

It is possible that this reversed faulting which is so rare
inthe coastal plain was producedby themovement of molten
magma at a slight depth below the surface, as Dr. G. D.
Louderback 73 has suggested as a possibility.

Siliceous Knobs

The siliceous knobs found at several places in McMullen,
Duval, and Webb counties are generally composed of the
same type of opal-chalcedony rock or quartzitic sandstone
as that which composes the siliceous veins at Los Picachos.
These knobs are situated both on the outcrop of the Chusa
member of the Gueydan and on the western margin of the
Oakville outcrop. It is possible that some of these knobs
have a structure similar to Los Picachos but this appears
to be improbable. The siliceous knobs are usually quite
circular in plan and rounded conical in profile while the
Picachos are elongated ridge-like hills. No steeply inclined
partings or beds of clastic wall rock were found in these
knobs. Instead, the siliceous rock of these knobs shows a
semblance of horizontal bedding. Such horizontal joints or
bedding planes can be noted at Tendita Knob in extreme
southeastern McMullen County, three miles southeast of
La Chusa Mesa, and at the two Sermosa Hills, in western
Duval County, two miles southeast of the south end of
Soledad Hills. In the former knob there appears to be a
gradation from siliceous Oakville sandstone into massive,
gnarly,irregularly banded, dark to medium grayor whitish,
■opal-chalcedony rock. No suggestion of steep dips was
noted in the beds of Chusa tuff or Oakville clays outcropping

730ral communication, May,1926.
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around these knobs. However, the outcrops of the sur-
rounding strata are largely obscured by the presence of
blocks of chalcedonic rock from the knobs so that the dip
is very uncertain. Loose rounded blocks up to five feet in
diameter of desert-varnished, chalcedony-opal rock and
silicified sandstone, which appear to be identical to the rocks
in these knobs, are found resting on the outcrop of the
Chusa tuffaceous clays one-quarter mile east of the center
of Loma Alto Mesa and fully two miles west of Paint Hill,
the nearest of the siliceous knobs. There is a broad valley
between Paint Hill and these blocks which would prevent
any rolling boulders from Paint Hill from reaching this
locality. These blocks are apparently residuals of a former
silicified Oakville sandstone cap that has been undermined
and removed by erosion leaving these blocks. From the
foregoing evidence- the writer is inclined to regard the
rounded siliceous knobs as residuals of the better silicified
portions of formerly more extensive Oakville sandstone beds.
Such strongly silicified portions of the Oakville possibly
represent parts of former channels for silica-bearing waters
which circulated through this sandstone and deposited a
quantity of siliceous cement or even replaced most of the
sand grains in this rock.

Intrusions in the Gueydan

Serpentine.— In the Hawley well,located about themiddle
of the Gueydan belt in Live Oak County two miles southeast
of Fant City, at a depth of 230 feet, a peculiar, very light
green serpentine cut by veins of fibrous calcite up to one
inch in thickness was encountered. The serpentine shows
the characteristic slickensidingof that rock and the optical
properties of its principal constituent agree with those of
antigorite. Another sample of similar serpentine contain-
ing smaller calcite stringers, numerous small pyrite cubes,
and rounded, pebble-likemasses of fine-grained white lime-
stone was obtained from 235 feet. These were the only
samples of serpentine seen by the writer. The driller
reports twenty feet of thisrock.
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Thelimestone pebbles whichare included in the serpentine
show many irregular emibayments along their borders and
are cut by minute sinuous, vein-like masses of serpentine.
These features strongly suggest that the serpentine was
intruded into a limestone conglomerate. It is posssible that
the irregular reentrants of serpentine in the limestone were
produced by plastic flow of the serpentine under pressure
generatedby thehydration and consequent expansionin vol-
ume of a basalt or basalt tuff from which the serpentine
may have formed. However, no shearing can be noted in
the limestone, although such shear cracks may have been
obliterated by beinglater filled with fibrous calcite stringers
which cut both the limestone and the serpentine. If this is
really an intrusive serpentine, instead of a hydrated basic
tuff, the intrusive body isevidently a sill,a thin laccolith,or
an inclined dike because Gueydan, Frio, and Fayette tuffs
and sediments are found beneath the serpentine.

The nearest known intrusive bodies are the nepheline
and melilite basalt and phonolite volcanic necks and lacco-
liths in Uvalde County, more than 100 miles northwest of
the Hawley well. The nearest known mass of serpentine
rock is that encountered between 1,150 and 1,450 feet in
the Lytton Springs oil field, in the northern corner of Cald-
well County, about 110 miles north of the Hawley well.
The serpentinerock from LyttonSpringshas beenexamined
by the writer and is entirely different in texture from that
in Live Oak County. No pseudomorphs after olivine crys-
tals are seen in the Live Oak County serpentine but such
pseudormorphs are very abundant in the Caldwell County
serpentine. The Caldwell serpentine is an altered basaltic
volcanic breccia or agglomeratecomposed of angular frag-
ments of several types of hydrated basalt. The Live Oak
serpentine shows no suggestion of agglomeratic texture.

Originof the Gueydan

From the foregoing descriptions and discussions it is
evident that the Gueydan formation is a series of land-laid
pyroclastics interbedded with fluviatile sediments. Many
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of the latter are composed principally of material derived
from pyroclastic rocks including variable amounts of peb-
bles and boulders of lava rocks. The questionnow arises:

Where is the neck or stump of the volcano which threw
out such enormous quantitiesof debris?

Source of the material.— From the character of the ma-
terial it is evident that a largepart of the Gueydan deposits
were erupted from one or more volcanoes in a number of
great explosive eruptions. To date no volcanic cone or neck
has been found in the vicinity of the Gueydan outcrop.
Since this was an Oligocene or Lower Miocene volcano it is
not surprising that difficulties are encountered in locating
the exact position of the volcano or volcanoes.

No lava flows have been found in the Gueydanor adjacent
formations althoughboulders and pebbles of lava rocks are
veryabundant inMcMullen and Duval counties and common
or frequent over a much more extensive territory. Since
lava flows are far more resistant to erosion than anyof thfe
rocks now exposed in this part of Texas it is probable that
no lava flows of Gueydan age were ever present within the
area of the Gueydan outcrop or the adjacent region. The
pebblesof lava rock can be more naturally explainedas more
or less comminuted and eroded volcanic blocks or bombs
ejected by explosive eruptions instead of fragments from
lava flows which have been entirely eroded or covered. Such
purely explosive eruptions have been quite common among
modern volcanoes (e.g.Krakatoa, Vulcano,Mont Pelee, and
other Antillean volcanoes). The Gueydan eruptions belong,
probably intoto, to the Vulcanian orPelean types of volcanic
eruptions according to Lacroix's classification.74 Thepres-
ence of widely distributed tridymite in the tuffs might be
interpreted to mean that the ejectamenta, at the time of
deposition, were at high temperatures comparable with the
temperatures of the fiery clouds ( nuees ardentes) of Mont

74Lacroix, A., "La Montagne Pelee apres ses Eruptions," Masson
et Cie, Paris, pp. 75-83, 1908.
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Pelee which have been so admirably described and carefully-
studied by Lacroix.75

After the Gueydan tuffs were deposited they were partly
or entirely covered by Upper Miocene and younger conti-
nental sediments, the land surface was tilted gulfward, and
the whole Tertiary series including the Gueydan was
truncated by erosion.

The present problem of locating the source of the Guey-
dan material is difficult because the apparent point of
greatest thickness only can be located along the present
outcrop, in a comparatively narrow northeast-southwest
belt. This belt of outcrop is little better than a random
cross-section of the formation and the actual point of great-
est thickness may be situated at a considerable distance to
either side of the belt at itspoint of greatest thickness now
exposed. As many lines of evidence as possible have there-
fore been followed,in order.to try to ascertain the source of
the Gueydan pyroclastics.

What may be the circumstances which have baffled at-
tempts to discover the volcanic source of the Gueydan
pyroclastics? Three hypotheses are submitted as follows:

(1) The source is distant, e.g. located 100 miles or more
from the nearest point on the present outcrop of the
Gueydan.

(2) The oldvolcano is situated within the present outcrop
of the Gueydan formation; but erosion has planed off the
ancient cone without yet uncovering the lava pipe;and the
portion of the cone andneck now at the surface is composed
of pyroclastic material so similar to the surrounding
Gueydan tuff that ithas not been distinguished.

(3) The stump of the ancient volcano is situated near the
Gueydan belt but is now hidden under a covering of
sediments younger than the Gueydan.

Each of these hypotheses will now be tested by all the
evidence available in order to determine which hypothesis
agreesbest with the facts.

75Lacroix, A., "La Montagne Pelee et ses Eruptions," Masson et
Cie, Paris, pp. 163-209, etc,. 1904.
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Evidence for adistant source.— Under the firsthypothesis
the source is distant and it is, therefore, useless to expect to
find the remains of the volcano in the vicinity of the Guey-
dan outcrop. If this ancient volcanic vent is located farther
inland than the Gueydan belt, it should be exposed as a
volcanic plug, because the formations outcropping farther
inland are older than the Gueydan and a volcanic pipe
would have had to pass through these formations in order
to deposit the eruptive debris on top of them. On the other
hand, if this volcano is situated at a considerable distance
nearer to the Gulf thanthe Gueydan belt it would be covered
by several thousand feet of post-LowerMoicene sedimentary
deposits and could be discovered only by drilling.

The evidence for a distant source is as follows:
(1) The bulk of the Gueydan pyroclastics consists of fine

particles, below one millimeter in length. This does not
necessarily indicate a distant source because volcanoes
erupting pumiceous material similar to the Gueydan tuffs
often throw out the debris in a series of violent explosions
which comminute this debris into tiny particles. Krakatoa
is an extreme case of this type of volcano.

(2) Negative evidence is furnished by the failure to
discover volcanic necks or parts of cones in the immediate
vicinity of the tuff outcrops.

(3) A number of volcanic plugs are exposed in Uvalde,
Kinney, and Travis counties, 100 miles or more from the
nearest Gueydan exposures and these would furnish a con-
venient source for the Tertiary tuffs provided there were no
conflicting evidence. Jones76 evidently believes that the
volcanic boulders he has noted in northwestern Duval
County came from theUvalde County volcanoes,although he
gives no facts in support of his statement. The volcanic
necks have been described by Vaughan77 in the Uvalde Folio

76Jones, R. A., "The Relation of the Reynosa Escarpment to the
Oil and Gas Fields of Webb and Zapata Counties, Texas,"Bull. Am.
Assoc. Petro. Geol., Vol. 7, No. 5, pp. 544-545, 1923.

"Vaughan, T. W., "The Uvalde Folio," U. S. Geol. Sur. Folio No.
64, pp. 1-7, 1900.
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and the petrography of their rocks has been described by
Whitman Cross in the same folio. TheUvalde County necks
consist of nepheline basalt grading into limburgite,
nepheline-melilite basalt, olivine basalt, and phonolite. All
these rocks contain either nepheline or olivine. The
nephelinebasalts generally carry little or no feldspar. The
feldspar is labradorite in the olivine basalts and alkali
feldspar, generally sanidine, in the phonolites.

This assemblage of rocks is utterly different in min-
eralogical composition from the Gueydan tuffs or lava peb-
bles and boulders. In fact not a single crystal of either
nepheline or olivine has been found in any of the Gueydan
rocks. Vaughan maps a few necks of augite-andesite in
Uvalde County but Cross does not describe or mention any
andesites in his petrographic descriptions of the igneous
rocks of the Uvalde folio. The entire dissimilarity in com-
position of the Uvalde and Gueydan rocks is a strong
objection to the assumption that the Uvalde volcanoes
were the source of the Gueydan. Hinds78 and others have
called attention to the fact that eruptions of nepheline- and
melilite-basalts and even trachytes may come from the same
volcanoes which normally eruptbasaltic and andesitic lava.
However, the Gueydanhas been producedby a large number
of successive eruptions and at least a few crystals of
nepheline or altered nepheline in the tuff or a few pebbles
of nepheline-bearing rocks in the volcanic conglomerates
would be expected if the Uvalde County necks were the
source of the Gueydan. Another objection to these necks
as the source of the Gueydan is their distance from the tuffs.
Thebasis of this objection willbe discussed later.

The same objections hold for the Travis County and
Kinney County necks. These necks, so far as known, also
consistof basalts and limburgites. The largest of the Travis
County necks has been described byHill79 who believes that

78Hinds, N. E. A., "Melilite and Nephelite Basalt in Hawaii," Jour.
Geol., Vol. 33, No. 5, pp. 537-538, 1925.

79Hi11, R. T., "PilotKnob, aMarine Cretaceous Volcano," Am. Geol.,
Vol, 6, pp. 286-292, 1890.
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its eruptions occurred during Cretaceous time as indicated
by the title of his paper. The writer has also examined
Pilot Knob and has noted the basaltic tuffs (of an entirely-
different character from the Gueydan) which surround
Pilot Knob. These tuffs are intercalated with abundantly
fossiliferous, Upper Cretaceous marls; this proves that at
least part of the eruptions of this volcano occurred in Cre-
taceous time. If the Pilot Knob tuffs are representative of
the typeof pyroclastics producedby thebasaltic necks found
in the neighborhoodof the Balcones fault in Uvalde, Travis,
and Kinney counties, the Gueydan tuffs were evidently not
erupted by these volcanoes. Although it cannot be abso-
lutely proven that these old volcanoes are not the source of
the Gueydan tuff the weight of evidence is directly opposed
to such a conclusion.

Evidence for a proximate source.— The following data
are strongly suggestive, if not indicative, of a proximate
source for the Gueydan volcanic materials :

(1) Many beds of tuff of evident mud-flow origin are
present,especially in theFant member. The datain support
of this conclusion are the presence of beds showing a ropy
surface and definite flow structure (see Plate VI,Figure 2),
the prevalenceof well developedsun-cracks in many of the
Fant tuff beds, the wavy beddingplanes and the strong re-
semblance of these rocks to rocks of certain mud-flow origin.
Mud flows, like lava flows, do notmove a great distance from
their parent volcanoes unless the land surfaces on which
they are depositedhave ahighgradient. Theunconformity
at the base of the Gueydan, if a true unconformity exists,
is aminor one, because there is no definite difference in the
dip and strike of the Gueydan from the dip and strike of
the underlying Frio. The Frio rests conformably on the
marine Fayette and the latter shows ripple-marks, current
bedding, lignite beds and other evidence of a shoal water
and littoral origin. The Fayette and Frio were therefore
not deposited on steeply inclined surfaces. The Gueydan
was apparently deposited on the same kind of gently sloping
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surface, probably on a recently upraised and slightly
dissected coastal plain.

(2) The presence of the high temperature mineral,
tridymite, in the Gueydan tuff in at least five localities, the
most distant of which are 135 miles apart, strongly favors
the idea of vulcanicity inthe immediate neighborhoodof the
tuff containing the tridymite. It is probable that the tridy-
mite was not formed at excessively high temperatures but
may have been formed around hot springs, comparable to
the Springof Plombieres, the temperature of which is73° C,
or around solfataras. The presence of a number of hot
springs at that time is itself suggestive of proximate con-
temporaneous vulcanicity or vulcanicity only a short time
prior to the tridymite formation. On the other hand, the
tridymite-bearing tuffs may have been deposited at high
temperatures from fiery clouds. The occurrence of this
tridymite at such widely separated localities favors the.
idea that the Gueydan came from two or more volcanoes of
the same generaltype.

(3) Fifty or more acid andesite boulders, between one
and two feet in diameter, and a great number of smaller
boulders are found within the confines of a few acres, two
miles northof Loma Alto Mesa inMcMullen County. These
boulders occur near the middle of the Gueydan outcrop in a
flat area covered by brush. The boulders show a tendency
to be arrangedina line parallel to thestrike of the Gueydan.
Pinkish Chusa tuffaceous clay outcrops at several points
within a radius of half amile from the boulder locality and
the boulders have apparently weathered out of this tuffa-
ceous clay. A number of these boulders are subangularand
resemble in form the volcanic blocks which are commonly
found on cinder cones. On account of their great size and
'weight and their subangular form it is difficult to imagine
how they could have been transported in such numbers by
rivers from a volcano situated over a hundred miles away.
The boulders may have been concentrated by river action
but were in all probability carried only a few miles. They
may also be residual boulders from a large mass of tuff.
Hounded boulders from an inch or less to a foot indiameter
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are frequently found on Gueydan tuff exposures at several
other localities in Live Oak, McMullen,and Duval counties.

(4) The extraordinary rarity of pebbles and boulders,
other than lava,inthe Soledad conglomerate atSoledad Hills
in Duval County is difficult to explain unless the parent
volcanic blocks were close by at the time the conglomerate
was formed, thus allowing only a slight adulteration of the
lava pebbles with the chert pebbles which are generally
predominant in other conglomerates of the Texas coastal
plain. In fact the Gueydan conglomerate itself, except in
western Duval County, contains more chert and quartzpeb-
bles than lava pebbles. This latter fact proves that abun-
dant chert and quartz pebbles were available to the streams
of that time and furnishes excellent evidence that a volcanic
cone existed in the immediate neighborhood of the present
Soledad Hills during middle Gueydan time. These blocks
could not have been thrown more than a few miles from a
volcano even if swift-moving "fiery clouds" assisted in their
transportation. Therefore it is reasonable to suppose that
at least one of the Gueydan volcanoes was situated in
proximity to the Soledad Hills.

(5) The presence of twenty feet of apparently intrusive
serpentine in the Hawley well in Live Oak County, only 230
feet below the surface, is another indication that an ancient
volcano once existed in the vicinity of the Gueydan outcrop.
If this serpentine dike or sill was connected with the magma
which rose to the surface to produce the Gueydan pyro-
clastics, the serpentine must be an ultrabasic differentiate
from this magma,because it is entirely unlike the Gueydan
tuffs or lava pebblesincomposition.

Only a quarter of a mile north of the Hawley well in a
cliff of upper Gueydanpulverulent,pink, tuffaceous clay are
found two vertical dike-like bodies. These bodies consist
of brick-red, somewhat indurated, tuffaceous clay and are
cut along their center planes by thin vertical streaks of
light greenish,extremely vesicular,slag-like material. The
surface of the slaggy streaks is very smooth and has a luster
like that on highly glazed pottery. A similar glaze is pres-
enton the inside surfaces of the vesicles. This glazedslaggy
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material passes gradually into the brick-red, partly fused,
tuffaceous clay mentioned above and the later grades into
normal tuffacous clay. Such a fusion of the tuffaceous clay
mayhave been producedby hot ascending vapors of volcanic
origin. On the other hand, the phenomenon may be readily
explained by the burning of escaping natural gas which is
known to be present only a few miles west of this locality
at depths of 500 or 600 feet. It is impossible to determine
which is the correct explanation, at present, but this phe-
nomenon, probably unique in the Texas coastal plain, is
worthy of record.

Evidence for several volcanoes.— Were all the Gueydan
pyroclastics ejected from one volcanic vent or from two or
more vents? The widely separatedoccurrences of tridymite
have already been mentioned as evidence for more than one
volcano. If a single volcano be assumed to have been
situated near the center of the space between the most dis-
tant tridymite localities these localities would yet be sixty-
sevenmiles from the volcano. This seems to be anexcessive
distance and favors the hypothesis that t(wo or more vol-
canoes, arranged in a line roughly parallel to the Gueydan
belt as now exposed,existed.

The widespreaddistribution of fairly large lava boulders
along the strike of the formation lends strength to the
supposition that there was more than one volcano.

That the assumption of several volcanoes in a northeast-
southwest belt is not merely a product of the imagination
is strengthenedby the known occurrence of such a row of
volcanic necks in a northeast-southwest belt in Uvalde,
Travis, and Kinney counties. These necks are all situated
in the vicinity of the Balcones fault zone, which line of
weakness is evidently responsible for their arrangement.
Field study proves the existenceof aparallel zone of faulting
(see geologic map) in the proximity of the Gueydan outcrop.

Conclusions as to location of volcanoes.— After takinginto
account the data discussed above, what conclusions can be
formed as to the most plausible location for the Gueydan
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volcano or volcanoes? One center of volcanic activity was
probably .located in southwestern McMullen or western
DuvalCounty for the followingreasons:

(1) The largest (two foot) volcanic boulders in the
Gueydan are found in southwestern McMullen County.

(2) The Gueydan formation is thickest inMcMullen and
Duval counties.

(3) The Soledad volcanic conglomerate is thickest and
contains fewest non-volcanic pebbles and boulders in
western Duval County.

Of the three possible hypothesesoutlined on page157, the
hypothesis that the old volcano or volcanoes were located
near the Gueydanbelt but are now covered by post-Gueydan
sediments, possibly accords best with the facts. In other
"words the ancient volcanic stumps or necks are hidden by
Oakville,Reynosa, or terrace deposits, or even by -the upper
Gueydan tuffaceous clays. Future borings for oil or water
may discover these ancient volcanoes,and wells which are
drilled in the vicinity of the Gueydan outcrop should be dili-
gently watched for the occurrence of volcanic rocks. The
writer's conclusions as to the source of the Gueydan are,
therefore, provisional, and convincing evidence in favor of
another source for the Gueydanwillbe readily accepted.

Structural Geology

A glance at the geologic map shows that the major struc-
ture of the southwestern Texascoastal plain is that of a very
gently gulfward-dipping homocline. The regional dip is
southeast, north of Webb County, and east, south of that
county. The change from southeast to east is gradual as
can be seen from the swing in the strikes of the formations
in Webb County. The angle of regional dip ranges from
about.100 feet to the mile in the Fayette formation to about
20 feet in the Reynosa.

This large homocline, concave toward the Gulf, is cut by a
number of strike,dip,and oblique faults with displacements
which range from a few feet to 300 feet or more. Several
flat anticlines, faulted anticlines or anticlinal noses, and
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synclines relieve the monotony of the general homoclinal
structure. The folding in this region involves such slight
upwarping and downwarping that the anticlines may be
detected only byslight to fairly pronouncedgulfwardbulges
in the formational contacts and the synclines by similar
landward bulges. The dips on the flanks of the folds are
rarely in excess of two or three degreesand satisfactory out-
crops are soscarce that is is rarely possible to follow a given
bed for a distance of amile. Also, the rarity or absence of
continuous, easily distinguished marker beds renders the
interpretation of structural details a very difficult problem.
The detailed structure cannot be worked out without a very
painstaking study of the petrologyof the clastic rocks. An
exceedingly small number of folds or faults have been de-
scribed in any of the publications on the region. Neither
Deussen80 nor Trowbridge81 indicates a single fault within
the area with which this paper deals, nor is any mention
made of faults in this area. Deussen has ably described
the broad Torrecillas uplift which crosses the southern por-
tion of the region. This is arecent arch and was discovered
by the use of physiographic data. It has been previously
discussed on page 20 of the present paper. Deussen also
described Los Picachos Hills, noting the abnormal dip in
the rocks east of the veins there, but he made no reference
to a fault. Jones82 has cited the presence of siliceous knobs,
and veins in Webb, Zapata, andDuval counties as evidence
of faulting and has mentioned subsurface evidence of fault-
ing in the Webb-Zapata county oil fields. Several other
writers have discussed the probability of faulting as the
raison d'etre of the Webb-Zapata oil fields but no geologic
maps showing the traces of any faults in detail have been
published so far as known to the writer, although some
■outline maps indicating hypothetical faults have appeared.

80Deussen,Alex.,U. S., Geol.Surv.Prof.Paper,126, PlateVIII,1924.
81Trowbridge, A. C, U. S. Geol. Surv. Prof. Paper 131D, Plate

XXVIII, 1923.
82Jones, R. A., Bull. Am. Assoc. Petr. Geol., Vol. 7, No. 5, pp.

£32-545, 1923.
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Faults

The main purpose of this paper is not to work out in
detail the structure of the region of the Gueydan outcrop,
because the area covered is too large to be dealt with satis-
factorily within the few mionths available for field work.
Nevertheless,while the Gueydan formation was being traced
the writer detected a number of importantfaults which have:
never been mapped or described before. Some of these
faults were actually seenbut the existence of others was in-
ferred from geologic mapping. Several of the faults found
exposed were first approximately located from mapping
evidence;a later search along the banks of streams near the
points where they should cut the suspected faults disclosed
the outcrops of the fault planes and their gouge zones. Cer-
tain faults were located only approximately and more
detailed work will doubtless necessitate a number of changes
in the geologic map. It is also quite probable that additonal
faults willbe discovered.

The accessory geological features which are found to be
more or less indicative of faulting in this region are as
follows:

(1) Abnormally steep dips (15° or more) which have
evidentlynot been producedby landslidingare found. Such
abnormal dips, which maybecome practically vertical next
to the trace of the fault plane,are due to drag; such drag
zones may attain a width of several hundred feet in the
slightly consolidated rocks of this territory. A prominent
drag zone is exposed in a bluff near the Nueces River, two
miles west of Oakville.

(2) Veins of fibrous calcite or aragonite are commonly
found either along the fault plane itself or in the fractured
rocks adjacent to the fault plane. Some of these calcite
and aragonite veins are two or three feet wide. The best
examplesof theseare exposedin thebed of the Nueces River,
two miles west of Oakville,and at Los Picachos Hills.

(3) Veins of opal and chalcedony are also commonly
associated with faults. The opal which occurs along fault
zones frequently shows brilliant yellow, green, orange, and
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red colors and is sheared in many places, the shear planes
paralleling the fault plane. The best example of siliceous
veins was seen atLos Picachos Hills. Another goodexample
of a green and yellow opal vein is exposed in a small out-
cropon the westside of Tornillo Hillon the Karnes-Atascosa
line. However, many of the largest faults in the region
are not accompanied by veins of any kind and veins are
occasionally found along fractures where no appreciable
displacement has occurred.

(4) Salt springs or creeks containing salt water are
associated with some of the largest faults in eastern Live
Oak County. The long fault which is clearly exposed in the
cut made by a small salty tributary of Sulphur Creek, eight
miles southeast of Fant City, is an example of this asso-
ciation. Sulphur springs occur in the vicinity of some faults
and Sulphur Creek derives its name from the presence of
such springs.

(5) Although no suggestions of fault scarps were seen
in this region, the presence of faults which are located at
the contact between an overlying resistant and an under-
lying non-resistant formation can sometimes be detected
from a different type of topographic evidence. This can be
presentedbest by a comparison of the topography along the
Oakville-Gueydan contact in McMullen County with that
along the same contact in central Live Oak County. InMc-
Mullen County there is no fault at the contact and the
resistant Oakville sandstone rests almost horizontally on
top of the friable upper Gueydan clays. As aresult of this
relation erosion has produceda number of long, topographi-
cally prominent salients and steep-sided mesas. In central
Live Oak County along this same contact the topography is
quite different. Here the Gueydan is in contact with the
Oakville alonga vertical fault and no salients or mesas are
found. The resistant Oakville is on the downthrown side of
this fault and enougherosion has taken place since the fault-
ing to obliterate completely the former fault scarp and, in
addition, to remove so much of the soft upper Gueydan ma-
terial from the upthrow side that the more protected
Oakville-covered downthrow side is now topographically
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higher. This is a reversal of the topographic relations which
evidently existed shortly after the faulting occurred. The
Oakville here forms a nearly straight line of rather gently
sloping, asymmetrical hills instead of the numerous steep-
sided, flat-topped salients and mesas ofMcMullen County.

Character of displacements.— The downthrown sides of
the great majority of the strike faults are on the southeast
or east; those of the dip faults and oblique faults (cross
faults) are usually on the south or southwest. Normal
faults are more common than reverse faults and a few of
the faults exposedare vertical. Successive fault blocks are
generally displaced in the same direction but a fe,w horsts
and grabens are found. Cross-faulting plays a prominent
role in Karnes and southern Gonzales counties but is appar-
ently of minor importance southwest of Karnes County.
Itis evident, from the foregoing discussion, that the struc-
ture of the Gulf Coastal Plain of Texas is not so simple as
it is generally believed to be.

DescriptionofPrincipalFaults

Gonzales County.— Nopal Fault— Three miles northwest
of Nopal, in a small road-cut about one-half mile east of
Rocky Creek School, a fault contact between the sandstone
of the Oakville and crumbly, light green,porous,sandy tuf-
faceous clay of the Gueydan is exposed. As measured at
the outcrop the fault plane strikes N.20° W. and dips 55°
S.W. At this locality it is a normal fault

—
the plane of the

fault dips southwest and the southwest side is downthrown.
No measurement of the displacement could be made but
judging from the small amount of offset produced in the
Gueydan-Oakville contact it is probably not more than fifty
feet. Since the Gueydan-Fayette contact is apparently off-
set in the opposite direction from the Gueydan-Oakvjlle
contact this fault must be a rotational fault with the south-
west side upthrown at the northwest end of the fault and
downthrown at the southeast end.
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It is probable that a strike fault forms the contact be-
tween the Fayette and Gueydan between the northwest end
of the Nopal fault and the Karnes County line. Another
cross-fault offsets the Gueydan toward the southeast in
northern Karnes. As a result, there is a triangular block
in extreme southern Gonzales County which is surrounded
by faults and has apparently undergone rotational tilting.
More detailed field work must be done here before the char-
acter of the faulting movements can be accurately deter-
mined and a revision in the geologic mapping may be
necessary.

Karnes County.— Faulting appears to play a more impor-
tant part in Karnes County than any other portion of the
area. With the exception of the small fault at Tornillo
Hill on the Karnes-Atascosa line the Karnes County faults
were located by mapping evidence or by tracing them from
Live Oak County where they were found exposed. The strike
faults in Karnes County are approximately parallel and
extendN.25-35° E. One of these faults isperhapsresponsi-
ble for the falls in the San Antonio Eiver below Falls City.
With the exceptionof the Tornillo Hill fault the downthrow
side is to the southeast. The Tornillo Hill fault is exposed
ina small, nearly horizontal outcrop on the northwest side
of Tornillo Hill. Along the fault is a vertical vein of yellow,
green,and gray opal about eight inches wide. East of the
fault, silicified Fayette sandstone outcrops. This sandstone
has producedTornillo Hillowing to its resistance to erosion.
West of the fault a white or lighttan, tuffaceous shale,which
generally occurs at the top of the Fayette in this region, is
exposed. Since the siliceous sandstone is probably older
than the white shale the northwest (or white-shale) side of
the fault is probably downthrown. It is impossible to be
sure of the relative displacement from the outcrop of the
fault.

Three cross-faults offset contacts in Karnes and extreme
southeastern Atascosa counties. The cross-fault innorthern
Karnes County has apparently offset the Gueydan-Oakville
contact about five miles. Taking the average dip of the
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Oakville at sixty feet per mile, the displacement along this
fault is about 300 feet.

Live Oak County.— The faulting in central and northern
Live Oak County has been more carefully worked out than
elsewhere because a greater amount of detailed field work
was done in this county. The fault at the contact of the
Gueydan and the Oakville in Live Oak, northeastern Bee,
and southern Karnes counties continues for a distance of
thirty-five miles.

Sulphur Creek Faults— At least three and possibly more
faults cross Sulphur Creek between Fant City and Oakville.
These faults are not far apart and are grouped under the
term "Sulphur Creek Faults." The most westerly of these
faults is more easily traceable because along this fault the
Oakville sandstone is in vertical contact with the upper
Gueydan tuffaceous clay. This contact appears to be a fault
contact from Kittie Station in central Live Oak County
almost to Karnes City in Karnes County, a distance of
approximately thirty-five miles. The fault is clearlyexposed
in the east bank of a salty tributary of Sulphur Creek, one
and one-half miles west of Sulphur Creek, and one mile
southeast of the Live Oak County Demonstration Farm.
The vertical fault plane strikes N. 35° E. and about eight
feet of it are exposed. Slickensides are well developed and
a three-foot gouge and breccia zone, composed of a mixture
of angular fragments of Oakville sandstone and plastic
green tuffaceous clay of the upper Gueydan, is present.
Drag is not prominent at this exposure, although the beds
are bent down toward the southeast enough to disclose
plainly the direction of movement without the aid of strati-
graphic evidence. The Live Oak Basin Oil Association's
32,000,000 cubic feet gas wells three miles east of Three
Eivers evidently obtain their gas from the breccia zone
along this same fault because the producing wells are
located in a line striking N.35° E. and are situated along
the faulted Oakville-Gueydan contact.

The other two faults occur within the Oakville belt of
outcrop and appear to unite near the Nueces River, twomiles
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west of Oakville. The easterly fault of this pair is exposed
in the bed and north bank of the Nueces River. Here the
sandstone and conglomerate beds are almost on end or dip
southeast at high angles and are cut by a fibrous calcite
vein six inches thick and a number of smaller veins.
This fault strikes N. 43° E. Along the east bluff of a
small tributary of the Nueces River just below the out-
crop of the eastern fault is exposed the western fault of the
pair. The latter strikes N.35° E., parallel to the main Sul-
phur Creek fault. Thebeds of Oakville sandstonehave been
steeply tilted by the drag along this fault for a distance of
300 feet or more.

Fant City Faults— In a railroad cut one mile northwest
of Fant City the lower Gueydan tuff and the underlying
Frio clay dip northwest at angles of 10 to 15 degrees. This
abnormal dip is probably caused by a strike fault with the
downthrow on the northwest side. The displacement on
this fault is probably not over fifty feet because the basal
Gueydan is repeated for only a quarter of a mile or less
northlwest of the fault.

On the west side of the Atascosa River four to four and
one-half miles south ofFant City the beds of lower Gueydan
white, pumice-pebble conglomerate in several exposures
show northwest dips of 10 to 40 degrees. A few exposures
of greengypsiferous clay resembling Frio are also found in
this locality, although the main Frio-Gueydan contact is
situated a mile west of here. The fault is poorly exposed
four and one-half miles south of Fant City in the bluff of a
small gully. From the drag and apparent duplication of
some of the lower Gueydan beds the downthrow side must
be to the northwest. The amountof thrqw is estimated to
be 100 feet. The straight course of a portion of Weedy
Creek is possibly a result of this fault but no outcrop of it
was found on Weedy Creek.

Since the Fant City faults are downthrown on the north-
west and the Sulphur Creek faults on the southeast the
block lyingbetween them is a horst. This is designated as
the ThreeRivers Horst because the town is situated thereon.
The presence of a number of shallow gas wells and a few
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small oil wells in the vicinity of Three Rivers constitutes
additional evidence that an uplift exists in this district.
A certain amount of doming in addition to the opposing
drag dips on the two sides may also have occurred in this
upthrownblock, but such a horst without the doming might
serve to trap and imperfectly concentrate petroleum and
natural gas.

McMullen County.— San Caja Fault— On account of the
steep dips in the Gueydan strata north of San Caja Mesa
and the decided tilt to the Oakville cap of the mesa itself,
a fault, probably of small displacement is believed to pass
a short distance north of San Caja Mesa. If the fault is
assumed to have a strike approximately parallel to that of
the dragged beds, the strike of the San Caja fault is
N. 80° W. That the downthrow side is on the south is
indicated by the fact that the strata on San Caja are tilted
in thatdirection.

Duval County.— Los Picachos Fault Zone— Los Picachos
Hills with theirmassive siliceous and fibrous calcite (recrys-
tallized aragonite) veins have been described under "Mineral
Veins." These veins, the steep southeast dips of the Guey-
dan strata outcropping southeastof the veins,andthe gouge
zone along the calcite vein together furnish proof that a
fault passes through these hills. Since the veins in suc-
cessive hills are arrangeden echelon it is probable that this
is a fault zone instead of a single fault. The fault exposed
in the largest andmost southerly hill strikes N.42° E.and
dips 72° N.W. Since the fault plane and its attendant veins
appear to dip northwest and since the drag produced by the
fault is toward the southeast, this must be a reversed or
compressional fault. This type of fault is uncommon in
the Texas coastal plain. It indicates that the territory
adjacent to Los Picachos has been subjected to compres-
sional forces or possibly to the upward thrust of unexposed
magma from below. Itis impossible from surface exposures
to ascertain the amount of displacement produced by this
fault because Gueydan rocks of similar character outcrop
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on both sides of the fault and exposures are scarce in this
vicinity. From the width of the drag zone it is probable
that this is an important fault. The strata on the north-
west side of the fault are too poorly exposed for the direc-
tion of dip to be determined and it is, therefore, impossible
to ascertain without excavations or borings whether this is
a faulted anticline or a fault unaccompanied by folding.

Webb County.— A two-foot vein of greenand red-brown,
banded opal and opal-impregnated clay ispoorly exposed in
a gravel pit one-half mile N. 15° E. of Mirando City along
the front of the Keynosaescarpment. Themiddle Gueydan
conglomerates which are exposed for a few feet along this
vein appear to be standing nearly vertically, but the dip is
uncertain on account of the poor stratification of the ma-
terial. This veinmay be located alonga fault plane but the
same kind of conglomerate is found onboth sides of the vein
so that the displacementis small if there is a fault here.

There maybe one or more important faults in the vicinity
of the Reynosaescarpment in Webb and Zapata counties but
the writer saw little definite evidence of important faults in
either Webb or Zapata counties. On account of the ex-
treme paucity of exposures, faults and other structural
features can only with great difficulty be, delineated.

Starr County.— A fault is clearly exposed in the bank of
Los Olmos Greek, six miles north of Rio Grande City. The
fault plane strikes N. 10° W. and dips west approximately
80 degrees. The throw, which is approximately the total
displacement, can be determined by the relative position of
a heavy bed of Oakville sandstone on the two sides of the
fault plane. This throw is about thirty-five feet. The west
side is downthrown and the Oakville beds are vertical next
to the fault.

Another fault with the downthrown side to the south (in-
dicated by steep south dips) apparently cuts the north-south
fault only a few hundred feet north of the point where the
first fault is exposed. The dragged strata along the second
fault strike N. 70° E. and dip south about 30 degrees, and
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it is probable that the strike of the fault is the same as the
strike of the strata. The displacement along this fault
could notbe determined.

Folds

Torrecillas Arch.— The broad and gentle Torrecillas arch,
centered near Mirando City in southeastern Webb County,
is so recent that it is reflected in the present topography.
This uplift hat been fully discussed by Deussen.83

Anticlines of Webb, Zapata, and Jim Hogg counties.— A
row of small,gentle and ill-defined,anticlinal folds or crum-
ples in the large Torrecillas arch extends from east-central
Webb County southward along the front of the Reynosa
escarpment into northeastern Zapata andnorthwestern Jim
Hogg counties. At least six small petroleum and natural
gas fields have already been discovered in this territory.
Some of the fields are situated at the foot of the escarp-
ment and others are on top of the escarpment. On account
of poor exposuresand the covering of Reynosa which lies
unconformably on the folded beds these folds are difficult
to detect and only in two cases were westerly dips observed
by the writer.

One and a half miles southwest of Mirando City or one-
half mile *west of the Mirando City-Ojuelos oil field, a wall-
like bed of silicified sandstone, probably Oakville, strikes
N. 38-75° E. and dips 10-60° N.W. The steep dips may
have been produced by drag along a fault having the west
side downthrown. A similar bed of Oakville sandstone dip-
ping eastward at a low angle outcrops on the east side of
the Ojuelos field beneath the Reynosa capping. The Guey-
dan conglomerates and tuffs appear to have low-angled
opposed dips on the two sides of the Ojuelos oil field but
these dips are uncertain on account of poor exposuresand
indistinct bedding planes. In the vicinity of this oil field

83Deussen, Alex., U. S. Geol. Surv. Prof. Paper 126, pp. 124-126,
1924.
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a group of rolling hills projects westward for a mile or
more beyond the Reynosa escarpment. Such rounded hills
(not mesas) are also present west of the Schott-Aviators
field, four miles south of Mirando City, but are rarely pres-
entat otherpoints along the Reynosascarp. The topography
and the scanty geologic evidence obtainable from exposures
thus suggest small anticlines with north-south axes at the
Ojuelos and Schott-Aviators fields in southeastern Webb
County.

Gentle opposing tilts of the siliceous sandstone cappings
of the mesas which partially surround the Mirando Valley
oilfield in northeastern Zapata County indicate the presence
there of a small dome or nearlyequidimensional anticline.

The large reentrant in the Reynosa scarp near Randado,
in northwestern Jim Hogg County, with an extensive east-
ward projection of older rocks into the reentrant, suggests
the presence of an anticline in this region. An oil field
has been discovered in northwestern Jim HoggCounty since
the writers last visit, which furnishes confirmatory evidence
of such a structure.

Faulting may have played aminor role in the causation
of petroleum and natural gas accumulation in the Webb-
Zapata and Jim Hoggcounty fields but the surface evidence
points to small anticlines or, as Sellards84 suggests, anti-
clinal noses as the important agencies in the accumulation
of petroleumand natural gas.

The widening of the Gueydan outcrop and the broad
reentrant of Gueydan in the vicinity of Moglia, in east-
central Webb County, suggests the existence of a north-south
structural terrace or of gentle anticlinal and synclinal fold-
ing in this region. Important additional evidence of fold-
ing here is afforded by the predominance of north dips of
1-5° at the northern margin of this reentrant of Gueydan.
The Carolina-Texas gas wells west of Moglia may owe their
existence to one of theseinferred structural features. Some
doubt is cast on the validity of folding in this region by the

84Sellards, E. H., "Notes on the Oil and Gas Fields of Webb and
Zapata Counties," Univ. Texas Bull. No. 2230, pp. 5-29, 1922.
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uncertainty of the correlation of the white tuff beds, which
outcrop fourteen miles west of Moglia, with the Gueydan
and the possibility that the white tuffs may belong to the
older Fayette formation.

Duval County Folds.
—

Government Wells Anticline(?)—
The following facts suggest the existence of an anticline or
anticlinal nose with a northeast-southwest or north-south
axis located about two miles north-northwest of Government
Wells settlement in northwestern Duval County:

(1) Persistent southwest or west dips can be observed
in the vicinity of the Cotulla road, about three miles north-
northwest of Government Wells. It is possible that these
dips may have been produced by cross-bedding but they
appear tobe too regular and persistent for that.

(2) The Soledad green volcanic sandstone, although its
thickness was nowhere observed to exceed thirty feet, out-
crops prominently in the northwestern part of Government
Wells;one-half to one mile northwest of Government Wells;
and at localities three miles north-northwest of that
settlement.

This green sandstone horizon locally interstratified with
brown sandstones and conglomeratescan be traced for over
fifty miles in Duval,McMullen, and Live Oak counties- and
in no locality has more than one horizon of the unusual
sandstone been identified. If the disconnected outcrops near
Government Wells all represent approximately the same
stratigraphic horizon there must be a repetition of cer-
tain beds, thus indicating folding, or faulting with the
downthrown block on the west side.

McMullen County Folds.— Calliham Faulted Anticline
—

The small oil field located just west of the town of Calliham
in easternMcMullenCounty apparentlyowes its existence to
the presence of a faulted anticline. The axis of this anti-
cline,asrevealed bythe alignmentof producing wells, trends
practically east-west and a fault having the north side down-
thrown apparently parallels the axis of folding. The exist-
ence of a fault is indicated by the straight and sharp
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northern limit of productive wells. The broad salient of
the Fayette formation along the FrioRiver east of Calliham,
also suggests the presenceof an anticline.

Wentz Anticline andSyncline.— The two pronouncedbow-
ings of the formational contacts in the vicinity of Wentz
are strongly suggestive of anticlinal and synclinal folding.
This foldingmay possibly be associated with faulting. The
friable, greenish-gray to buff sandstone which outcrops a
mile or two south of Wentz is lithologically very similar to
the upper Fayette sandstone exposed on the banks of the
Frio River, four miles east of Calliham. Ostrea georgiana,
a common Fayette fossil, is also reported by residents to be
found a mile southwest of Wentz. It is on the basis of this
evidence and the peculiar bends in the outcrops of the basal
Gueydan silicified white tuff that an anticline is believed to
exist here. Outcrops are disconnected so that there is
chance for error in the mapping. If the geologic mapping
in this vicinity is essentially correct, an anticline, with an
east-west alignment, having an approximate length of two
miles and a width of one mile, is situated south of Wentz.
The salient of younger Gueydan into the outcrops of the
older Frio and Fayette formations a fraction of a mile east
of Wentz indicates the presence of an adjacent syncline.
This fold has about the same dimensions as the anticline
and its axis also extends east-west. The axis of this syn-
cline is situated about two miles north of the axis of the
Wentz anticline.

Live Oak County Folds.— The mapping of the Gueydan-
Frio contact west of Simmons suggests the occurrence of a
gentle anticline and syncline or anticlinal and synclinal
noses. These parallel, and are similar to, the Wentz folds,
except that they do not appear to be quite as pronounced.
The presenceof south dips (as highas s°) in the vicinity of
Lang Creek, two and one-half miles northwest of Simmons
furnishes additional evidence of folding in this vicinity. The
axis of the anticline probably crosses the Nueces about one
mile south of Simmons. The syncline lies between this
anticline and the Calliham anticline.
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No evidence of folding was noted northeast of Live Oak
County but a more intensive field study may demonstrate
the existence of folding in Karnes and Gonzales counties,
in addition to the faulting.

Summary and Conclusions

Thename "Gueydan formation" is assigned to a group of
strata exposed in the southwestern Texas coastal plain,
which are composed of volcanic tuffs interbedded with
fluviatile deposits which have been derived mainly from
t|hese tuffis. The Gueydan formation occupies a strati-
graphic position between the Frio clay (redefined by the
writer) of uppermost Eocene age and the Oakville sand-
stone of Upper Miocene age. It is correlated with the Cata-
houla formation (Oligocene) of eastern Texas. The tuff
and bentonite beds in the Catahoula evidently represent
the more distant deposits of the same great explosive erup-
tions which formed the much thicker Gueydan pyroclastics.
On account of the marked difference in facies between the
Gueydan and Catahoula the former merits a separate
formational name.

The Gueydan formation is separable into three members:
(1) Fant member, (2) Soledad member, and (3) Chusa
member. The Fant member is composed essentially of a
number of beds of indurated, creamy-white,mud-flow tuff,
which commonly shows sun-cracks, interstratified with fri-
able, grayish-white, air-deposited tuffs, and greenish-gray
or purplish-pink, fluviatile clays and sandy clays. Petro-
logically, the Fant tuffs apparently range from, trachytes to
acid andesites; trachyandesite is probably the principal
petrologic type. Among the unaltered constituents of these:
tuffs volcanic glass fragments anc| small pumice lapilli
comprise over 65 per cent; feldspar (mainly albite-
oligoclase) comprises most of the remainder; augite and
biotite are the ferromagnesian minerals noted. The sec-
ondary bentonitic minerals and opal generally comprise as.
much as half of most tuff samples. In several localities
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vesicles in themud-flow Fant tuffs are lined with tiny plates
of tridymite or with tridymite and botryoidal opal.

The Soledad member consists of interbedded friable,
grayish-pink, trachyandesite or acid andesite tuffs, pumice-
pebble conglomeratesor lapilli beds, coarse to fine volcanic
conglomeratesand volcanic sandstones and tuffaceous sand-
stones. The opal-cemented volcanic conglomerates and
sandstones which locally consist almost entirely of water-
worn boulders, pebbles and sand grains of grayish-brown
trachyandesite and other lavas are the most noteworthy
rocks in this member. In southern McMullen County fifty
or more subangular boulders of acid andesite up to two feet
in diameter are exposedover a small area. These boulders
are too large and do not show enough evidence of wear to
have been transported for a great distance.

The Chusa member consists primarily of friable tuf-
faceous clays and impure bentonites which have evidently
been formed by the action of streams on the Soledad and
Fant tuffs and other rocks.

From the evidence discussed previously, the following
conclusions are made: (1) The Gueydan tuffs were de-
posited by a succession of explosive volcanic eruptions.
(2) Two or more volcanoes arranged in a northeast-
southwest line contributed to the formation of these pyro-
clastic strata, (3) These volcanoes were located within a
few miles of the present outcrop of the Gueydan but have
not been discoveredbecause the remains of their cones have
been covered by the Chusa tuffaceous clays or younger
sediments.

Taking into consideration the length of the present out-
crop, the average thickness and the probable area formerly
covered, a minimum estimate of the volume of material
ejected by the Gueydan volcanoes is 150 cubic miles.



Plate II

Figure 1. Fissure in Oakville quartzitic sandstone on east side of
San Caja Mesa showing cut in Rosalier Hills in alignment with it.

Figure 2. Reynosa Escarpment at Mirando City OilField, Webb
County, Texas, 40 miles east of Laredo.
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Plate III

Figure 1. A Gueydan tuff cuesta scarp, looking northeast along
strike. "Chalk Bluffs" on Ray Ranch in McMullen County, Texas.
Note automobileat base of scarp.

Figure 2. Exposure of Fant trachyandesite tuff in bed of creek,
and massive-bedded, greenish-white, sand-tuff in banks of Lang
Creek, 2½ miles west of Simmons, Live Oak County.
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Plate IV

Figure 1. Unconformity in Gueydan near road bridge, 1½ miles
west of Simmons. Reworked, light green, sandy, tuffaceous clay
above and even-bedded sand-tuff below unconformity.

Figure 2. Sun-cracks in Gueydan tuff, near north bank of Nueces
River, 4½ miles southwest of Simmons, McMullen County.
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Plate V

Figure 1. Sun-cracks in trachyte tuff in bed of Charlie York
Creek, 4 miles west of Three Rivers.

Figure 2. Exposure of trachyte tuff ½ mile south of Fant City,
showing rugged character of outcrops.
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Figure 1. Outcrop of Gueydan tuff, 4 miles west of ThreeRivers,
Live Oak County.

Figure 2. Fragment from slab of tuff showing ropy flow structure.
"Chalk Bluffs" onRay Ranch, eastern McMullen County.
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Figure 1. Andesite boulders in Gueydan tuff. Southwest corner
of McMullen County.

Figure 2. Soledad conglomerate containing a number of lava
pebblesonLa Mesa, at Mirando Valley OilField,northeastern Zapata
County.



Figure 1. Loess-like outcrop of Chusa tuffaceous clay at junction
of White Creek and a tributary, 4 miles above mouth of White Creek,
Live Oak County.

Figure 2. View of south side of main Picachos Hill showing out-
crop of thick chalcedony veins. Note dip of veins to left (west).
Duval County.
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Figure 1. Thin section of massive, very lumpy, vesicular, mud-
flowtuff from "Chalk Bluffs" onRay Ranch, McMullen County. X 25.
Large, white elongated spot is hole in section.

Figure 2. Thin section of silicified, slightly vesicular tuff from
½ mile northeast of Wentz, McMullen County. Contains tridymite
in cavities. X 25.
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Figure 1. Thin section of fairly hard, dense-textured, vesicular,
white tuff containing tridymite crystals in cavities, from Charlie
York Creek, 4 miles west of Three Rivers. X 25.

Figure 2. Thin section of apatite-bearing trachyte or trachyande-
site from a 1-foot boulder in the Fant member, 2 miles west of
Chapote Ranch, McMullen County. Shows large resorbed oligoclase
phenocrysts containing glass inclusions. Dark spots are limonitized
pyroxene and magnetite. The two light-colored hexagonal crystals
on each side of largest pyroxene crystal are yellow apatite. X 25.
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Figure 1. Fine-grained Soledad volcanic conglomerate from
south end of Soledad Hills, Duval County. Clear areas are chalced-
ony surrounded by a band of opal. Phenocryst with high relief is
augite, black phenoeryst is altered augite. Other phenocrysts are
albite-oligoclase and oligoclase. Plane polarized light. X 25.

Figure 2. Fine-grained volcanic conglomerate from south end
of Soledad Hills, Duval County. Dark areas are opal. One pebble is
trachyte and the other is andesite. Crossed nicols. X 25,
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Figure 1. Volcanic sandstone cemented with chalcedony and
opal from outcrop 2¼ miles northwest of Government Wells, Duval
County. X 25.

Figure 2. Vesicular andesite boulder 8" in diameter from upper
Gueydan, 2 miles east-southeast of Fant City. X 25.
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